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PRINCIPAL CONTENTS
Switched Coil S.W. Converter
Test Instil. nient Design
One Valve S.W? Receiver
Television R= lay'Link

Circuit Switching
New Chassis Design
Frame Aerials
F.M. Versus A.M.
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Transmitter- receiver for short waves 40 metres.
Uses standard
Provision for crystal control.
headphones and microphones. Battery operated,
requiring standard 120 volts h.t. and 2 volts I.t.
Includes 9 valves standard English types. Six
valves in receiver and three in transmitter.
Circuit 'Rx, 2RF., Det., 2 Audio and Power.
Tx, Osc. PA and moshdator.

ALL POST ORDERS TO 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD,
'Phone: Amherst 4723
LONDON, E.5.

carriage paid

ALL CALLERS TO 162, FLEET STREET, LONDON, 6.0.4.
' Phone: Central 2633
end 2'. d.

....

for our litt. Terms of l'u,
nigh arder, or C.O.D. over £1

stomp

«.t+ar,1r...Rrrsmslrr14111fsrraaspar.:.

sa

ss:

cash
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THE STAMFORD RADIO CO.
Stamford St., Ashton -U -Lyne, Lancs.
Telephone

a
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>>,

SIMPLICITY
30)
KIT
RADIO
for

Designed by Experts

Home Constructors.

This kit is one of a range produced by
Radio Kits Co., Ltd., Hollingbury Place,
Brighton, 6,

-

Brief Specification;
3

wave,

5

valve,

6Q7,

25A6,

su per et circuit,
complete kit of parts
including valves (6K8
6K7.

(5Z6), Drilled chas-

sis, and

12

page com-

prehensive

instruction book with scale
diagrams, etc. Nothing further to buy
except cabinet.
Price £10 19s. 9d.
plus purchase tax
£3 IIs. 5d.
For details of other kits send for R.K.C. list.
Extract from report given by " Electrical and Radio Trading

"

Service Charts, February, 1948:" On test the receiver gave results superior to the average
A.C.ID.C. receivers which we have handled. Reproduction is
very pleasing, being clean and comparatively free from irritating
universal
background interference usually associated with

receivers."

Sole distributors to the wholesale and retail

trades

:

'LEE PRODUCTS (Great Britain) LTD.
Radio

House,

East Street,
Branches.

Brighton,

and

A
61'011q41(1

.1ntlrexce
people are
enjoying good radio entertainment through the smooth power
provided by Pertrix accumulators. Every Pertrix product
gives a consistently high performance just a little more
than the promise. For trouble free listening choose the accumulator in the red and yellow
pack. Most good dealers stock
them.
MORE AND MORE

-

Whatever your soldering job, in your
horns or workshop, you will prefer
to use Ersin Multicore Solder. No
extra flux is required. Multicore is the simple and precision method of making sound soldered joints for all
household purposes. Just apply it simultaneously with the
soldering iron; the three cores automatically provide
correct proportions of flux to solder.
a

if

CARTON
Shown above

HOLSUN
137

SIZES 410 - 69 each.
MULTICOt4E SOLDERS LTD.

WORKSHOP

Mellier House, Aibemarle Street, LONDON, W.l
Tel.: REGent 1411

www.americanradiohistory.com
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`Avo' Instruments
available from
stock :

VALVE TESTER
TEST BRIDGE
D.C.
AVOMINOR
is
Universal AvoMeter
the world's most
widely used combination electrical testing instruLIGHT METER
ment. Fully descriptive literature available from the
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers
The AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Co., Ltd.,
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I.
'Phone : VlCtorio 3404-9
The Model 7

:-

,TRUVOX
bThe cork is drawn, the party's on and you
'are there, there with all the gaiety that perfect
reproduction can bring you. Truvox owners are
extra realism that makes_ all the difference
44 in listening to a favourite programme-Home, Light
or Third. It has taken us 18 years to achieve it
sift it's yours today. A range of three extension cabinet
speakers is in the dealers' shops already, " Monobolt "
speaker chassis in four sizes are there too, you can
hear them now. High fidelity pickups and " Wafer "
A postcard will bring
speakers are well on the way.
full details.

Ogetting

...

O

S5

MODEL BX55. The first of a new range o` Truvox
Extension Cabinet Speakers. This model incorporates Sin. Monobolt chassis, volume control recessed
in side.
Natural Birch cabinet, with contrasting
chocolate coloured sides. List Price 6Sl -,
T,uvcx Engineerit.g Co. Ltd., Truvox House, Exhibition Grounds, Wembley, M.odr.
at,

LL444.1841....."(

TY27A
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_

PRACTICAL :TEtEV
&"M. f.J.CAMM

'"

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

16th
-

BY THE EDITOR

_

of Servicing

The1 Cost

in existence at a. higher level than in other trades.
One dealer who wrote to its .the. other -day put

ll'H

has been written. in the daily and
weekly- newspapers,on the subject of the

unsatisfactory state. >of the radio retail the other point of \ ih\c, Ile dealt with the case
it applies to servicing ; for most retailers of a customer who.- t la lost, eflieien_cry; ,and as
also undertake service 'work. One of our con- lie was á h 9a music krirr he wanted it 'brought
tributors last month - suannarised the general back to epneort pitch, , This necessitated checking
complaints, and we cap add to that our own up the _working' voltages throughout, the set,
experiences, as well as thesé of the many readers comparing, the ..readitrgs :_of ; ill, components with
the manufacturers' service..slsheet., replacing a
who have written -Co ifs on the subject.
There can be no ddubt that there are many number of parts: which Wet .sub-St&nd td, rewiring,
radio retailers who regard tierviciug as a means of and carrying out the normal work_ of" cleaning up
extortion, relying upon the' ignprance of the vast and adjusting.
A workman was occupied. :on the task for over
section of the radio public' in order to impose
exorbitant and quite unwarrantable charges for six hours, and this included retrimming the
minor repairs, for imaginary work, and for fictitious condensers. The sot was demonstrated to the
customer, who expressed himself as thoroughly
replacements.
Very naturally the honeàt'dealeï is incensed at satisfied. He was presented with the bill for 24s..
the unwelcome publicity which has been accorded representing payment for six hours' work, overheads,
his profession, for it may lead the public to believe and new parts. Seven days later, however,' the
that all radio engineers are tarred, with the same same customer returned with the receiver, which
brush. \Ve' know that there are many honest had again lost quality of reproduction, and charged
service engineers who charge reasonably, and We the dealer with having been extortionate and not
also know that there are large-numbers of people há,vi,ng carried out the work which had been paid
of a suspiciousnature who always think, however for. He said that he had had the receiver examined
reasonable the charge, that they are being robbed. by an " expert," who told him that nothing had
5onietirnes they endeavour to justify their claim been done to it. Further examination showed that
that they have been Overcharged by going to the receiver had been tampered with since it left
another dealer and asking how mdeh lie would the dealer's hands, and when this fault was rectified
under the eye of the customer he
charge to perform the same work.
!went away, mollified.
Titus fortified in their views, they
Editorial and Advertisement Offices:
It is possible that a number of
will go back to the dealer who
Practical Wireless," George Newnea. Ltd.,
complaints printed in the news.
Tower 'House, Southampton Street, Strand,
performed the work and accuse
'Phone
Ear
4353.
W.C.2.
Temple
i
papers emanate from those who
lrim of, dishonesty, forgetful of
Telegrams
Newnea, Rand, London.
have not given the dealer a
the, fact that the dealers may be
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
chance to justify his charges, but
Canadian Magazine Post.
bitter enemies or very keen
be
pleased
to
consider
The Editor trill
we do not -drink very many of
rivals.
articles of a practical nature suitable
them come within that category.
for publication in ` Practic,,l Wireless,"
But as our contributor :pointed
.should
be written out one
articles
Such
All costs- -have risers within the
out, the service engineer may be
side of the paper only, and should conrite name and address of the render.
last five years, and in certain
thoroughly qualified and yet be , tain
rtIittst the Editor does not hold himself
cases the ugly head,of purchase
dishonest. It is not always the t responsible for manuscripts. every effort
reinem
them
if
a
stamped
will
be
made
to
.
tax rears itself. The dealer
quack service engineer who robs -and addressed envelope is enclosed,
cannot be blamed "..for that..
All correspondence intended for the
the public. To most people a
Editor should be addressed : The Editor,
Unforttmately there is. a section
wireless receiver, like a watch,
Practical Wireless." George A'errttes,
House.
Southampton
Ltd., Tower
of the public which thinks that
is a black box of mystery. The . Sheet,
Strand. W.C.2.
its labours should- be rewarded
watch- repairing trade has achieved
Outing lo the rapid progreso in the i
of wireless apparatus and to our
with higher wages, whilst the
an unenviable reputation for just f design
efforts to keep our readers in touch
"`work of others shout$ remain
the latest developments. we rice
that sharp practice now adopted t nosillsseeaniy
that apparatus described i
static.
in the radio trade. In saying
in otr columns is not the subject of i
It must be remembered that a
this we readily agree that there i letters patent. all drawings, photodealer Has to pay More for.. Lis
articles published in
are honest traders, and that it is s graphs andWireless".
to specifically
Practical
components, irrore for his labour.
only the malcontents from whom ì "rr.serred
throughout the countries 3
signatory to the Rente Convention and
more for his electric light, and
one usually hears. At the same
'e U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations
pay higher rates. Little wonder,
time, the volume of complaints
of ah tl of these arc therefore expressly
Wireless "
" Practical
tn rbidden,
therefore, that servicing costs are
is such that we are entitled to i incarporatcs
" Amateur Wireless,"
going up.
concludo that sharp practice is
trade.

I

I

'

.

-

-

-

:

:

1

1

.
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RLV

Interference -free Tyres
improve radio reception on motor cars, Fort

TO Dunlop

is

at present experimenting with a

new tyre, devel.ped from one used by the R.A.F.
during the war, which removes the static electricity
generated by the movement between tyre tread
and road surface.

WIRELESS

distance ph, .. lcgraph circuit in the world.
Pictures are automatically relayed via Colombo,
and travel more than 18,000 miles by wireless. A
picture measuring up to 60 sq. inches is received
in 10 to 15 minutes.
Empire rates are charged: £5 for a picture
measuring un to 24-sq. inches, and proportionately
for- larger sizes up -to- O sq. inches. Phcrt-ographs,
letters, documents, diagrams, machine drawings
and even cheques may be transmitted by
phototelegraphy.
-

Dr. Morris Reed.

7

MORRIS REED, Ph.D., M.Sc., M.I.E.E.,
DR. bas
been appointed Chief Radio Engineer of
Philips' Mitcham works. Dr. Reed will be in
charge there of all engineering activities relating
to radio and television receivers and allied apparatus.
After graduating from the City and Guilds
College in 1926, with 1st class honours B.Sc. in
engineering, he spent three years with the International Standard Electric Corporation, as telephone
engineer. From 1929 to 1946, Dr. Reed was with
Siemens Brothers and during his 17 years with
that company, he occupied, in succession, the
positions of Head of the Wireless Laboratory,
Chief Radio Engineer and Assistant to Chief
Engineer, Telecommunications Department.
Phototelegraph Service in the
:
U.K.-N.Z. in 15 Minutes
PHOTOTELEGRAPH service was recently
inaugurated between Cable and Wireless, Ltd.,
in London and the New Zealand Administration
in Wellington.
The new service operates over the longest
Longest

World

.

Philco Radio

MR.

H. H. 1 ANDELL, formerly in charge of
the Operations Planning Department of
Airmee, Ltd., has now been appointed Assistant
Secretary and Accountant of Philco Radio and
Television Corporation of Great Britain, Ltd., and
of Airmee International Sales, Ltd.
British Sound Recording

Association

THE

lecture on " High Quality Disc Recording"
by W. S. Barrell, B.Se., was, owing to the
special nature of the demonstrations and exhibits,
held at E.M.I. Studios.
A further lecture on " Loudspeakers, with
particular reference to High Fidelity Monitoring
Reproducers," was given by D. E. L. Shorter
(B.B.C. Research Dept.) at the Royal Society of
Arts.
Radio and Tel. Chairman
Visits America

LAURENCE D.
MR. BENNETT,
Chair-

A party of five Chinese students recently visited the Philips factory at Mitcham.
They are seen above in the radio assembly shop. Note the useful chassis cradles
to facilitate handling of the chassis.

www.americanradiohistory.com

man of Radio and Television Trust, Ltd., is now
in the United States. In
addition to visiting the
Philco Corporation, Philadelphia, Mr. Bennett -will
also he examining the
export possibilities in
America for other products of the Radio Tel
Group which includes in
addition to British Phileo,
Airmec, Airmec International
Sales,
Ltd.,
Airmec Laboratories,Ltd.,
The Britannic Electric
Cable and Construction
Co., Ltd., British Mechanical Productions, Ltd.,
The General Access Co :,
Ltd., and the 'Hopkinson
Motor and Electric Co.,
Ltd., as associated companies or wholly owned
subsidiaries.
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Just the Job
a few enthusiasts who combina the
, hobby of radio with cycling have built
themselves radio sets for use on a cycle, with
varying degrees of success. Now, 11(3w-eler,
experimental work is in progress by an Ansericair
firm on a miniature radio which is only about
three inches square. The tiniest of valves are used.
and the circuit, instead of being wired, is printed
in a metallic substance on an insulating background.
This at can be clipped to the cycle handlebars,
or even to the rider's wrist, and it is claimed that
it will transmit and receive on the short waves and
receive normal broadcasts. These sets would be
just the thing for enabling riders to keep in touch
at all times except, of course, for one snag-the
QLITE

cost of the sets.
_FM

Stations on the .Air

.

".
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Civil Air Safety
AN Air Traffic Control Centre was the contribution

of the Ministry of Civil Aviation (Scottish
Division) to the Scientific Engineering and Fuel
Efficiency Exhibition held at Glasgow recently,
For the first time in Scotland, the publie were
taken behind the scenes of the Air Trahie Control
services provided by the Ministry to ensure safe
and regular flying by air -line. charter and private owner pilots flying anywhere over the United Kingdom.
The stand at Kelvin Hall was in direct touch with
Approach Control at Renfrew-, Aerodrome Control
in the Tower at Prestwick Airport, and Transatlantic Aircraft Control at Redbrae, which controls
all aircraft on the transatlantic routes flying to and
from any part of the United Kingdom. Air Traffic
Control Officers Were heard holding two -way
conversations over the radio -telephone with pilots
of airliners on the last stages of their journey across
the North Atlantic.

number of FM stations on the air giving
THEservice
Additional
in the U.S.A. is 300.
construction permits havé been issued for 670, with
Plug -in Unit Receivers
conditional grants for 250' more. Nearly 150
applications are pending. Thus total FM stations r.IOLLOWING a recently published account of
an American idea using plug -in units for
in all stages now number above 1,300.
In coin parison, AM licences and construction permits receiver construction to simplify servicing, we
now total nearly 1,900, up one -third from a year understand that an English company are shortly
to commence manufacture of receivers on similar
ago.
lines,

Broadcast Receiving Licences

THE

following statement shows the approximate number of li ences issued
daring the year ended 31st .1 auuary, 1948.

Numbers

Region

London Postal ,
Home Counties
Midland ..
North Eastern ..
North Western ..
,
South Western
Welsh and Border
Total England and .Vales
Scotland
Northern Ireland -.

2.100,01)1)
7.466.0011
1,395.11011

1,729,1)01)

7,4(12.0

(I

961,010
lI -14,0011

.

GRAND TOTAL..
This number includes 39,000 television
licences. This represents an.inriease of 6;300
over the previous month -the `largest
monthly increase ever recorded.
Prosecutions in January for -operating
wireless receiving apparatus without a
licence numbered 278.

-

A close -up of the G.Z.C. paraboloid aerial and mobile
television laboratory used in recent television link field

trials.
Ceylon Police Get Radio -telephone
rir111-: General Electric Co.. Ltd.. has recently
completed yet airlither of its many expert
In
orders for tele- communication cgnipoient.
this instance, it is the Ceylon Police Force whe
have been equipped with eight unebile tranamitteriecc.iver limits b their police oars and one I00 -watt
G.H.F. fixed station transmitter- receiver
wit h remote eontrol gear. The ". Simplex " method
of operation is provided..
-

r

Gears and Gear Cutting
Edited by F. J. Camm.
Price 6s. from all Booksellers or 6s. 6d. by post from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
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Switched -coil Short -wave
Converter
With High -sensitivity and Low -noise Content.

IN

the July, 1947, issue of PR:ECrtcAL WIRELESS
an article appeared entitled " A Quality
S.W. Superhet Unit;" in which details were
given of an efficient and original short -wave receiver.
Judging by the amount of correspondence I
received from readers, this design aroused more
than a little interest. Although most of the
letters were appreciative, many contained suggestions for modifications or improvements, and quite
a few asked for a separate converter unit having
certain circuit refinements incorporated in the
above -mentioned receiver. After " boiling down "
these suggestions the following list emerged
(1) For a separate converter based on the
" Quality S.W. Super."
(2) As above, but incorporating stabilised power
pack.
(3) As (1) and (2), but with switched separate
:

coils.

-

For a switched -coil arrangement for use.. in
the " Quality S.W. Super."
(5) To use ex- Service equipment where possible.
Neer-y effort has -been made -to -meet all of these
the circuit about to be described.
requirements
(4)

-

The Circuit

By C.

SUMMERFORD

stabilised power pack (Fig. 2) is a smaller version
of that described for ' The Ten -watt Quality

Amplifier " (PRACTICAL WIRELESS, April, 1947).
Although there are several turret coil assemblies
on the market, it was decided that although some
of these are very efficient, the cost would be too
high for the average constructor. In view of this.
the coils chosen are the well -known "Wearite " P
type which may be purchased at 3s. each.
As four each are needed for the radio -frequency
and oscillator tuned -circuits, the total coil cost will
be 24s.
A 3 -bank, 2 -pole, 4 -way switch will be required
but, as this may be obtained ex -W.D. at 2s. 6d.,
this does not add much to the cost.
The four padding condensers will cost a further
2s. lid. so that the entire cost of the R.F. and
oscillator tuned-circuits with the exception of
the tuning condensers will be 29e.
Coil L6 in .the mixer anode circuit' is. also a
" Wearite " P type -POI, actually-And this is
tuned by. a ..0003 -uuF variable condenser to a fre.quelicy of about 600 ke7e.
With an initeruieaiate frequency rof 600 he s.
the timing- coils -aá .given in 'the list of components
will tune over -(in metres) : Rßnge 1; 9 to 20 ; range 2, 12 to 30; range 3, 24 to 60; range 4.
75 to 150, approximately.
As 3 -bank, 2 -pole, 6 -way wave- change switches
are also available at 2s. 6d., readers may like to
`

With the exception of the switched -coils and one
or two smaller modifications, the circuit, as will be
seen by reference to Fig. 1, closely resembles the
early part of " The Quality S.W. Super.," while the

0

NT+2Y0!

TO AERIAL TERM,
ON MAIN RECEIVER

e

TO EARIN
TERMINAL

ON MAIN

RECEIVER

GANGED

6.

- - -3

i.- Theoretical circuit of the converter unit.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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incorporate these in place of those specified, using
the extra contacts for switehing -in further coils
so that the range may be extended into the medium wave hand. If this is clone " \Vearite " coils
I'À2, PA7 and P02, P07 should be used : extra
padding condensers will, of course, he necessary.
Although not absolutely essential, it is an
advantage to mount the coil Lli and condenser
V4I7 in a screening -can: The condenser, which
may be a small mica variable, should be secured
to the top of the screening-can in such a way as to
be completely insulated from it. It is a good plan
to use a rubber grommet for this purpose.
To facilitate ease of wiring between coil and
condenser it is hest to use flexible wire. An ordinary
knob may be used for adjusting the condenser.

LIST OF COMPONENTS

LI

50 space turns on
and 4 turn.

L2 " Wearite "
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
L10
Ch.l Standard

VCl

Vet

former, tapped at

1

15

PA4.
PA3.
PAS.
PA6.

,

183

approximately- lt; mA ; therefore, at first glance. a
power pack to supply 16 rnA at 250 volts would
seem to meet the situation.
This is not so because.
besides the eurrest taken by the converter trait, a
minimum of 5 mA is required by the stabilisera
N1, N2, and this brings the current drain up to
21 mA.
However, instead of building a power
pack to supply the v+irriurun+ requirements it is
better to build one to have a surplus. If it is then
built as a separate unit it may he used for energising
other pieces of apparatus. It is interesting to note
that the junction between the two stabilisers is
125 volts positive relative to earth. and is, therefore,
just right for supplying H.T. to battery receivers,
including the class B type.
As 300 volt 60 mA. mains transformers are

.

(Fig. 1)

C3 .00005 pF
C7 .0001 (rF
C9 .001 pF
C:,10

ell

mica condensers.

.005 /1F
.005 pF

Cl2 .002 pF

POI.
PO4.

P03.
P05.

P06.

s.w. choke.
.0002 riF variable condenser.
.00002 pF variable condenser

with slow motion drive.
VC3 and VC4 .00016 f.F var. condenser (ganged)
with wide- vision dial and slow- motion drive.
VC5 .0001 ,,F var. condenser.
VC() ,00016 pF var. condenser.
VC7 .0003 ,a,F var. condenser (midget mica).
Cl, C2, 4, C5, C6, C8 .01 ,rF mica condensers.

The aerial wave-trap coil has been slightly
modified since the original one was described ;
total tunas are the sanie, but tappings are now rnacle
at 4 anal Ui turns instead of 6 and 20. Incidentally,
it may he necessary to short out this coil completely
on the longer wave ranges
depends a lot on-the
size of aerial used.
In " The Quality S.W. Super." article it was
suggested that a further variable resistor should be
wired in in series with the existing variable resistor
to provide adequate 1;.F., regeneration above SO
metres. In this circuit a different arrangement
is used ; _the frequency of resonance is lowered by
the addition of a shunt variable condenser which is
switched into circuit as required..
The condenser TCl, included to -re- inforce the
grid- cathode capacity of V1, may or may not be
necessary -the probability is that it will -and this
takes the -form of a 30 1 uF postage -stamp type
trimmer.

-it

Power Pack

If really smooth R.F. regeneration is to be
obtained it is a virtual necessity that the high tension supply to the unit shall be very stable,
otherwise maximum sen-itiyity will not be possible.
Therefore, a power pack based on that in the
Ten -watt Quality Amplifier " is used, as has been
mentioned earlier in this article.
The total H.T. current required by the unit is
-

C13 .0008 pF
VR1 10,000 ohms carbon type potentiometer.
RI 1,000 ohms I watt resistor.
I watt resistor.
R2, 5, 8 5,000 ohms
R3 .25 megohm
watt resistor.
R4, 7 40,000 ohms
I watt resistor.
R6 100,000 ohms
watt resistor.
R9 350 ohms
watt resistor.
RIO .25 megohm
; watt resistor.
TCI 30 ya,iF midget trimmer.
Sw.1, 2, 3, 4, 5 3 -bank, 2-pole, 4 -way wavechange switch.
Sw.6 Single -pole On -Off toggle switch.
VI 6C5C.
V2 61(8G
',

Y

easily obtainable. one of these has been chosen.
Two IS Henry L.F. chokes and 32 11F of capacity.
plus the condenser-like effect of the stabilisers.
edsures a rock- steady. well -smoothed supply.
The two condensers, C16 and C'17, are inserted as a
guard against modulation -burn and are very
necessary. A four -pin plug and socket is used' to
cou la et the; ta-o traits.
Connection and Operation
Many readers will know how to connect the
converter to the main receiver, but for the sake of
those who do not, the following_ details aro givers.
The earth connection on the converter nntst be
connected to the earth ternrinal on the main
receiver, and the aerial transferred to the aerial
terminal on the converter : the output lead from
the converter should then be connected to the aerial
terminal. on the main receiver. The latter should
now be tuned to about 600 kc (.500 metres) and
the tuned circuit L6 -VC7 in the converter adjusted

to a similar frequency.

Condenser V('5 should he

adjusted:to give the required amount of selectivity,

and everything is then ready for operation.
When using the unit for the first time, it is
better to select either ranges 2 or 3 to accustom
one's self to the feel of things. These ranges are
bound to be fairly lively- at any time of theday ;
consequently, it will be much easier to carr fr out

initial adjustments.
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To tune, first move the main dial lnitil a signal like to know the service equivalents of those used
is heard, then swing the variable- aerial trimmer in the apparatus. Here they are:
(VC2), at the same time gently increasing the value
N.
of regeneration control VR1. A point should
T.65A
ä05G= V\;.1
finally be reached at which the circuit is just on
94 =near equivalent.
'

the verge of oscillation. Failure to reach this point
will imply that the cathode-grid capacity of VI is
too low, and the remedy is to fit TCI and increase
its value until things are in order. Although not
shown in the circuit diagram, a very simple

FR.67

6L3Ú
.

-ditto
=f, VT.167
VT.167A -

3Z4G= VT.74
5130 =CV.45
T/

0
0
0

MMINI

-

C/4

row

C7

1

AC

Fig. 3
How a

switch

ibelowl.single -pole

may be
arranged to bring in
the converter.
Sw.7

To

Aerial
Proper

(1.7-7-;
Unit

A

Fi;.

2.- Circuit

To

of the stabilised power pack.

On

Aerial Terminal
Main Receiver

LIST OF COMPONENTS
TI 200- 250-volt primary, 300-0 -300 -volt 60 mA,
5 volt 2 amp., 6.3 volt 2 -3 amp. secondaries
mains transformer.
LFC1, LFC2. Each 15 Henry 90 mA., 240 ohm
smoothing choke.

switching arrangement may be used between
converter and main receiver. It entails the use
of a single -pole change -over switch, and is explained
by Fig. 3.

C14 16 pF 500 volt electric condenser.
C15 8 pF 500 volt electric condenser.
C16, 17 .01 pF 1,000 volt working condenser.
N1, N2 Cossor S130 stabilisers.
Sw.7 Single-pole On -Off toggle switch.
Rectifier : 5Z4.

B.B.C.

Year Boo K, 1948

ARCH 8th, 1948, saw the publication of the
twenty -first B.B.C. Year Book to be produced
by the Corporation, thus celebrating a double
For Use in Complete Receiver
majority -its own coming of age and the Silver
Those who wish to incorporate the circuit of Jubilee of the B.B.C.
Fig. 1 as part of a single receiver may do so by
This time the Year Book contains 17 leading.
making the following small alterations.
articles with W. E. Williams, to begin with, setting
(I) A 465 ke s 1.F. transformer must be himself the unenviable task of selecting the six
best broadcasters of 1947.
substituted for the tuned -anode circuit L6 -VC7.
The shorter articles in the Year Book which, as
(2) The padding condensers 012 and 013 will
need to be increased to :0024 !rF and .0009 lrF usual, is lavishly illustrated, cover the _year's
broadcasting in the three Home programmes.
respectively.
(3) VC5 will not be needed -the transformer review the work of the Television Service, Engineering, the Overseas, Monitoring and European
secondary will take its place.
Services, and report on last year's Radiolympia.
(4) The grid rettun of VI may be taken to the
The Year Book for 1948 costs 2s. 6d. (by post.
A .V.C. line with advantageous results.
2s. 10d.), and may be obtained through any newsagent or bookseller or, in case of difficulty, direct
Using ex -W.D. Valves
from the B.B.C. Publications Department, The
Readers who wish to use ex -W.D. valves may Grammar School, Searle Road, Wembley,.Middlesex.
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Test Instrument Desiçn -5
This Month, Equipment

By

for V.H.F. Work
P.

E.

is

Dealt

With.

TOOKE

TEST apparatus for V.H.F. work consists in the heater leads, straight on to the valve pin.
mostly of " experimental rigs " built for the All condensers used are of very small capacity
job in hand and nothing else. The reason and of the ceramic " cup " type.
The " lines " themselves are best made. out of
being, starting from the low end and working
up into the V.H.F. -ranges, the test gear available copper tubing, silver plated. At these frequencies
the " skin effect " comes into being, so the greatest
from commercial sources gets less and less.
Signal generators using acorn valves and special possible use should be made of surfacing and
FLF.'circuits can be obtained up to 240 :Niels or plating. The chassis, for instance, should be copper
and silver plated. if silver plating is too expensive,
higher, but that is about all.
As nearly all gear for V.H.F. work is warded for cadmium will do, but the chassis and screening
frequency checks, I propose to explain a few circuits cans ought to be made from copper sheet.
There are not really many tips one can give on
of the most common in use. First, the resonant
this type of circuit as each one built has its own
yproblems. To give some idea of t-he nature of those:
I was once working with an oscillator which, on
checking with a resonant line wavemeter, appeared
not to be working. After arranging the circuit
several times with no improvement I found that the
oscillator was working, all the time, but a pair of
pliers left on the bench was absorbing all the
radiation, as the length of the " legs " of these was
exactly quarter wavelength of the oscillator
frequency. Of course this is a rare case, but it
Shorting Bar
juste shows that even with the greatest care being
Fig. I. -A resonant
taken you can be led astray quite easily at these
line Colpitt oscillator,
frequencies.
using a 955. Acorn
valve. The shorting
I mentioned previously that by doubling on
bar is used for tuning
the frequency of a crystal oscillator. you can got a
H
V.H.F. frequency of the same stabiliti as the
bti altering the length
of the lines.
fundamental.
If a high -frequency crystal is obtained, say, at
about 20 :Niels, it can be doubled to give 40 and
line type of wavemeter. This is, perhaps, the -sim- then again to give 30 and so on. The only limitation
plest of all, and comprises two rods generally which stops you carrying this on indefinitely is the
approximately quarter wavelength of the frequency strength of oscillations, and the instability of having
to be checked. At one end a sensitive meter er a lot of tuned circuits, each one tuned to the
galvo. is connected in series with the ends of the harmonic of the other, in close proximity to each
rods. The meter is normally arranged to slide other.
with contacts along the rods, so altering their
If a strong output is obtainable it is quite possible
effective length.
to
pick out the second or third harmonic at the first
If the rods are held near the oscillator under test stage,
thereby cutting out, one or two stages of
the
meter
peaks,
and -the lengths adjusted until
To " double " a frequency the plate of the
doubling.
wavelength
of
the
the length of rod is then quarter
should
be tuned to the first harmonil of
oscillator
be
made
itself
and
can
oscillator. It is simplicity
fundamental. The doubling stage should have a
the
insulating
suitable
stretched
across
with wires
small gain, and its grid tuned to the same frequency
material if longer wavelengths are desired.
the oscillator plate circuit. if a further stage
There are two ways of obtaining stable oscillators as
is
the same, the plate
at H.F. ranges : one, by frequency doubling from is required the circuit just
a- crystal oscillator or other stable type and the
Magnetk Field
other, not quite so good, using a resonant line as
Perpendicular
a tuned circuit. There are numerous types' of resonTo The Plane
Of The Paper
ant line circuits and generally they are most
FÚ.
effective, as using a " line " gives a much higher
Q " than a coil wound for the same frequency.
-

r

11111JGliy,

A Coipitts Circuit
Fig. 1 shows a Colpitt; " resonant line " circuit for
frequencies up to 500 me /s, using an acorn tube.
Tuning is accomplished by a shorting bar across
the lines. Such a circuit is very tricky to build, as

the positioning of the wires is very important.
Chokes for the frequency being generated are put

HTf
/ymfll111

Fig. 2. -The Magnetron oscillator. A split -anode
Magnetron circuit using resonant lines.
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circuit (Fig. 2) is that when the magnetic field
is greater than the value required to prevent the
electrons in the tube fróin reaching the anodes, the
electrons follow a curved path and thus cause
electron oscillations With a frequency determined
by the time taken by the electron in its flight.
The efficiency of this type of electron oscillator
The Magnetron
is rather low, as is its output, but the. frequencies
Although -the " Magnetron " tube is rather out obtainable compensate for this in many ways.
of reach of the general amateur, I rather think that
As I said at the beginning of this article, test
it is worth mention here, as it is tho only practical gear for V.H.F. really relies on the ingenuity of
way of producing centimetro wavelengths. The the person wanting it, and as each circuit has its
Magnetron consists of a filament surrounded by own problems there is not much to say for any set
two semi- cylindrical anodes
this is the split scheme of construction.
anode type. Around the bulb itself is wound a
The only advice which can he given is Use
coil so placed that the magnetic field generated is common sense and the best materials, and don't
parallel to the filament.
be surprised at any phenomena which crop up.
The action of the Magnetron in an oscillatory
(To be continued.)

of the first stage tuned to the next harmonic,
and the final tuned to the frequency desired.
By " doubling," fregnencies Are obtained which
are not strictly in the H.F. ranges, but if care is
taken, stage by stage, it is quite possible to get ai
very stable wave at quite a high frequency.
.

:

:

-

Antistatic Aerial Unit
A Novel Device

Using the Cathode Follower Circuit.
By C. W HAGE

THE neighbourhood in which 1 live is electrically
very noisy and several types of commercial
antistatic aerials have been tried with

varying success. Normal faults were : high cost ;
loss Of signal strength, often severe ; variable
efficiency on diffèrent wavelengths. As a result of
this experience a few experiments succeeded in
evolving the circuit.which is given in this article.
It is not claimed to be original -many cathode
follower circuits quite similar have appeared before,
but not so far as I know for just this purpose.
The advantages claimed for it are : relatively low
cost (30s. to £2 according to parts needing purchasing), high efficiency, wavelength as desired
(as given 20 -2,000 metres). Aerial length is not
important but should be as high as possible, and
a unit at set end is not necessary.

Projecting fogs
Wire

Supper?.

3-Core

cab tyre.

Th,ck ccb /e.
rubber covered.

(ign,t,on type)

Aium,nrum box,

(t,o et bottom)
64x5 x2'approx.

F;g.

.Coaxial
completed Antistatic Aerial
shown amounted on the aerial.

1.- The

Circuit
The circuit uses a Mazda SP41 (easily obtainable
rus ex- R.A.F.
VR65A), connected as a triode
Ye /low
(screen grid and suppressor grid to anode). The
3 Core
end of the aerial wire is taken direct to the gril
cab tyre.
(top cap). A low value of grid -leak (100,000!2)
is used to minimise 'risk of static voltage build -up
/
Coax,a
on tlie- aerial. Tite whole of the output load of
the valve is in its cathode lead, and must fulfil
two conditions : it must be aperiodic over the
tuning range required, but must have a total
resistance of IOtln to give correct bias to the
valve. To give a wide range a good S.V. choke
and a good M. and L.W. choke are used_ in series..
Fig. 2.-- Theoretical Circuit of the aerial portion of If of too low a resistance an additional resistor
of correct value must be used to make up to this
the rant described leere.
Black
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a 3 -core thick rubber -covered " cabtyre " type,
carrying the necessary heater and H.T. current.
H.T. voltage drop along the cable is unimportant,
but as the heater current is 0.95 amp. it is necessary
mately 10 mA. and bias 1.9 volts approx. At to feed it from a 6.3 v. source at set. using a
this rating the matching resistance across load small 2 -3n variable resistance adjusted after
is approximately 12:5Q. Ordinary (ex- Government) erection to give correct current flow of 0.95 amps.
(using A.C. meter) or, less
Flat aluminium chassis
Bakelight mounting for smalls.
satisfactory, to give an anode
current of 10 mA. approxiMa L.W choke..
mately. As this may vary
from valve'-to valve, ascerS.W R.F.
.OAF
choke
tain the vale of heater
current at 4 v. and anode
OAF before
current of unit
erection, and adjust to these
"MID
afterwards. Other adjustValve holder
ments are small. The two
IICÍI
on small
matching condensers at set
bracken
end of coaxial cable need to
Clip
be adjusted as necessary. The
50 -100 /c/nF. condenser is
*Q
ÚR65Á.
essential to avoid risk of
jSP41) 1
shorting cathode circuit of
valve to D.C. (and therefore
Clip
no bias) if set has D.C. continuity between aerial and
3 Core cab tyre.
""r---From aerial '
earth terminals. The other
condenser, 300 -500 //1eke.,
SIDE VIEW
may not be required. if set
OF CHASSIS.
Coaxia/--1
has large primary type of
Fig.' 3.- Layout of the component and an indication of the wiring
aerial transformer, occasionof the aerial unit.
ally met with, omit this
condenser and increase small
coaxial cable is connecte I across this load to condenser experimentally until value is reached
take signals down to set. As this is, of course, where trimming of aerial circuit is affected, then
screened (and screen is ea rt LI .it set end), pick -up reduce slightly.
on the down lead should be nil. Although the
Unit here.
impedance of coaxial is taken as 00 -SOQ the
Coaxial and
mismatch is small enough to be unimportant for
Aerial wire 5O long.
supply cables
reception purposes.
value (190.2) and must be bypassed by a .01 //F.
mica condenser. The anode bypass to chassis is
also a .0I //F. mica condenser. 1Fith 200 v. H.T.,
4' v. heater (0.95A), anode current was approxi-

V

11

-l1

l-

'

The Unit
This is mounted at time end of the aerial, takes
signals direct from it and in effect acts as a trans.:
former, stepping clown from the high impedance
of the aerial to the low impedance of the coaxial
cable but with little or no loss of aerial voltage.
Front the unit down to the set inside the house
run two cables, one, the coaxial feeder, the other
Inner wire

50- l00".F

Coaxial cabl

J--- -

Earth.

Aerial
ser.

terrmina! on

IL 300

Screen"'

Fig.

5.-Diagram

illustrating the complete Antistatic
aerial layout.

SOOpuF

To

chassis

Hra Earth.

200.v

3 -Core

Black

ed

Yellow

a

r2 -5Kn. or as regd..

*

To

Fig.

4.- Circuit of the

To

HT

line of set.
6OmA

fuse bulb

63vA.C.

" house end" of the unit.

Reliability
As regards reliability this unit has been in use
nearly two years and still works 0.K. It has not
been necessary to dismantle for overhaul as yet,
in spite of last year's terrible winter. Under heavy
icing_ conditions the unit still continued to work.
It is best, however, to make sure that the aluminium
box in which unit is installed is watertight. The
ono actually used was an old ex- Government
battery box used upside down, lid at base. Cables
are taken in from underneath to minimise rain
seepage and edges of lid and box were covered

with waterproof tape.

4R
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i-valve Short-wave Receiver
Design for Phone

An Unconventional
By

R.

L.

extravagant claims aro made as to results
obtained lv the receiver about to ho
in fact, the circuit used is
described
finite a conventional (AR', :sud une Crum which
excellent: and stale reception can he generally
looked fur. it is, in fact, a simple detector with
the throttle system of reaction. However, several
O

;

Recep ion.

GRAPER

(.lulu rn':ily. and could. be identical With the terminal
,;trip on the right.
Mounting Details
The main tuning condenser has also Leon mounted
on a Perspex strip. secured 10 tine valve ',lock by
two screws. This tuning condenser has also been
fitted with it 4in. e xtension slriueilc. This is not
1

REACT/ON
W/ND /NG

GRID
WINDING

1

REACTION CONDENSER

CLAMPING
STRAP

essential, and in this circuit the small condenser
C':t might be connected to the fixed vanes of CI,
AERIAL
instead of to the moving ones, when this latter
WINDING
condenserr could be directly earthed. However, its
inclusion is useful in the event of possible experiThe
super -regenerative systems.
111011t; Willi
insulation of the reaction condenser might then
a ion he necessary according to the circuit
teed. Rah these condensers, Cl and Cl, are
AERIALsmall trimmer type variables having capaciTERMINALS
ties approximately of .utiOI a:ul .00HH05 it
respectutely. The two .series ntt!t'nsero C3
anti ('.i reduce tltcse values tupirrciably.
Other types eau he used if they fit contGa/0
CONDENSER
iiutta ',IV in the space available. it Will he
funnel Utat ou the very high fre'tlttcncies. the
tuning and reaction may he too sharp.
These two condensers should theta be unPHONE
SOCKETS
serewest to minimum rapacity. C5 also acts
as an H.T. safeguard should the vanes of
condenser U -f sltnrL.
-

-

HL.2
LALLE

CHOKES

PEDESTAL
INSULATOR

NEC/AND HFC2

6

HTt

HT-1-

606"--o

H
BA

ADS
LEADS

Fig. 1.

-A

11CS

general view of the completed receiver.

3

t,

eisideration in
Paints ltvr bean taken
arranging the la;y't ut. and the r:-- r;haut re;lnetiou
in 1-1.F. Lase,? 1141'4 tended Ln nr. l: tt is it lc re:it.er
tr.. ,t the ,i:,re,
pet'hap:: more etlicirnt tl:a,t
conventional arra.n; -'uu uts. Thr ini,r is shown
in Fig. 2 and a general view of the layout is shown
in Fir. 1.
One of the main features is, of course, the
mounting of the calve itself on a wooden Meek.
and the soldering of tlr,° connections direct t, the
valve pins. The lin. t,i le strap, used to fix the
valve itt position. is rt :i rrtc,_ni to the side of the
made Perspex
block. Anotia r
platform for the. t.,cuir t, iL T!niti hots been so
wires from its
positioned that the ,noectin
a.,, ic; -its. long. Two of
soekc:ts are in nee.
old valvelet. der)
these sockets (whi: 1:
to

t

,

:-

<g

t

tetfaet,arlder
and oretl,er to
rro

;

.

.`,

{,,,:: car; ì v ir:.

-

i

;:r

HT-

7156

PHONES

L.T
oLZ-r

Fi,. 2.-- -Tlsenretical circuit of the short-wave
Battery

(

,.,ctions

:

u

made

i

receiver.

Hndator and H.T. are
oil for this tine author
A chassis type
the inside of the

:.1.

A-itir.

tri make the
;lut, to set. Tho

is

tl i_k gauge stuff, aelnut. ,iii. dt-tnu'te,'.:
from the_rcu.r of -- -' trot }.an?l, to
soldered, to the roar of the baseboard. The coil
platform was found by this method to be sufficiently
fr:n Lu dispense with a support on the left-hand
trio
However, this might be added, of course.

....
;I

tt ho
rL
ahn

old

vom',

The hole on thelel- i,which can go through. ti
be connected thereto. Nu
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the plug being merely pulled out to aw itch oft'.
A L.T. switch could, of course, be easily fitted to
the panel if desired.

189

well insulated as it is connected via chokes to the
H.T.+. The moving vanes of C4 may be soldered

direct to the earth rod.
The two B.F. chokes are in series, and they ara
Wiring
both mounted on pedestal insulators below chassis.
This can be clearly seen in the four views of' The chokes may be home -made, using glass tubes
Fig. 4. Note the main earth rod support, and the and 40 s.w.g. enamelled wire. Both chokes have
seven or eight

--

__ 3 2+

'" oLY
r6'
I;.

©

ß

71-"1,044

Q%

0
I

`S1é ,R O

IE

4

each section.
the spacing ( f
sections being

2%

"THICK

2`2".

about 50 turns

Á014. HOLES

6-0-o
.4

/BRASS OR COPPER FO/L

;:* HOLE

sections of

;;Jp

ie;THICK

about

struction
of
the chassis
and the main

._,

SCREW
HOL ES

SUPPORT FOR TUNING CONDR

a
4

COIL PLATFORM

/

RAD

PERSPEX

1

e

,

supports is

shown in Fig.
3.
brnch mill
dcpencl upon
the materials

THICK'

available,

-258

234;

BLOCK FOR VALVE

2é
FOIL

PSS

-1%.1

ALL
!t DIA.

HOLES

J

'16

-r"

al-,;"

TURNED

d4ÁC R

jin.

The con -

^a

44

4?~ ê e'
s 4:.5
REACTION

32

SECTION

é

4

u

3

y

é

GRID
SECTION

COIL PLATFORM
PERSPEX
THICX

t

3'z

a

2+

Q

ti

g

AERA/L
\SECTION

and

although overall dimensions may
Ice
varied, it is advisable
to keep to the heights
for valve, coil platform, etc.

The Coil
This is seen in Fig. 5

and was home -made,
has six pins and three

separate

windings.
Accuracy in measuring
and drilling both +oil

Fig. 3. -Full cutting and drilling details of the and platform is, f
chassis and various mounting supports.
coure-, essential
+,
give a nicely fitting
coil. The pin centres
very short connections to the grid and anode of the were arrived at after some experiment with
valve. In the under chassis view it will be noticed various windings for the three sections, and
that the wire from the anode to the chokes passes ,Mould be found about correct for spacing. The
through one of the fixing holes of the small insulating author used 22 s.w.g. enamelled wire for the
pillar. This is optional, but if fitted it should be windings, spacing one diameter of wire for both

' /4:Er'

FRONT SUPPORTING BRACKET" BRASS OR ALUMINIUM.

Cl.

1

LIST OF COMPONENTS

Variable tuning condenser. Trimmer type,
on ceramic or porcelain base. Approx.
.0001 pF. max.
C2. Series or padding cond. Pre -set type on
ceramic base, 200 pF.
C3. Grid condenser. Pre -set type, ceramic
hase. 50/100 pF.
C4. Throttle reaction cond. Miniature trimmer
type on ceramic base.
Approx. 50 pi-.
RI. Grid leak-4-7 mego
HFCI and HFC2. Chokes. Eddystone No. 1,010,
or home constructed on glass phials.
Chassis type v'alveholder, for battery plug.
One two -pin socket panel for phones.
One extension control spindle, 1lin.-Eddystone.
Two stand-off insulators for S.W. chokes.
Eddystone Cat. 1,019 or Cat. 916.
One fuseholder and fuse.
One salve -Osram HL2.
One tuning control knob, tin. diam.
One reaction control knob, l; in. diam.

-

Small sheet of Perspex, -tin. thick, size about
4_} in. by 3in., for coil platform, aerial terminal
panel and tuning condenser support.
1 in or l in. paxolin tubes,
3 ï in. long for coils.
Split pins -Six for each coil.
Six sockets for coil platform.
3, 16ín. plywood or other suitable hardwood for
chassis.
Prass or copper foil for chassis covering.
Our piece stout sheet brass or aluminium, 31in. by
21in., for panel supporting bracket.
Small hardwood block, 2in. by lin. x !;in., for valve
support, and piece of lin. strap.
Sin. length of stout gauge copper or brass rod for
earthed supporting rod (about lin. diam.).
T:,ree or four 1 lin. by lin, brass angle brackets,
and brass screws.
One earth terminal. Two aerial termipals.
20 s.w.g. tinned copper wire for connections and

One old valve base, and flex for battery connector.
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aerial and grid sections. The reaction
was close wound. However, the winding
coils is not difficult, and various gauges
tried. The reaction winding goes in the

These three should cover a good range of frewinding
of these quencies. The last grid winding of 13 turns is
may be about the limit that can be got on to the lin. space,
opposite with spacing of one diameter of s.w.g., and if more
MC
STOUT GAUGE

tßÿ `1 C/
ltiT97TÓ íi111

C5.

ucE
LIGHT GAUGE
INSULATED

EARTHED
SOCKET
SOLDERED SUPPORTING
DIRECT TO ROD

SEPAL

OF

2

C4

/;e

MI

4

CI

iI

TERMINAL

rll
I

WIRE THRO'
GROMMET TO

HF

7

CHOKES

SOCKET
SOLDERED

..PERSPEX
SUPPORT

TO STOUT

EARTH ROD

i.....l.

RUBBER
cROMMET

o'
.

SUGGESTED

ITION

FOR ON -Off
SW/TCN

HFC2

- BATTERY

PHONE

PLUG

SOCKETS

W /RE THRO

ONE FIXING HOLE OF STAND -OFF INSULATOR

BRASS
BRACKET

^'R7--'1

PERSPEX COIL PLATFORM
STRAP 7 VALVE C4

EARTHED
TO METAL

CHASSIS

;1

1

C.7INNSUULLAATOR

'
°
.,II

t

4.- Wiring diagrams and
panel layout. Note that the
wiring diagram has been given
in four separate views in order
to make clear all the incidental
wiring' and mounting details.
If an on-off switch is desired
Fig.

l_C

ì!Í

111111!

it should be mounted as shown
in the sketch above.

EXTENSION SPINDLE

direction, but this is only because the anode of the turns are required then a lighter gauge of wire
valve was more conveniently situated for connection will be necessary. As the type of split pin shown
to pin five. If connected to pin six then the winding is likely to be difficult to obtain these days, a simple
would go in the same direction as grid winding. substitute, made from plain brass rod, is illustrated.
The rod must be of a suitable gauge, however, to
The ends should be soldered to the pins.
The coil shown was found suitable for the 19- give a tightish fit to the sockets on the coil platform.
metre band.
Results .
WINDINGS TO
REACTION
Results will depend to a large extent on the
AERIAL
TOP
END
OF
PIN
TURNS
8 TURNS 7 7II
/4 TURNS
aerial used. The prototype gives quite good
results on a small indoor dipole, each section being

J

kg,l

COLLAR
FORMED
STOUT WIRE

{

%

/

JÌ«48

I

i$

TUBE /4" D /AM

i

SHOWING A SIMPLE

Skr
Rq
yÑBR RO D
Fig. 5. -Full details of the coil unit.

However, as a basis for experiment the following
might be tried, using 20 s.w.g. for the grid
winding, with perhaps 24 s.w.g. for aerial and
reaction windings. As the reaction is to be close
wound, enamelled or silk covered may be best.
Aerial winding
3
5
7

turns
turns
turns

-

Grid winding
7

10
13

turns
turns
turns

6ft. long.
American stations have been received on this
small aerial. Tuning is quite sharp, and a slow motion drive would be advantageous, although
careful tuning can be quickly acquired.

winding
6

turns

12

turns

7/9 turns

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS
FORMULIE
TABLES AND
Eighth Edition
by

F. J.

CAMM

A handbook dealing with methods of calculation, solutions to
workshop problems, and the rules and formulae necessary in
various workshop processes. It contains all the information
a mechanic normally requires.

From all booksellers, 6/- net,
by post 6/6 from the publisher.
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton Street, W.C.2.
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Midget Radio
THERE lias always been a fascination about the
miniature, and .1 suppose that is one of the
great attractions of model engineering.
During the past twenty years radio components
and receivers have been produced in ever diminishing
sizes, and a large number of satisfactory. miniature
receivers of battery and mains type are. 119W available. We have described a fair 'number. of miniatures in this journal. The problem of producing a
genuine miniature battery -operated wireless set
is almost insuperable, since the designer is tied by
the size of the H.T. battery. Even with the all.
dry portable where the accumulator is eliminated
and the valve filaments are heated by means of a
tapped -off section of the dry battery it will be
noted that the size of the latter is almost that of the
receiver itself.
There seems, therefore. little advantage in,
designing a really, midget battery receiver, because
if the set is designed to operate. from a small size
H.T. battery, either the latter must be of low voltage
in order to retain sufficient ampere -hour çatpaeity; or
it must be made of a high voltage with a low ampere'.
hour capacity.
I therefore invite readers to send me details of any
really satisfactory midget receivers which they have
built, such receivers to be self-contained. I do
not want cletails of a tiny receiver using enormous
external H.T. cells and accumulators. The set must
be portable and operable without an external aerial
and earth.
The senders of those designs published will be
paid for their work.
Death of " Torch "

is with deep regret that I have to record the
death of my old colleague, `Torch," whose
witty poems appeared for so many years at the foot
of this page. " Torch " was the pen naine of Mr.
K. T. Hardman. He was 72 when he dieci of cardiac
failure, following bronchitis of several weeks
duration. He Was the inventor some years ago of the
" No -mast " aerial which has proved so'p:opular and
obviated the use of unsightly aerials and wireless
poles. He was a contributor under his pen name to
very many periodicals and his writings at times
caused a great deal of controversy.
I shall miss the cynical touch which his verses
provided. We often indulged in friendly but critical
correspondence on a wide variety of topics.

IT

Television Sets

of January, according to official
39,000 television. receiving licences
had been issued by the G.P.O. Thus, during
January, 6,300 television receivers were in operation
which were not so during December. At the end of
January, too, the number of 'broadcast' r'eceivin.g
licences in force was 1 1,195,800, and the munber of

the end
AT statistics,
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l,r.,- ccutions during January for operating sets
Wit imitt a licence was 278. On the other hand, in
Australia over 250,000. people rushed to take out
their £1 receiving licences after a Government
announcement warning " free listeners " that action
was to be taken.
-

Radiomobile Car Radio

recently had installed on my ear one of
IHAVE
the new H.M.V. Radiomobile receivers, and I

write in terms of high praise concerning it. The
quality is superior to that of many receivers
installed in the home, it has push -button tuning
as well as manual control, and the installation is
such that it is interference -free. It certainly cheers
my travelling, and I can recoínmend it to any
motorist who, like myself, is still enabled to use
his car.
-

Servicing

APROPOS my recent notes on servicing rackets,

I have received the following from a service
engineer in Devon
" First of all, may I say that my main object was
to overcome the problem that all dealers face,
perhaps, in the case-of a repair being carried out
which has necessitated replacing electrolytics and
perhaps new rectifier. This has brought up the
voltages throughout the set compared to what it
has been working at. Other parts can be checked
over in case the additional voltages have strained
them, which would probably mean the- set
coming in again within a week or month or two or
way those parts which are known to be faulty
replaced. On the one hand you have the person who
really values his set and would like it kept up to
concert pitch with as little trouble as possible,
and to fill this situation we have in operation our
Class A ' Repair. This covers the replacement of
all faulty parts and the checking of all other parts
in the set, and replacing any that vary from their
original specifications 'by ri-more than 25 per cent.,
in which case the set is returned to the customer
in a state almost as good as new and the wr(aole
of the set is covered by a three months guarantee..
This set can, at the saine time, be covered by 'our.
all -in- maintenance offer, in which ca.so we inspect
the radio at regular intervals (not less than three)
during the course of two years, and we undertake
to replace any parts that might prove to be faulty,
including valves, during the two years for the cost
of approximately 8cl. per week. The customer 'cars
request our calling if the set proves troublesome.
" The Class ' B ' Repair covers the person who
has perhaps a second set, or cannot afford a first class repair.
This offers only the replacement
of any part -fitted by its if it should prove to be
faulty, but does not cover the replacement of any
other parts which might prove to be faulty after a,
week or two."
:

`
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Te1cviion Radio-relQy Link
New G.E.C. Mobile Equipment Undergoing Field Trials

extensive series of field trials over the route frequency meters and low- and high -power R.F.
of the London to Birmingham Television wattmeters, while each unit has its own mobile
Radio -relay Link, which the G.E.C. is 240 -volt A.C. 50 cs power supply. An interesting
designing and supplying to the British Post Office, feature of the system is that contact between the
is now being .carried out. Temporary masts, such two jnobile laboratories is maintained by decimetre wave communications transmitters and receivers,
the portable mast for which may be seen in thc
illustration on this page.
These trials are of particular importance in view
of the present world -wide interest in radio -relay
links, not only for television purposes, but also
for such applications as multi -channel telephony.
Such radio links would be of extreme value in
countries where the terrain is difficult and the
laying of cables virtually impossible. The information now being obtained will also be of special
importance in the design of trunk radio systems for
export to such countries.
The establishment of this pioneer development
in Britain should show a long term benefit in this
country's efforts to satisfy the communication needs
N

of the export market.

Mercury Vapour Rectifiers
MEANS

the overburdened
of mitigating
electricity supplies of the country are in
great demand to -day and, since the changeover from direct to alternating current, due to the
standardisation of the electricity supply to A.C.
and the introduction of the grid, many consumers
are faced with the problem of either adapting
existing plant, or buying new equipment which
is often very difficult and' costly to obtain.
Of these two alternatives the easiest and quickest
is adaptation and /or conversion,. and to simplify
The temporary masts on which the paraboloid
conversion problems, Mercury Vapour Rectifiers
aerial can be raised or lowered. The smaller
are available, capable of providing a copious supply
portable mast is used for contact between the two
of steady, smoothed direct current. This rectifier
mobile laboratories.
can be used wherever a complex variability in drive
speeds has to he catered for, and its installation is a
as that illustrated above, have been erected on the simple and economical matter.
sites selected for intermediate stations, and propaMercury Vapour Rectifiers have been found
gation tests are being conducted between them.
invaluable where large banks of cells have to he
Each mast has been fitted with a suitable cradle charged or maintained.
to accommodate the special 14ft. diameter paraFor general industrial applications, the efficiency
boloid aerial system, and the cradles are raised figure varies between 7.3 and 90 per cent., which
and lowered to investigate variations in receiver depends on the uses to which the rectifier is put
signal strength at different heights. The absence and the voltage used. Generally, it can be stated
of multipath signals is also being' confirmed by that the higher the voltage, the higher the effithese trials, while studies of the signal strength ciency. Specifically, for battery charging purposes,
stability and interference level at the various rectifier efficiency is between 60 and 70 per cent.
sites are being investigated. A close -up of one of which comparr < very favourably with motor
the mobile installations is shown on page 181.
generators and irnilar apparatus.
.

-

Mobile Laboratories
Two mobile laboratories, each equipped with
C.V. and pulse transmitters for the appropriate
frequency range, together with receivers, display
s stems and recorders, complete the equipment.
The laboratories also contain signal generators.

Rodio Engineer's Vest Pocket Book
3/6, or 3/9 by post
Prom GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House.
southan,pton Street, Strand, London. W.C.2.
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Will, improvei
Superhets

RECEIVER

1500

COIL PACK

3;-1,11_
d t

33,including
receiver- circuit
and diagram
ALL
WAVE -BANDS

One hole fixing -only

EFFICIENT

5

SENSITIVE

connections.

SELECTIVE

Radio Feeder

Individual OSMOR "Q"
Coils, S'het or T.R.F.
3,'- each with full circuit.

483

Designed to supply radio signals
to all classes of amplifiers. Three
wavebands.
Output, 5 volts
across 680 K -ohms.
Three
valves: 6K8G, 6K7G, 6Q7G.
Price £12.12s., plus £4.1.10d.
purchase tax.

SUM111111,
A

product of

MORGAN, OSBORNE & CO. LTD.
WARLINGHAM, SURREY

CPPii2 wtauxr.H.4.x

580

Send

for full particulars.
ELECTRIC LTD., TEAM

M.

R.

FOR THE

RADIO SERVICE
MAN, DEALER
AND
OWNER

VALLEY,

GATESHEAD,

It.

o

THIS MONTH'S BARGAINS
BAKELITE SHEET. tin. thick Sizes
10in. x 8in.. 4 3
10in. x tin., 3.5
Ein.
6in., 2 3 bin.
a 4M., 18:
:

SItftET

;

:

!

tin., 51

12in. x

:

x Go_.. 2 10

;

:

Gin.

CABINET'S. Walnatinish, fibre board. size Min.
x Sin. x 7in.. rift out for speaker 4in. diam.,
cut out for dial
4in. x 3in;, drilled for 2 controls. 328,
SPEAKER ('AIIIYF.1'. Suitable for Sin. speaker. size
6lin. x Ihhin. t speaker aperture lIin. x 41ín., fitted metal6'in. is
fret.
drilled for volume control polished, but slightly
marked,
10 - to clear.
511CI'AL. Black crackle. for 8in. speaker,
20
for
6
loin.
speaker, 25 -. Available in grey to special order.
CEMENT. " Ever -Grip " -ideal for
fixing valve bases. 1 a jar.
CHOKES, 3 henry tapped. Varlet' 13'8. Smoothing typ'
1011 43 ma., 4 11. Midget. 15H 60 m,a..
7 2. 12H 120 m.«.. 21.5.
1211 150 ma.. 22
('OII.FORMERS. 6. Ribbed midget ceramic, size Pin. is bin..
1 each.
SPRAGCI: OIL-FILLED CONDENSERS. at special prices.
.001 mfd., .002 mfd., .01 mid., 1,000 -v. working;
.02 mrd.,
750 v. working. tubular. 641. each.
5 - dozen. 2 mfd. 1,000 v.
meta'_ -cased block with ceramic insulators
fixing clip.
9 each,
18- dozen. Limited stocks with
cannot
llit'AMH!I.D. .01 mfd. postage stamp mica, 600 v., Bd.repeat.
]1(111 -tvin gang midget variable 277PF.
8.
(1á15 A]1
TR I31]IERS. Single 10 -100 PF.8 Double
3.5 -30 PF.
5 -40 PF. 15 -45 PF..
ea.
\1UIRIlIAD. S.M. 9t1.
dials 31in. diam calibrated in decibels,
similar to Eddystone Cat. 637.8 6.
t "r111TY ]ü('RO CURSOR dials. -1 ratio, 4in. diam.,
GROUP BOARDS. 5 -way. 8d. 100
11 -way. 26: 16 -way. 29.
DIPOLE AERIALS FOR 5 IIE
RES.
Two elements. 27.iin. x fin. diameter tube. Consisting on
Two adlustablesliders- 30lin. x tin. diameter tube, calibrated
54 to 86 megs.
Four ceramic insulators -4in x 2in. with wing nuts, slide
clamps, and fixing bolts.
Three 80 ohm impedance twin downleads. each fitted with a
dipole connector- lengths 21 and 21 Lambda- Waterproof
covering.
All metal parts ars cadmium plated and well machined.
Price complete, 35 - (packing, railing charge, 3 6 extra.)
Speedy Postal Service C'. W.O. or C.O.D.
:

:

The man who enrols for an I.C.S. Radio Course learns radio
thoroughly, completely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are not content merely
to teach the principles of radio, we want to _how our
students how to apply that training in practical, every -day,
radio service work. We train them to be successful!
Write to the I.C.S. Advisory Dept.. stating your require.
menu. It places you under no obligation

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 94, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Please explain fully about your instruction in the subject
maritcd R.
Complete Radin Engineering
Elementary Electronics
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radar
<adin service and Sales
Ani anted Short -wave
Elementary Radio
Radio
If you wish to pass a Radio examination. indicate it below.
British Institute of Radin Engineers
l'JLG. ('erlilica te for t irel -ss Operators
Litt and (mild, Telecomvnnnlcat Ions
R.A.F. Wireless Operator and Mechanic
Examination students are coached until successful
1

Name
(USE

Address

BLOCK

LETTERS/

Ag,

1

;

u'

:

VALLANCE'S

j S

(VAT-LANCE R DAVISON, LTD.,
Briggate, Leeds, 1. Phone áW4289.
Staff call signs G2HHV, G3ABD, C8SX. C3AHV.
144.
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LASKY'S RADIO
SPECIAL
EX -A.M.

OFFER
RADAR

RECEIVER UNITS

Ideal for 'television construction
Containing 17 valves,
8 VR91 (Civilian Equivalent EF50)
2('V66
1

N 1

RL37)
HVR2)
R3)
EA50)

(

"134(

1N C39
2N E92

(

(

V188 Neon voltage stabiliser)
1\11137 (CitBlau Equivalent EC'52)
1Vß507
Dozens of components, condensers,
resistances, valve- holders, coils, variable condensers, trimmers, co -axial
connectors, toggle switches, transformers, etc., etc.
These receivers are absolutely brand
new. In the makers original sealed
cartons.
The chassis is totally enclosed in grey
metal cabinet, size 18in. long, 711n.
deep, 81ín. wide. Approximate weight
28 lbs. The complete receiver is packed
In a wooden crate for safe transport.
Total weight when packed 40 lbs.
approximately. Original cost of this
equipment was well over £35.
1 (

Important
Announcement
H.M. Customs and Excise have
now exempted the Eddystone
" 64o " from Purchase Tax, in
addition to which the makers have
announced a reduction in price
due to improved line production.
THE

EDDYSTON

"640"

LASKY'S

S5/-

DUAL CONTROL
PANEL, TYPE 7
for Only 35/- Complete

A.C. /D,C.

dual purpose voltage-regulating and
smoothing AC /DC control unit containing
a wealth of power components. For example. the following is incorporated :1 0 -100v. A.C. Rectifier type- 21m. round
fihsh mtg. meter 1 0-40v. D.C. moving coil.
2in. square flush mtg. meter ; 6 5 -amp.
Slydlok fuses and 2 15-amp. Slydlok fuses
1 5-mfd. oil -filled block condenser; 3 voltage
regulators, including carbon piles, rectifiers
and rheostats; filter smoothing assemblies.
transformer, etc. etc. The whole is contained in a heavy steel case as illustrated.
Circuit diagrams are supplied. (Carr. &
A

;

:

PRICE

England and Wales, 5,'Carriage
extra : Scotland, 8/ -.
Send 3d. stamp for our current list of
radio components, and other ox-Government bargains.
-

pkg. 7i 6).

Brand new
HAND MICROPHONES.
moulded bakelite hand microphones.with
switch -incorporated in- handle, complete
with lead and Jack. ONLY 3.1d. (Post 9d.,
R1 224A BATTERY SUPERIIET RECEIVERS: Brx0tdThely carrot-eta 5`valt=e
receiver covering -80,700. metres.: Valve
line .up 2 VP23. 1. FC2A, 1 11L2, 1 ET2. In
Itsansit ease. Batteries rrequired -HT.i20v.;
GB8v., ,L'FEv. 4)NLY x$4.19.8. team .+& -pkg.

ASK Y'S RADIO

3í0'larrow. Rd, Paddington W.9- 'Phone OUPlningham
1879
:.Mon. to Sat.9 a.m. to
H ours

-

Thursday. half day.

-

8 P.m.

746).

Communications Receiver
can now be supplied

PARIIF.KO DUAL -SPEAKERS. Type
G. A very high grade twin speaker with
matching transformer. The frame of
speakers is of a handsome black moulded
plastic. Weight 18 lbs. Speaker grilles
lin. diameter. Mounted back to back with
baseplate for fixing. Ideal for out of doors,
van, P.A., etc. Admiralty type W6682.
10 watts. ONLY £4.19.6. (carr. paid).
BC348 COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS.
This famous U.S.A. Receiver now available
at a price within your pocket. Frequency
coverage 200-500 kcs., 1.5 mcs. -18 mos. Only
£18.10.0, carriage and packing, 10/ -.
HAND GENERATORS. A brand new small
band generator which will give a max.
output of 300v. D.C. for H.T. and 6v. D.C.

EX -STOCK

from Webb's Radio -Price

£39.10.0
Free of

Purchase Tax

This efficient general purpose short -wave
-

receiver is designed to meet the exacting
requirements of Amateur-Band Communications.

CONTINUOUS COVERAGE from
31 to 1.7 Ws with Electrical Band Eight valves
spread throughout.
(plus rectifier). One R.F. and two I.F.

Stages. Efficient Noise- limiter. to, 20,
40, 80 and 16o metre Amateur Bands
calibrated. Beat Frequency Oscillator.
on
Bandspread.
Flywheel Control
Vacuum mounted Crystal filter. Adaptor
for Battery Operation.
The " 640 " has outstanding signal /noise
ratio and extremely good image rejection.
Plug-in external " S " meter available.
£5 5s. od. extra.

SOHO STREET,
OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.I

WEBB'S RADIO,

14,

Note our SHOP HOURS :
9 O.M. to 5.15 p.m. Sots. 9 a.m. to I p.m.
Telephone : GERrard 2089

TUNING UNIT.-A

new design of

Superhet unit for high fidelity plus
selectivity using Air Coils -and Filter
for use with 6K7, 6K8, 6Q7, completely wired and assembled to give
commercial results when simply coupled
to an Amplifier. Available in L, M, S,
-M, S, S, or S, S, S, all with gram
position, a new highlight in tuning
assemblies, C611510.
Air Cored Coils as used in our new
type Tuning Unit, available 20 -2,000
metres both T.R.F. and Superhet.
Permeability tuned superhec coils,
16-50, 200-550, 700 -2,000 metres range,
individually wound on high quality
formers, 31- each.
I.F. Transformers, 465 kcls, Iron Cored,
Ilin. x 3 =in., T.R.F. Type "S" coils,
Long and Medium, with reaction.
Aerial and H.F. Coils, 816 per pair.
FILTERS,
SIGNAL
COIL PACKS,
GENERATORS, and other radio Components, price lists on application.
-

amps. L.T. Geared 43/1. ONLY 25,-.
(carr. & pkg. 1161.
Brand new
ROTARY CONVERTORS.
convnr.ters in steel cabinet of very pleasing
grey enamel finish. Input 34v. D.C. Output -50 cc. 230v. A.C. Complete with input
plugs and leads for batteries. Output to
standard 15 amp. 3 -way socket. A bargain
at 24.10.0. (carriage paid).
MODULATOR UNIT, type 189. A compact unit containing 2 EF50 and 1 EA50
valves. Chock full of small useful corn ponents. ONLY 19/11 (carr. paid).
MCR1 AC,DC POWER PACKS. A
new purchase of these famous miniature
power packs enables us to offer them at
only 29 -6 each (carr. & pkg. 1/6). Input
90v -240v. A.C. or D.C. Output on load
90v. and 7.5v., dtf load 250v. D.C.
R3077 TRANSRECEIVERS. A complete
12 valve I.F.F. Unit containing power unit
(12v. input) and the following valves 2 of
EF50, 6 of SP41, 3 of Dl. 1 of E1148. ONLY
39,6. (carr. & pkg.. 7:6).
Post orders only to 3 Robert Street,
3.5

-

:

London,

R. F. COMPONENTS
224,

Horitey Road, Holloway,
London N.7,

N.W .1.

MAIL

ORDER
SUPPLY CO.

London, E.1
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Circuit Switching
A Special Article for Beginners Showing How to Design Your Own Switching Schemes
.

By W. J. DELANEY

(G2FMY)

THE beginner who examines the circuit of a units are called, and in Fig. 2 an indication of how
commercial modern receiver for the first they work.. Of course, some makers have different time is not'a little impressed, and perhaps ideas as to the mechanics of the unit, but the
rather scared, by the very 'intricate switching principle remains the same. As the central disc
arrangements which are generally employed. The is rotated by the control 'spindle, a contact moves
circuits are usually drawn in ,such a way that the round to successive points, and this contact may be
multitude of lines which run to the various switched a segment of metal or an insert of metal which
sections render the circuit incomprehensible to the rubs against another disc or segment on the inner
uninitiated, whereas they are actually quite simple section. In Fig. 2 the moving part is lettered
and not difficult to design. In the very early days " A," and it will he seen that in its present position
of radio the simple " push -pull " type of switch it is making contact with both B and C. Consewas practically the only type available, and quently, a connection could be taken to A, and this
consisted merely of s metal plunger which was point in the circuit would then be taken successively
drawn backwards or pushed forwards to bridge from point B to C as the control was rotated.
Alternatively, point B could be joined to point C
or disconnected from it merely by turning the
eattrol knob. The former scheme could be
illustrated as shown in.Fig. 3, where two pre -set
condensers aro joined across is tuning coil, in one
position the first trimmer being in circuit and
when the switch is turned to position " C," bah
trimmers being connected in circuit. Actually, of
course, for such a circuit one would use a single
pole switch which would pass to successive points,
leaving each one behind as it was advanced.
Fig. i. -The arrangement
adopted in one of the well known British makes of
multi-contact switch.

Fig. 2. -How the moving member picks up
contacts successively.

Nomenclature
These wafer types of switch are referred to as
" so -many pule, so -many way " units, and each
wafer is known as a " bank." A single inner
contact to
Later, as sets of contact which passes from one outsidepole
two or more metal spring tips.
" unit.
commercial coils- became available, the makers another as it is rotated is a " single
a number of such contacts
included in the bases of the coils various ingenious The inner dise may carry
a double -pole, or even a 4 -pole.
switch assemblies in order to carry At the desired and may thusofbecurter
points to which it connects
circuit switching. These generally consisted of The number
thus a single -pole
a number of brass or copper fingers reaching across are known as the " ways " ;
is a single contact
the underside of the coil base, and elaborate 3 -way would mean that there contact
with three
successive
moulded or cut ebonite cams were rotated above point which nukes circuit
illustrating the latter
the lingers by meansof a rod extending through outer points. A
is indicated at Fig. 4 which is part of a
the coil unit. These cams depressed certain fingers scheme
anode of the valve being
and thus made connection, or released other tone -control circuit, the
Each
fingers and opened circuits. In any case, there joined to .one or other of the three resistors.
on a length of
was no standardisation in the arrangements used. of these wafers may he assembled
any desired mimber of units, thus
Shortly before the last war the wafer type of switch rod to form
say, a 4- bank, double -pole
was seen in this country, imported from the U.S.A., enabling one to makonp,
unit, which means you have four
and because -of its particular trade naine, known as 4 -way switch
the Yaxley, a name which is now generally used separate double-pole switches "each capable of
by many amateurs to refer to this particular type
of switch irrespective of the individual make.

Wafer Switches
These switches have a multitude of uses and are
available in dozens of different forme, from simple
paxolin units with a single pole to multiple devices
with ceramic bases suitable for use on very highs
frequencies. Before dealing with the working out
of switching schemes let us examine this type of
simple circuit
switch, for the benefit of those who have not yet Fig. 3.
attempted to delve, into its apparent mysteries. application of the multicontact switch.
To Rig. 1 is shown a single ", wafer "as the individual

-A

Fig. 4.-Another application of " stepped' or
successive switching,
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making four separate selections, and this could be
shown theoretically by a diagram such as .Fig. 5.
In this illustration each wafer is shown more or
less in its normal physical layout, but it could just
as well be shown in a diagram as in Fig. 6.
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p Fig. 5. -A 4- bank, doublepole, 4-way switch unit is
shown above, and Fig. 6

an alternative method of showin; he separate banks.
Designing ,a Circuit

May, 1948

as shown in Fig. S. Actually, in practice, it might
be found desirable to open the coupling condenser
circuit. However, this gives an idea as to how
simple it is to carry out most intricate circuit
changes merely by operating a simple rotary switch.
Ill my own receiver, which incorporates television,
gramophone and radio, a simple three -bank
ex- government switch is employed to give the
Home or Light programmes, television or gramophone, in the latter position switching in a tone compensated L.F. stage which is inoperative on the
other circuits. For those who like working out
switching schemes an interesting problem would
be to work out how -to arrange such a switch to make
a set operative on batteries or mains, switching
filament circuits to series or parallel, cutting out a
mains- operated power output stage on battery, and
using the first L.F. stage as output on battery
operation, a scheme which is adopted in at least
one American midget.

The general idea should now be clear to the
reader, and all that remains is to know how to
work out what type of switch may be needed for
any particular function. The simplest way of
setting about this is as follows : Supposing one
wishes to build an experimental amplifier in which
V a mass radiography apparatus, X -rays penethe relative merits of transformer and R.C.C.
trate a patient and produce a visible image on a
units are to be judged. A rough sketch of the two
fluorescent screen which is photographed on a
schemes would be drawn as in Fig. 7. By using
two colours for the separate circuits the scheme is miniature film. Due to variations between patients
easier to follow, but it is quite sufficient to draw it is sometimes difficult to estimate the exposure for a

Novel Phototimer

7.-

Fig.
Diagram illustrating the changes necessary
between L.F. transformer and resistance- capacity
coupling, the. latter indicated in heavy lines.

one part in heavy lines and one lightly, as shown,
in order to follow out the idea. Now on examining
this sketch it becomes obvious that some points
need not be moved when making the change. For

instance, the anode resistance and the transformer
primary both have to go to H.T., and obviously if
the lower end of either is not connected anywhere
it can still be left joined to H.T. Similarly, the
grid -bias battery shown could be left connected
to the resistance and the transformer secondary
without. ill -effect for the same reason.
It is
necessary, however, to connect either the transformer secondary or the grid condenser and leak
to the grid, and to connect the anode either to the
transformer primary or the R.C.C. units. In its
simplest form therefore, all that would be necessary
would be a double -pole two -way switch, arranged

Fig. 8. -One method of carrying out the switching
called for in Fig. 7.

radiograph, and Philips have developed aphototimer
designed to switch off the X -ray beam when the
quantity of light which has fallen on the film has
reached the correct exposure value. Light from a part
of the fluorescent screen being photographed i.
focused by a lens on to the cathode of a multiplier
photocell. The output current from the photocell discharges a condenser, and the condenser voltage, when
it has fallen to a certain value, ignites a cold -cathode
gas -triodo valve, which in turn operates a relay
which switches off the high -votage supply to the
X -ray tube. The photocell output current is
proportional to the incident light flux and hence
the charge lost by the condenser, which is the time
integral of the photocell current, and is proportional
to the total quantity of light falling on the
photocell. As the voltage drop of the condenser
is constant, the light exposure of the photocell and
filin will also be constant.
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Practical Hints
Speaker Switch
simply -made switch' shown
THEbelow was mounted on the side
of a receiver cabinet to give the
choice of internal speaker only,
internal and .external speakers, or
eternal speaker only, with a simple
rotary movement.
The basis of the switch is a four
A Simple Extension

/®&terns/

/fir

.1111141=11.,1110.1.4,11=1.114

THAT DODGE OF YOURS
I
o

Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRELESS
must have orig+oated some little
dod ge which would interest other readers.
Why not pass it on to us?
We pay halt -a-

"

,oea
Annex

for

every

hint

published

on

this

I page. Turn that idea of yours to account
by sending it in to us addressed to the
I Editor. "PRACTICAL WIRELESS." George
Fewnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton

IStreet, Strand, W.C.P.

Put your name

and address on every item.
Please note
that every notion sent in must be original.
Mark envelopes "Practical Hints."

Speaker

SPECIAL NOTICE

=

'

Pin

!

All hints most
coupon

e

be

accompanied by the
t rover.
page

that it is impossible to run the
nut on by giving the screw

(which is often easily accessible)
a few turns by means of a
screwdriver. Tweezers ail in
the same respects.
However, 4' and fi B.A. nuts
can be firmly held by twisting
them on to a piece of 1R s.w.g.
solder. The solder is bent in
two as shown in the sketch and
the nut turned on for a thread
or two.
In this way, the
.

rroer Panel of Set

Internat Speaker

iJ

Output

Tra n s former
Secondary

Valveholder adapted for use as a switch.

pin chassis-type valve- holder, of the type which has
the sockets spun over the bakelite top plate, so that
the moving arm ma ke.sgood contact with the sockets.
The moving contact is of stiff
brass, bent as shown, and soldered to the end of the spindle. l t
is long enough to make contact
with two sockets at a time, so
that at no time is the output
transformer secondary open circuited and the load removed
from the output valve.
A stop for the rotary motion
may be formed by paneling a
tight-Iittingscrew into the aniele
socket -and another into the
filament socket which lias no
Comiecttnn taken from
it. -H. J. R. 'l'owNsEND
(Newport, filon).
Fitting nuts in awkward
places
THE following tip leis
helped me in the past
and Ii pass it on in the
hope that it may be of
use to other readers.
Nuts must often go
into positions in chassis
which are very difficult
to reach.
Long -hosed
pliers do not grip the nut
tightly enough and also A useful idea for fitting
allow the nut to swivel so nuts in atokúard places.

Using a Neon as a Polarity Indicator.

solder does not project through the nut, which can
still go on to the screw. -A. MotrNTFooto (Norwich).
Polarity Indicator.
HAD to devise a method to indicate whether
my apparatus was connected to a D.C. supply
with correct polarity or not.
I used a 230 volt Neon bulb, with one electrode
a circular disc and the other a narrow, evlindrieal
strip. I connected it directly across the mains,
input so that if the polarity was correct the circular
disc was the electrode that glowed. 1 was using a
plywood panel and drilled all but the front, layer
sufficiently for the glass bulb to lit, as shown.
The front layer was drilled only enough for
the centre of the circular electrode to be seen.
When I then plugged in to different D.C. supplies
I was able to see at a glance whether I had connected up the right way or not. DoN-az,n 11cctros
(Merthyr Tydfil).

I

REFRESHER COURSE
IN MATHEMATICS
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An Experimentc
A Novel Receiver for Battery Operatic

I- be connected to an amplifier, as for the strti01)t

-i -0. There is thus considerable scope for st
\-11;.!
the performance of the various types of eimnit.
I

-

The Circuit

The receiver circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Although
the class of valves used is intended for operation from
u 00 -volt supply, the circuit has been designed for
on supplies up to about 135 volts, (e.g., from an
ninatr) ul icli _gives improved performance.
,,,n adjusted so that the
it u;i
c enrient. Commencing

.,

A cdrio of the

!
-

1

?j

I

-

I.:

R.F. stage.

H1S receiver was designed mainly for those
with some experience of short -wave receiver
construction, but who had not previously
attempted reception on frequencies above 30 Mele
with battery -operated apparatus. The author's
object was to provide himself with the necessary
experience of the behaviour of circuits on V.H.F.
and also of the peculiarities of wave propagation
on these frequencies.
The valves being the most important part of any
receiver, considerable thought was given to the
choice of these, although, aá special V.H.F. valves
for battery circuits are practically unknown, it was
necessary to use valves designed for normal
purposes. Somme of the more important requirements of a valve at V.H.F. are :
(I) Low lead inductance and small electrode

i assembly (midget construction) ;
1
(2) Small inter -electrode capacity ;
(3) Close spacing of electrodes (to minimise transittime effects)
.(4) High slope (for good amplification and sig3ralto-noise ratio).
All these are partially met in the 1.4 volt G.T. class
of valve, and accordingly these valves were used.
The circuit can be employed as a straight 1 -v -1
or 1 -v -0 (for connection to an amplifier) or as a
super- regenerative I -v -O or I -v -I (with self quenching detector), or as a super -regenerative
The last can
1 -v -0 (with s eparate quench valve).

Fig.

LIST OF C(
2
I

2

Ceramic variable condensers. midget upe -20 pF.
Cyldon (CI, C2).
Ceramic trimmer condenser, 40 or 60 pF. Eddystone
(C3).
Ip¡F. paper condensers (or 1+1piF. block), T.C.C. (C4,

C5).
pF. mica condensers, T.C.C. or Dubilier (C6,
7. 8, 9, 10, 11, 20).
or Erie
140pF. mica condenser (or ceramic), T.Ç.C.
.
(C12).
1 0.001 /,F. mica condenser, T.C.C. or Dubilier (C13).

7 300

paper metal cased tubular condensers, T.C.C.
(C14, C15).
0.005µF. paper condenser, T.C.C.'(C16).
500pF. paper condenser, T.C.C. (C17).
0:002jF. paper condenser. T.C.C. (C18).
1 0.1 ,F. paper condenser, T.C.C. (C19).
1
Resistances. t watt, Erie : 2 47 1:!2 (R'4, R12)
22 id/ (R8) ; 210 krr (R5, R6) : 1 67800 12 IR91.
Resistances, 1 watt, Erie : 1 47 ka (R13) ; 1 220 k!1
1 100 kO (R11).
(RIO) : 15 mfg (R7)
Res stance R3 of 3 12, made from electric fire spiral.
Potentiometers : 2 100 Ica (RI, R2), Centralab or
Dubilier ; 1 250 k12 with switch (R3), Centralab or
Dubilier.
7
polystyrene pillar insulators with fixing feet.
2 2prF.
1

1

-

NM& OWNS.

1.- Theoretical circu.

1

1

i

Denco SO1.2.

8

_.._Ma,,,__ P

1

in. frequentite stand -off insulators, Eddystone.", o.1.619.
ANEW.

_ ._1,_____n_ .11116..a, _ _ .
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Receiver

V.H.F.

By G.

ELLIOTT

with the R.F. stage, V1 is a IN.A; I'
--i,.r R. v,.II
voltage drop across the decoupling
bring the anode voltage to about 14o, and thtscreen voltage can be varied up to the maximum
by the potentiometer Rl. The best position for
this control will be about three- iInartere of
maximum, and under these conditions the valve
will have a better performance than al its ratel
voltages -the slope rising to about 1.2 ut_a. /vole
and the anode current being about 3 ui_ \ .. viii: li
is not excessive.
The grid circuit makes provision for ceuitliitu t,,
i-

hO:

FFC

s

]

0t7SCV.--C.

-

CF

00000 r---=
GFCB

A view

TT
'f the V.H.F.

receiver.

IPONENTS
2

Ceramic octal valveholders, Raymart or Amphenol.

3 RF chokes. Eddystone, No. 1,011.
2 RF chokes, low resistance, home made (see

text).
RF choke, Eddystone, No. 1,010.
1
Quench coil, home made (see text), or manufactured
by Bulgin.
2 Steel mounting brackets. 21in. high ; 1 bracket, tin, high.
Chassis. 12in. y 9in. x 2 in., in aluminium or steel.
1
Panel, 12ín. x 9in., in aluminium or steel.
2 Panel supporting brackets.
2 5 : 1 Epicydic small reduction drives, Jackson Bros.
I Switch D.P.S.T., 1 switch D.P.D.T., Bulgin.
Plain knob with small dial for R.F. tuning.
.3 Knobs engraved with
pointer.
Utility" Micro-dial, Wilkins & Wright.
100 : 1 ratio
Wooden dowel, in., for vatvehofder supports, wench
coil, etc.
46 S.W.G. enamelled copper wire for coils.
B.A. and 6 B.A. solder tags for coils, connections, etc.
20 S.W.G. wire and 1.5 mm. Systoflex for wiring up.
Coloured leads for battery supplies.
4 B.A. and 6 B.A. screws and nuts.
lin. brass rod for extension controls or 2 Eddystone
extension control outfits No. 1.008.
2 Eddystone flexible couplers, large. No. 50.
Valves :
INSGT ¡G. IQSGTG, 11-SGT G.
Sylvania, Brimar, etc.
1

1

1

3

-

-

of the detector stage.

dipole or end -on type of aerial. The filament
choke RFC1 is included to enable experiments to
he conducted on regenerative R.F. stages, where
the filament can be tapped on to the grid coil, as
shown by the dotted line. Regeneration is controlled by R1, but this type of circuit, while giving
higher gain, is tricky to adjust, and in general the
straight amplifier will be easier to handle. It will
be noted that the filament circuits of both V1 and
V2 are short - circuited by the condensers 08 and
('0, to reduce the lead and filament inductance,
which tends to impair performance on the higher
frequencies of 60 ì31c,'s and above.
The Detector Stage

H.F. transformer coupling is used from the R.F.
to the detector stage. This stage uses the familiar
electron -coupled circuit for regeneration, which is
very satisfactory at V.H.F. V2 is a 1Q5GT /G,
which is actually a beam -power amplifier, but in
this circuit functions as a very sensitive detector
and oscillates readily on high frequencies. Several.
valves were tried in the position of V2, such as
1N5, 1A5, 105, 1T5, but the 1Q5 was found to he
superior both in gain and consistent oscillation,
this being largely clue to its beam construction.
Normal leaky grid detection is used and regeneration is controlled
the potentiometer R2. The
condenser C5. and likewise (.4 in the R.F. stage, is
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used to ensure quiet operation of the'potentiometer,
and should not be less than the 1 ¡tF specified.
Feedback occurs via the condensers C11 and C13 in
the screen and anode circuits, and the values given
will provide the best results, although if it is desired
to vary these values, ceramic trimmers can be

The Combined L.F: Amplifier'Quench Oscillator
It was found possible to use the same valve to net
as either an L.F. amplifier, or a quench oscillator,
by suitable switching. V3 is a 1T5GT /G, a small
power valve with ample output fer headphone
reception and low current consumption. SW2 is a
substituted.
D.P.D.T. switch ; in position (1) the grid of V3 is
The screen circuit is unusual, as it handles D.C., connected to the quench tuned circuit L5 -C18 via
R.F. and quench voltages, which are prèvented C17, and the output terminals O.P. are connected
from interacting. RFC4 filters off the R.F. currents into the anode circuit of the detector valve. SW3,
via C11, but does not act as a barrier for D.C. or which can be integral with the potentiometer R3.
quench voltages. The resistor R8 acts as a load for switches in the quenching voltage to the detector
the quench input, without making any serious screen -grid, the strength of the quench being
drop in the D.C. voltage applied to the screen, controlled by R3. In V3, the screen -grid is acting
while the condenser C 1 fi allows the quench as the oscillator anode. In position (2), V3 is
frequency to be applied to the screen, at the same connected as a straight L.F. amplifier and SW3 is
time separating the D.C. voltages on the screen switched to the off position. The valve is operated
and the quench control R3. Injection of the without bias in both cases, but R14 limits the
quenching- oscillation into the screen -grid was screen voltage to produce the recommended
found to be the most. satisfactory, and much maximum anode current of 8 mA., when operating
superior to injection into the control -grid or anode. as an amplifier. Further precautions against R.F.
Transformer coupling is used in the anode circuit currents are taken in the anode output circuit by
to give maximum L.F. gain, and it can be seen that use of the chokes RFC7 and RFC8 and the by -pass
efficient R.F. and L.F. decoupling are employed condenser C20.
to avoid instability. The resistors R10 and R11
in the transformer secondary circuit help to Construction
eliminate stray R.F. currents, aIici any tendency
The use of the resistor R15 is optional and will
towards " threshold howl," which is sometimes enable the circuit to be run from a two -volt accumutroublesome at high frequencies.
lator if desired, instead of a 1.5 volt dry cell.
.
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The above describes the main points of the circuit needed to ensure that the tag locates itself correctly.
and now the actual practical construction can This type of connection is superior to the use of a
be discussed.
crocodile clip, for which there is no room in any
The general layout of the circuit above' the case, and also gives better stability of calibration.

chassis is shown in Fig. 2
and the panel controls in Fig.
127
3. All the high- frequency
circuits are above the chassis,
the valves, coils and tuning
Position Of
condensers being supported
Main Tuning
Screen
on pillars or brackets. The
/00 :1 Ratio
low- frequency circuits are
\
below the chassis, includRF 7-uning
ing the L.T. and H.T.
5:1 Ratio
supplies, quench and audio
circuits, potentiometers and
switches.
The wiring of the H.F.
circuits should be very short
and direct, and, if possible,
tags should be soldered
directly together between
components with no conLevel Of Chassis
y
1
necting wires. Some careful
RF. Gain
On -Off
Quench
Reaction Control
work with a fine-pointed
Control
With S:l Drive
Switch
Control
Straight
soldering iron will be well
22
Off
repaid by improved results
and freedom from troubles
resulting from stray induc/4
tance and capacity. Some
e
Quench
idea of the compact layout
can be seen from the illus2
2
trations on pages 193 and
Fig. 3.- Layout and drilling di/nensions of the panel.
199 which show the R.F.
and detector stages.
Ceramic octal valveholders are used, together
The coupling coils to the R.F. and detector stages
with polystyrene and ceramic stand -off insulators are mounted on small rotating bases, so that
for the coils. Wooden dowel was used to support coupling can be varied. It will be found that the
the valveholders at a suitable height, although best coupling is obtained by employing coils of
ceramic pillars could be used if desired. The coils larger diameter than the tuned coils and bringing
are self- supporting and wound from 16 s.w.g. these up as close as possible to the " earthy " end of
enamelled copper wire. An example of a detector the tuned coil. Unless every precaution is taken to
coil, with cathode tap soldered on, is seen on eliminate stray wiring and capacity in the coupling
p. 199. The tag of the cathode tap fixes directly on circuit to the detector valve, these, together with
to the Valve cathode terminal by means of a nut, the inter -electrode capacity of VI, may resonate at
as shown on p. 199, and some careful work is the tuned frequency and so damp the circuit.
(To be co nti n ued. )
l
I

Fromme Aerials

and

Interesting Details of the Directional Type of Aerial.

ANOTHER useful formula connected with frame
aerial design is the effective E.M.F. induced
in a loop, given by :
E =./2 stfnAH
Where f= frequency of wave.
n.= number of turns.
A = effective cross sectional area.
H= magnetic field intensity.
The effective current in a tuned circuit will be
E
1 =R where R is the effective H.F. resistance.
As the detector is connected across the variable
condenser employed to tune the frame to the
frequency of the incoming wave, the factor that
:

By

E.

/F -2
J.

HARTLEY

(G2FB1)

determines the strength of the signals received is the
difference of potential Ec which is produced across
the terminals of this condenser by the current
induced in the loop. This is given by :
Ec =a

n.AL
RA2

where L is the inductance of the loop.

, the wavelength.
a being a constant.
Frem this formula we might expect that the efficiency of any given loop should increase as the
wavelength is reduced, and this is so up to a certain
point ; but, as the effective resistance R increases
with the frequency and is, therefore, inversely
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given by the loop as a closed circuit ; that is when
the frequency of oscillation is solely determined by'
the self -inductance, self capacity and effective
resistance of the frame aerial alone.

(a)

Determining Sense
It has been seen that two minima are obtained
with the simple frame aerial so that, supposing a
bearing of 20 degrees has been obtained, there will
also be a further value for the bearing at 20 plus
180 degrees =200 degrees, and it is quite impossible
using the figure eight diagram alone, to decide
which of the two is correct. In many cases such
information is not necessary, but it is often of great'
value to have this information, and modern direction
finding installations are usually equipped with a
means of determining absolute direction or
" sense."
By combining the receiving properties of the open
aerial and the frame, a new series of diagrams is
obtained one of which is of great value for sense
determination. In Fig. 4a, the two dotted circles

(b)

Fig. 4. -On the left are the combined open and
frame aerial polar diagrams, and on the right the
developed cardioid diagram.

proportional to the wavelength.
a stage is reached at which the
possible gain in efficiency, due
to the reduction in wavelength.
is more than offset by the increase of effective resistance ; so
that for any given-loop there is
one receiving wavelength at
which it is most efficient. The
turns should be well spaced in
order to keep the effective resistance down to the lowest
limit, but too wide a spacing on
the other hand, by reducing the
inductance per turn and necessitating more turns for the total
value of L, will not bring about
the improvement required. The
writer has found that maximum
signal intensity usually occurs
at a wavelength given which is
not more than two or three
times the natural wavelength

R

ti

5.

-An

an aperiodic loop
and tuned circuit.

i tteresting circuit, using

Frame

Signal
Strength

Scale

Indicator

Adjusting
Handle

Pointer

-

.;.

®op,.'',

o

6.-

Twin Screened Lead
Px, To Frame

'

Good Earth

Layout for investigation of frame aerial properties. The
pointer on the frame is set for cardioid working. The vertical aerial
may be taken externally if the distance is not too great.
Fig.
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are the frame figure eight and
the smaller circle with its centre
at A is the open aerial diagrarii.
If we assume that the two E.DI.F.s
represented by these diagrams
are combined in a single receiver, and are in phase, then the
total E.M.F. induced in the circuit
of the receiver will be given by
the algebraic sum of the component E.M.F.s for any particular
orientation of the frame, and the
diagram of reception for the combination will similarly be given
by the algebraic sum of the circle
and figure eight diagrams. In
Fig. 1, it was shown that the
phase of the E.M.F. round the
frame shifts abruptly through 180
degrees when the frame passes
through minimum signal position,
whilst no such shift in phase can
occur in the case of an open aerial:
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Scale Used For
Adjusting Handle
Therefore, when combining the diagrams of a circle
Signal Strength
of the figure eight must be regarded as positive and
the other as negative, the small open aerial circle
being either sign. The choice of sign is, of course,
purely arbitrary so long as they bear the same
correct relation to one another. If now the polar
Pointer
ordinates are added, graphically, the complete
diagram will be that shown by the full line. If the
size of the circle diagram he gradually increased
relative to the figure eight then, as seen in Fig. 4b,
t he positions of the minima become more and more
distorted until at a critical position when the open
aerial and frame E.M.F's. are equal in amplitude,they
Degree
Sca /e Used
Sca/e
merge into one and we obtain what is called the
As Man
Any further increase in
cardioid diagram.
the open aerial E.M.F's. gives a single impure minimum. It will be seen that the maximum is 180 Fig. 7. -A plan of the Frame scale. This may
be used for recording signal strengths on the inner
degrees away from the minimum, so that if it be used
portion. A map may be drawn centred on the frame
for direction finding there is no longer any ambiguity
and the relative distances marked off radially.
as to the actual direction of the transmitting station.
. If the frame is rotated, only one point can be found The frame should be sited as high as possible and
well away from earthed objects.
on the scale where the signals vanish. It should be
noted that the maximum of the heart- shaped
diagram is twice the strength of the maximum of the the frame effect and gives all round reception. As
frame aerial alone, and further, that the minimum the H.T. is reduced the open aerial effect decreases
of the heart -shape is in the plane of the frame and and at a certain value will become comparable with
90 degrees away from the minimum of the figure that of the frame and cardioid polar diagram will
result. In the middle position of the switch, the
eight diagram alone.
An interesting circuit is shown in Fig. 5. The open aerial is not in use and the figure eight
loop shown is aperiodic and is coupled to the tuned diagram may be had from the loop. In the lower
grid circuit of the first H.F: valve. A vertical aerial position of the switch the anode. circuit óf V2 is
is coupled by V2 and is arranged to perform by- coupled to the output circuit of the first H.F. valve
meaims of switching, three functions, zero cleaning, instead of its input: circuit. Since there is `a -90
sense determination and all -round reception: In __degree .change of phase between the current in the
the upper position of the switch, the anode circúit tuned -grid circltit and the aperiodic anode circuit
if
of V2 is. coupled to the tuned circuit and obtains of an.amplifier such as this, the open aerial effect,
its anode supply from the potentiometer R across coupled-in at this point, will be in quadrature with
the H.T. supply. With R set to maximum the valve the frame input, which is the condition wanted for
V2 gives maximum amplification which swamps zero cleaning.

'

.

.

A New
A

Chassis Design

Simplified Construction Idea.

THE usual method of chassis construction
employed nowadays for short wave receivers
is as shown in Fig. 1.

It consists of a deck plate

(a) which is bent
down at the back to form the rear runner and at
the front is a flange, to which is bolted the front
panel (b), the ends of the deck plate are usually
flanged for rigidity and strength, especially if
made of aluminium. A panel bracket (c) supports
the front panel, and a stay (d) joins the bottom
corners of the panel to the rear runner. The whole
chassis is then slid into a cabinet, sometimes of
wood, but usually of sheet metal.
This construction is good, but suffers from a
few disadvantages. Firstly, it is expensive if bought
wady -made, and unless one is an accomplished
tinsmith, it is rather difficult to construct-.
Secondly, the large amount of metal used
makes it heavy, especially if a set built on it is often
moved about.
Thirdly, unless the connections are made on the
front panel it is necessary to disconnect the leads
whenever the set is removed from its cabinet.
-
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Fig., 3,

The construction now to be described eliminates
all these difficulties, and is within the scope of the
average amateur. Let us assume that the finished
chassis is to measure 12in. x Bin. x 21in.. with a
front panel7 ?in. high. The deck plate is shown in
Fig. 2. It will he seen that it is the same as the
deck plate in Fig. 1, with the addition of a -',in.

SWC

---i

.

r

/Ó- CRS

3.-Details

.1

r
-

4-

i

of the panel.

in Fig. 2 ; note that they are 5 /16in. from the
underside.
Next drill a 5/32in. hole in each corner of the
panel as shown, Un. from top and bottom, and
¡in. from the ends. With a couple of 4 B.A. screws
fasten the panel to the deck plate and with this in
position put one of the end plates in place. The
Imo-

Fig. 2.Details of the
deck plate for the new
form of construction.

tb,ck

t

Fig.

e

/6 SWG rn/cF

/6

`

-/OCRS-+
1 Holes

/±
/6
Ij6Ho/és5;dia

a"

3

1

-t-

flange along the bottom edge of the rear runner.
The original was made from 16 s.w.g. mild steel. A
little care will he needed in getting the ends parallel,
but no difficulty should be experienced if a little
patience is used.

5'
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/I6in. from the L.H. end, and 21in. from
the bottom edge. Next drill two corresponding
holes in the front flange of the deck plate as shown

A New Idea

// 7t/

".

/HSWC Th,ck

8,1a

-11
5

The front panel is the sane length as the deck
plate, but has a tin. flange along top and bottom
Hinges
edges (see Fig. 3).
Fig. 5. -Top cover details.
So far we have departed little from usual practice,
but now the main difference appears. Instead of near runner must be inside the flange, and the
the panel bracket and stay as in Fig. 1, we have bottom of the rear runner must be level with
an end plate (Fig. 4). This is made with a tin. the bottom of the end plate. The top and bottom
of the panel must be level with the top and bottom
of the end plates. With a scriber mark off from the
panel the positions of the four corner holes on each
end plate and drill these holes.

Fig.

4.-Details of the end plates.

Two are required,
one left -hand and one right-hand.

flange on each edge, in the form of a shallow tray,
71in. x 8 l /lfiin. over flanges, and can be made of
the same material as the other two members,
s.w.g. In the original the end plates were
made of 18 s.w.g. because. nothing else was
available, but they were quite strong enough.
Two end plates are required, one at each end, and
care must be taken to see that they are made
exactly the same as each other.
Assembly
Now for the assembly. Drill two holes in the
panel 5132ín. diameter at 10in. centres, as shown in

a
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The completed
chassis, built up as
described above.
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t hat
it c,J ers the back and top of the
chassis.
The completed chassis is shown in Fig. 6. If the
plates are carefully flanged and the simple method
of assembly used, no snags will he encountered.
Avoid the temptation of drilling all the holes at
once -this is where constructors go astray as all the
holes do not line up when assembled.
A little extra care will be needed in positioning
the components, but this will be amply repaid in
compactness and accessibility. Another good point
is, that when servicing the set will lie " on its back "
just as firmly as when it is upright and this is a
Fitting the Covers
decided advantage when one is doing any intricate
The 'bottom cover is a flat sheet of steel or work " below dls4 ."
If desired the end flanges of the .deck plate
aluminium (about 18 s.w.g.) and measures 11 ¡in: x,
Min. This is hinged to the rear runner and fastened can be dispensed with and two pieces of tin. x tin.
by two clips to the panel. The edges rest on the x 1116ín, angle used. This can easily be made from
flanged edges of the chassis. The top cover, Figs 5. a bit of 16 s.w.g. plate. The beginner would perhaps
is also hinged to the rear runner and clipped be best advised to use this method even at the
to the top of the panel. The top cover is bent expense of more drilling.

Next, drill two holes in the end plates on the
faces, and two holes in the rear flanges as shown in
Fig. 4. Bolt the end plates to the panel and hold
the deck plate in position. Mark through the holes
in the rear flange into. the rear runner, and drill
one in each end. Put a 4 B.A. bolt and nut in these,
and drill through the remaining holes into the deck
plate. When these are bolted up the chassis should
stand up straight and the bottom should he level.
The remaining holes can then he drilled through the
panel and the rear runner and bolted np. The
chassis is now ready to take the covers.

sn

.

F.M.
An Explanation

of the

versus

A.M.

Differences, Simply Set Out.

Ey

F.

THORNELOE

as the I.F.s as regards hand
same ehara,'
spread, etc.
Fig. 3a shows a '-imple switching arrangement
for F.M. or A.M. reception
Orscriminefor Transformer
(1.F.$). This is possible because the wide difference in
frequency ensures that the
Detector
1.F. coils have negligible
effect on each other. At high
frequencies the tuning condensers of the I.F. transformers act as by -pass
condensers.
While at low.
frequencies the choke effect
of the H.F. coils is practically nil (Fig. 3b).
The detector outputs can,
be similarly switched to the
audio amplifier, provision
-1 00000'
being made, if desired, for
cutting out the valve(s) not
in use, but in a combined
set the switching for R..F.
and oscillator circuits is
Frequency modulated limiter and detector circuits.

FOLLO \ \ NG the recent announcement by the
B.B.C. of the future use of frequency
modulation for transmissions of the Third,
I

,

To AVO

Contrói

On

Ear/er

Valves

V Fig. i.-

and, ultimately, of the Home programmes, the
following notes may be of interest to readers.
Briefly, the F.M. receiver has an R.F. amplifier
passing a broad frequency hand and wide -hand
high- frequency I.F.s, followed by a limiter circuit.
similar to rapid action A.V.C., the function of which
is to keep signal amplitude constant. Then comes
a detector and conventional audio -amplifier.
Fig,. 1 is a skeleton circuit diagram.
The following comparisons from a F.M. ¡A.M. set
being developed in U.S.A. about 1940 may serve
to illustrate the main differences in coils and I.F.
arrangements. F.M. (first)-I.F. passing 300 kc /s
wide frequency band, centred at 2.1 Mc /s. A.M.
-I.F. passing 10 ke /s band, centred at 455
kc,'s. Naturally, the R.F. stage(s) mast have the

Fig.

2.-

Conventional amplitude- modula ed detector
circuit which can be compared with Fig. _.
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somewhat more complicated
Mod.
but not by any means insurmountable.
The F.M. broadcasts will
certainly be on ultra -short
wavelengths, and as the area
to be covered by each transmitter will be over a radius
of some 10 to 15 miles, the
F.M. coils can be designed
for the appropriate wave
range.
A.M. tuner and oscillator
systems follow conventional
lines and if a 4 -bank switch
is obtainable, having four or
more positions, it would be
possible to cover three A.M.
bands and one F.M. band,
allowing for- one stage of
R.F. amplification.
This is, however, looking
into the future, and it ' is
possible that other circuits
may develop before trans'
mission of F.M. signals is
an everyday occurrence. and Fine/ IF Stage
listeners can be sure it will
be a long time before present sets will be considered
obsolete.
Noie. -The B.B.C. announcement mentioned
Wrotham (some 25 miles from London) as the site

May, 1948

FM

Intermediate
/FS

$AVC_

FM.
Limiter And Detector
To

To A M
Detector
Fig 2

2
=

(6 )

Fig. 3. -I.F. coils may be
series connected except for the
primary of the first I.F. and
secondary of the last I.F.

(c)

of the first station ; the power, 25 kW. ; the opening, sometime before next winter. But meanwhile
these suggestions may give rise to newer ideas and
designs.

European Band Plan
"Radar Harbour at B.I.F. THE

A FACSIMILE of the world's first radar harbour

-

following Band Plan drawn up by the Codes of

Practice Committee of the Radio.Society of Great
recently opened at Douglas, I.O.M. -will
he seen by visitors to the British Industries Fair Britain, and approved by the Council of that bode,
has
been
for consideration to all LA.R.L7.
at Olympia, London, when it opens on May 3rd. societies insubmitted
Europe. Copies of the plan have been forThe exhibit will demonstrate the lead that British warded to I.A.R.C'.
Headquarters and to
W.I.A.
radar manufacturers have established in making (Australia), -1\.Z.A.R.T. (New Zealand), andtheS.A.R.L.
harbours safe for shipping in all kinds of weather, (South Africa) for information.
The council of the society recognises that any form
including fog. From a control -room on land the
harbour master can see, on a radar screen, a com- of band planning will fail unless it is introduced into
licence and enforced by the respective licensing
the
plete pietifre of the approaches to the harbour, authorities.
For this reason therEuropean societies
including all vessels in it. By means of radio- have been asked,
commenting on the plan, to
telephone, or the " Loud Hailer "-the super indicate whether when
they consider that their licensing
megaphone with the two -mile audibility-he can authority will.agree to make the plan mandatory if it is
send messages to " fog -blinded " captains and finally adopted. Details of the plan ave set -out below:
pilots enabling them to bring their vessels in with
Frequencies
Band
Frgped Uernpenrli
safety, fog or no fog.
This new installation is believed to be the first of 1.7 Dle/s
Telephone land C.W. (no subits kind in operation anywhere in the world.
division considered necessary).
3500- 3550 C.W. only
The B.I.F. exhibit will consist of a facsimile of 3.5 Dte/s
3550- 3750 Telephony and C.W.
the radar control -room, duplicates of the various
3750- 3800 Telephony only
7000- 7050 C.W. only
7 Nte¡s
component parts, and a film Of the installation
7050- 7100 C.W: and telephony
showing a radar picture of a ship entering the
7100- 7150 Telephony only
harbour.
14000-14050 C.W. only
14 Me/s
14050-14200
C.W. and telephony
The actual equipment at Douglas consists of a
14200-14250 Telephony only
OOft. tower carrying the revolving scanner which
14250-14350 C.W. and:telephony
21000-21100 C.W. only
picks up á sound -echo picture of the harbour, which 21 Me/s
21100-21150 CW. and telephony
is then converted into a picture on the control -room
21150-21250
Telephony only
screen. The set gives á " close -up " working picture
21250-21450
C.W. and telephony
28000-28100
C.W. only
with a radius of .8 mile, together with a broader 28 Me/s
28100-28400
C.W. and telephony
view picture having a range of I.2 miles, and lastly
28400-28300
Telephony only
a 3 -mile radius scale so that the harbour master
28500-20700
C.W. and telephony
Above
28
can see all the approaches. Tije exhibit will be in
DíeJs
No sub - division between telephony and C.W.
the Music and Radio Group at the Fair.
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Underneath the Dipole
Television Pick -ups and Reflections.

situation
Slowly and
steadily the standards of living in Britain
get worse in every respect- except in
television. The traditionally tired and harassed
business man, basically car -less, wends his way
home on state -owned (loss- making) transport, calls
at the " local for cigarettes and a drink (cost
5s. 4d., of which about 4s. represents tax), arrives
home to a guttering fire (25 per cent. slate), and sits
down to eat a few morsels obtained at great expense,
after queueing, by his wife. The meal over, he turns
his television receiver and- behold-he escapes for
a few minutes from the frustrations of this modern
age. Television seems to be the only product of
modern times in which we appear to be leading
the world, though its progress is sadly hampered
by material shortages at the factories and the
vicious purchase tax. No wonder the aforesaid
tired business man is touchy about the type of
television entertaimnent presented, and is sometimes roused into writing wrathful letters to the
B.B.C. Documentary items are the main " hate "
of viewers, and I am glad to note that the B.B.C.
have now deleted most of these features, including
the notorious " Searchlight."
WHAT a Gilbertian

!

By

THE

SCANNER -

the tube and control knobs when not in use. Opened
halfway and with a sheet of cardboard resting on
the tops of the doors, like a lens hood, the picture
can be viewed with the room fully lighted. I
commend to manufacturers the suggestion that a
simple adjustable light hood would be a valuable
and inexpensive addition to television receivers. I.
understand that many American television receivers
possess this feature. With a device of this kind, the
room lights can remain fully up, enabling the tired
business man's wife to mend his socks while her
lord and master soothes his nerves by watching the
Windmill Girls on the television screen.
The Television Newsreel

I feel quite embarrassed now when I refer to the
My early
B.B.C.'s own Television Newsreel.
comments on it were cool, to say the least ; but the
Alexandra Palace boys producing it have improved
the style, make -up, editing and sound to such a
degree that it is now far superior to all the cinema
newsreels- except one. The B.B.C. cameramen
have learned to use tripods, resulting in steadier
pictures, and the sound men have taken greater
care of the recording and play -off speeds, with
consequent improvement in the pitch of speech and
The Dictatorial Touch
The items reported remain rather of the
It is a peculiar fact that many documentary music.
"
magazine
" type, but they are interesting, and the
"
old
-fashioned
on
the
`
programmes, tolerable
editing is much smoother. It is in this last aspect
on
thoroughly
objectionable
radio,
become
sound
that the television boys have an opportunity to
television. Perhaps this is because most regular show
the cinema people a thing or two. Smooth and
listeners leave their receivers switched on hour yet forceful
editing of newsreel material is dependent
after hour while they continue playing cards, doing upon the correct co- ordination of sound and vision,
fretwork or chastising their children, and only of commentary, actuality background noise and
vaguely conscious of the spoken word and the musical accompaniment in their relation to the
music. Possibly the only items which are treated pictorial content. Since very little direct sound
with respect are ITMA, some of the variety shows, is recorded at the same time as the picture is shot.
and the news bulletins. But, as I have remarked the " mute " picture is usually edited first and
before, the concentration which television forces the music and commentary are added later. I
must thought that the special Swiss Olympic Games
upon viewers is insistent, possessive and
be said-time wasting. You may be able to knit, editions were brilliant and truly merited the two or
play billiards or mend a puncture while you three showings. The cinema newsreels will definitely
" listen " to the radio, but you can't do it with have to 'look to their laurels.
television. Consequently, lights are turned off in
about 25,000 houses in the London area when Interference
brilliant revues like Binnie and Sonny Hale's
Television aerials seem to be sprouting .up all
One, Two, Three are televised, and the home
the London suburbs, and many of them are
audiences must number at least 150,000 persons. over
the interference point of view. It
On the other hand, the lights all go on again when badly sited from
all very well to fix the aerial in the highest
the less popular items come on, and the puncture is
but if the signal strength from
mending and billiards are resumed. I have heard possible position,
Palace is good, it is often preferable
the tale of a lecturer, an economist, who tried in the Alexandra
it from the road
vain to find a viewer who had seen him -" do his to lose a little height and " hide " from
interference radiated
motor -car
stuff." He must have had an audience of about and the systems.
So often can dipoles be seen
ignition
four, and he hasn't found any of them yet.
-fixed in positions which obviously must pick up
The Picture Hood
bad traffic interference, that one is forced to doubt
Is it really necessary to turn all the lights off for the ability of the dealers who carried out the
That depends, to a large installations. On the other hand, one sees interesting
television viewing ?
extent, upon your set. If the picture is a brilliant aerial arrays of multiple reflectors now and again
one, a good image may still be seen if the rays of which arouse considerable curiosity as to results.
light from the room illumination are screened from Sometimes, when double images are received, these
falling directly upon the face of the cathode -ray are due to pick -up from the A.P. direct and from
tube. On my own set, two' doors normally conceal reflections off a nearby metallic structure (such as a

-it

`
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gasholder). I have heard of one case in which the
indirect signal was better than the direct one, and
the double image was entirely eliminated by rotating
the dipole and its reflector. The best results in this
case were obtained when the aerial reflector was
nearest the " A.P.," thus completely screening it,
and the signal was entirely received via the gasworks This may give hope to would -be television
viewers who live in situations where the normal
aerial set -up is useless, even if they are not so lucky
as to live near a gas -works. Of course, the man who
lives 60 miles from the Alexandra Palace, next to a
radar station on one side and a diathermie clinic
on the other, witll a few busy main roads adjacent,
must be a bit of an optimist to try television
!

Trade Notes
ADVANCE COMPONENTS, LTD.

'

new instruments are announced by the above companyTWOa signal generator (type 11.4) and
an audio generator
(type F).
signal venerator hype 13.4 is an entirely new snit-standard
.signal generator designed to cover two frequency ranges:
Model A. lee leas to 70 Mels, and Model B, 30 ke. s to 30 Me rs.
These ranges are covered in six bands and the high -quality
slow motion dial is directly calibrated in frequency to an accuracy
of ±I per gent. Both the modulation depth and the carrier

1:

AR.

0
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reception at all. Nevertheless, sharply directional
aerials of two or three types are now available, which
give quite surprising results in the most difficult
situations. Radio dealers are always willing to
allow would -be customers a trial, but they don't
always have the time to experiment with unconventional aerial arrays. This is the kind of thing
which interests the local Radio Society, who can
usually produce a member willing and eager to
assist. And if he evolves a weird and wonderful
network bf aerials resembling an elaborate spiderweb, he is not necesssarily crazy. It's probably
just a case of heredity his grandpop used balanced
aerials and scratched his Hertzite crystal with a
cat's-Whisker of cunningly-twirled platinum wire !
;

GARRARD ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
February the following change, took pta c ' u the

ASfrom
above

organisation.
Mr. A. C. Marshall. London sales representative has now moved
from the company's registered office in Grafton Street to new
offices at 6S -70. Finsbury Pavement (Telephone No. MET FO27 ),
to which inquiries normally dealt with at Grafton Street dimid
be addressed.
The Service aml Snares Department has teen moved from the
factory in Newcastle Street, Swindon. to Okus Road, Swindon
(Telephone No. Swindon 340.3), where all inquiries concerning
spares and service should be addressed.
SULPHURIC ACID PRICE INCREASE
THE Board of Trade have mad.' an Order, which carne
into ION,' on March 1st, increasing by' 7s. lid. per ton the
maximum selling pi lees of sulphuric acid.
The permitted addition to the basic 'rice of battery aeemmmtutor or renn_nt acid is an amount equivalent to 50 per cent. of
the basic price as compared with 33 :c per cent. hitherto allowed.
Copies of the Order. the Control of Sulphuric Acid (No. 4)
Order, 1948 (5.1. 1948, No. 204), which amends the Control of
Sulphuric Acid (No. 2) Order, 1040. are obtainable. ',rite 11.
through any bookseller or direct font the sales offices of B.M.
°' n; ionere 'Office.
THE EKCO SWITCH -CLOCK
I7 h. COLE announce the general release of their Ekeo switchclock (model CC65), of which advance information was
gicn at Radiolvmpia 1: =t year. Supplies began in March and
will be evenly distributed to all 200.200 volt 50 cycle areas
throughout the country. This moderately priced unit lias a time
witching mechanism similar to that in the famous Ekco

':.

Radiotiue: .
The switch -clock is a self-starting electric clock, with on -andtime switch mechanism for automatic pre -set control of
radio or other apparatus of up to slue watts consumption. The
clock" is a 24 -hour Smith's Sectrie movement for 50 cycle
mains.
The setting dial, re simple and a central AÌI'M
checking dial is provided. An uu,ott tither switch enables the
unit to be used as an electric clock only, or as a switch -clock,
as desired. Connecting leads ire supplied. The unit ha- a
pleasingly designed walnut finished case With silvered cluck
dial. Price £6 13s. (inn £1 Ids. purchase tax).
oft-

The nexo advance audio generator, r) p,; F.
output of the instrument are monitored by a crystal voltameter.
The standard Adeabee attenuater is used; giving an output
accuracy of ï db up to the highest frequencies.
The internal 400 cycle tone has been ruade available for audio

testing.
The type 1? audio generator has been designed to allow
engineers to obtain a first -class instrument at a price within
their financial scope. It is in the same style as the well-known
signal generator type E.
This instrument- is a particularly flexible power sourer at
audio frequencies for measurements on the frequency characteristies of transformers, filters, transmission lines, amplifiers and
loudspeakers. LL the laboratory its generous power output,
1 watt. will btt found sufficient for externally modulating signal
generators add its attenuated ranges will to found particularly
usefn,.
The use of a well -designed negative firdback network gives
But instrument an almost level response over the complete rage:
100 cycles to 10,000 cycles.
MAIL ORDER SUPPLY
to expansion

CO:

THE LONDON TELEVISION COMPANY, LTD.
IN future all A.1.5. products (fitrnier)y manufactured
:

MASTERING HORSE
By the Editor of //Practical Wireless"
3rd Edition.

business the above company have

of
D13Eopened a new mail
order

office at 3. Robert Street,
Ilampstead Road, N.W.1. Will clients please note that all pad

orders should in future be sent to this addfess. All other
inquiries should be addressed to 24, New Road, E.1, as before.

by

Aligned instrument Services. of 1, l'olworth Road, Leytonstone, E.111 will be made and distributed by the above company.
Their registered address is 604, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, Ede.

or 1/2 by post, from George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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EASY TERMS

P.

on all TAYLOR Insirunten :s

RUN

Normal C.O.D. or C.W.O. terms on

GALIPINS
ELECTRICAL

SERVICES LTD.

Telephone : LEE GREEN 0309.

(Near Lewisham Hospital).
ORDER.
: CASH WITH

1105, 4D1, 7D5, 6A8. 6K8,
61)7, 6K7, 617, 6H6, 6C5, 6J5, 6Q7.
COSSOR.
43IU,
431U,
4THA,
41$714, MSPen, DDL4, DDT, 41MTL,
41MHL, 4IMP, MPPen. 2P, 2025TH,
I3VPA,
I3SPA,
210HF,
202DDT,
210DOT, 215F'. 0M4, OM, .01410.
4IMX ", 220PA, 2200T, 240QP, 215SG,

MARCONIIOSRAM.

WOUND).

D4I,

MHD4,

202VP,

MH4,

MH41,

Pen453DD.

HL133DD,

Pen220A,

QP230. TP26, Pen25, QP25, TP22,
TP25. HL23. 14L23DD, VP23, DI.
DW2, DW41350,
MOLLARD.
FW41500,
AZI, AZ31. DW4I500,
URIC, UR3C, TH4B. VP4, VP4A,
VP4B, SP4, 2D4A, 354V, TT4, PenA4,
81124M, Pen4DD, 0024, D030, Pen428,
TH21.C, TH30C, FCI3, VP13C. SP13C.
2DI3C, VPI3A, -1L13, SP13, Pen36C,
CL4, CCH35, DAF9I, DF51, DF91,
DK9I, DL92, EA50, 61334, 6891,
E8C3, EBC33, ECC3I, ECC32, ECC34,
EF9,
ECC35, ECH21, ECH35, EF6,
8E22, EF36, EF37, EF39, EFSO, EK32,
1

Brand New Ex-R.L.F. R1224a
Battery Receiver
Valve Superltcf. '.i wn-ebaud.=,33- liNlm, t.
Valves: 2 Cl' ï t, FC2A, Ht,2. PMIA. all
included. R.F. Stage, Muirhead Dials.
Two Output Jacks. Air Ministry Cre;;
Cabinet. Requires Aerial, 1?Gv. H, T.. 2v.
L.T.. 9v. C.B. and Laidspeakev or 'Phones
to put into immediate operation.
Designed mainly for Short Wave R,eceptiot.
The performance of these sets is an eye opener. Packed complete with valves in
massive. mate. Size of set, 151n. long,
high. Sin. deep. Amazing value,
10111.
£5 10 -. Carriage paid Pass. Train. No
a H.P.
Instant Delivery. As we
0.U.
an extremely low price we
;'P11' on approval.

H. P. RADIO SERVICES LTD,
"Stall Order House,
Britain's Leading P
55, tenuity Itn :,d, tl-,!inn, 1.icerpool, 4.

ills.

.

7193, 9001,

9002,

9003, 9004,

9005,

9006.
And 101 more types. Order C.O.D.
above listed or. equivalents (subject to
stock). Please enquire for any valve you
require. even if not listed above. We
may have it. Old and new types arriving
daily. Old stock at pre- increased and
pre -Budget prices.
STOP PRESS : 2" Midget Extens;ons
for your sneaker or radio set, also
suitable as microphones. new and boxed
7 6 pos: free.
"Tiny Tim " one valve
all dry receiver kit for medium waves.
Corm: I. te. (les; baaer :es) 26 -, post free.
write imraedlar.ly to (P.W.)
Pleas_ wi

T

T;`;1 ..

capped 0, 110, 150, 190, 210 and 230 volts
at 1,500 watts, £61101. each, carriage 51-.
Ditto, 2,000 watts, £7151 -, carriage 51..

EX -GOVT. (G.E.C.) ELECTRIC FANS.
12

volts .AC/DC laminated field, complete

with Sin. impellor. New, boxed, 251- each,
Transforme, to suit 230 voles in11- post.
put 10116 volts at 4 amps. output, 3216 each.

EX -GOVT. (NEW) MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 2001250 volts 50 cys.
ph.
1

input

525101525

volts

ISO

Mlamps. 6.3 v.

5 a., 5 v. 3 a. output standard racing, 351 -,
post 21 -. Mains Smoothing Chokes, 10 14y.

Mlamps. 180 ohms D.C. Resistance,
each.
Ditto, 100 Mlamps., 516 each,
post 9d.

150
816

I

SPECIAL OFFER METERS, ALL NEW,

BOXED.

'ri:s'l' INSTRUMENTS.-The entire

range
of Taylor Instruments now available on
Hire Purchase. S.A.E. for Catalogue and
Terms.
VALVE$. Huge selection of English and
American valves, including KT33C. 25A6C.
35L6CT, 35Z5GT, 25240, 25ZMG,
'L5Y14G,
5A7.

SPEAK EttS. -For " Hi -Fi " enthusiasts.
Goodman 12ìn- double cone, £8 8e. Wharfdale 12in.. £815+. All makes in stock from
21ín. to I5fn.

MAINS

6.3 v.

1

TRANSFORMERS

a. C.T.

5

-

230-0- 250,
210 -0v. 2 a.. 70 m /a., 25 :

3,0 4 v. 3 a. C.T. 4 v. a.. 70 in a.. 25 -.
R'i'RONOSCOPER. -Sn it speed, 78 r.p.m..
,50 cycle. Bd. eaah. std., post free.
SOLON

IItt)NB. -Shop-

SOLDERING

-wiled, but now and unused,
v.. Straight bit. 14 6.

63

w.,

230 -250

OC'l'P.ü'l' TRANSFORMERS.-Puàlt -Pall
for OL6 and PX42.8.15 ohms secondary. 25, -.
Multi ratio 40 ma from 7:6. A;hertdale,
Rola. Varlcy, etc.
5110117' WAVE CONUINsERS. --2-gang.

it

spaced. .00018, 5:9 each.
Under 20'- C.W.O. only : C.O.D. or C.W.O.
ener 20 -. When orderingC.tb', /t. please.
:,1'S tin -d i,miss",
iLnv sufficient for
i

VA LVES

I

(new).
These consist of a FERRANTI
to 450 Microamp 21,in. scale meter
MIA incorporated Westingshunted to
house Rectifier, the whole encased in
polished teak case calibrated at present
0 to 10 volts, 3216 each.
EX- P..A.F. CRYSTAL CALIBRATORS
UNITS. Type 18, R.A.F. serial No.
10a115237.
These units contain 100 kcls
xstal 2 -EF 50 valves and numerous other
items all new and unused, 35/- each.

ILN5, IRS,

38, 41, 42, 43, 46, 48, 49, 50, 55, 56,
59, 7IA, 76, 77, '78, 79, 80, 81, 83,
84, 89, 954, 955, 956, 1299A, 1626,

carriage 51Mains Booster Transformer,
tapped 0, 6, 10, 19, 175, 200. 220, 225. 240,
and 250 volts at 1,500 watts (new ex- Govt.),
£5151- each, carriage SI -.
Another, 200
volts input 240 volts output at 2,500
watts, £71101 -, carriage 716.
Another.
2 to
ratio, 110 volts :meet 220 volts
output or vice versa at 4,000 watts,
Another. 230 volts
£121.101 -, carriage 101 -.
input tapped output 40, 41. 42, 44, 46,
47, 49, and 52 volts at 100 amps., EIS
each, carriage IOI- ; the latter two are
double wound. Another, auto wound,

0

2A7, 287, 3A8, 387, 3Q4,

-

10,

EX-R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS

EL2, EL32, EL33, EL35, EL37, EL38,
EL5O, EMI, EM4, EM34, CBLI, C8L31,
CL33, VP28, SP2, PM2A, PM12M,
PM202, QP228, KK32.
FC2. FC2A.
AMERICAN. OZ4, IA5, IAS, 155,
107, 1E7, IF5, 187, IG6, IH6, LIS,
155, IT4, ITS, I -V 2A6,
3S4, 5U4.
5Z4, 6A3, 6A4, 6A7,
5Y3,
5Z3,
5V4,
6A8, 6A87, 6AC7, 6A85, 6AG5. 6AK5,
6AK6, 657, 688, 6C4, 6C6, 6C8, 60$,
606, 608, 6E6, 686, 6F7. 6F8, 6G6,
6H6, 615, 617, 6K5, 6K6, 6K7, 6K8,
6L5. 6L6, 617, 6P5, 6Q7, 6R7, 6SA7,
65F7, 6SH7, 6517, 6SK7, 6SN7, 6SQ7,
6SR7, 6557, 6U7, 6X5. 7A7, 7B5, 7B6,
767, 758, 7C5, 7E17, 7X4, 12A, 12A6,
1215,
12K7,
12K8,
12C8,
12AH7,
1207, 125A7, 125G7. 12517. 12SK7,
12SQ7, 12SR7, 1486,
14Q7,
125N7,
IS, 22, 25A6, 25Z4, 2526, 26, 27,
2907, 32, 34, 35A5, J5L6, 35Z4, 37,

(AUTO

Voltage Changers tapped

20, 25, 90, 130, 150, 190, 210 and 230 volts,
all at 1,000 watts, a combination of 34
voltages can be obtained from this Transformer, new ex -Govt. stock, £51101- each,

WO,

ML4, MKTH, KT4I, DA30, VMS4B,
H30, X65, K1 W63, 1463, L63, DL63,
KT63, KT66, KT61, Y63, KT7I, W21,
HHD24, LP2, KT2, X22, P2, QP2I, Z22,
Z14, D42, U16, U17, GTIC, GU50.
MAZDA.
UU6, UU7, V914, ACP,
ACPcn. HL4IDD, SP41, VP41, P41,
DD4I, Pen45, HL42DD, PenOD4020,
VP133,
Pen383,
TI-12321,
Pen3520,

NO C.O.D.
TRANSFORMERS

MAINS

U14,
U18120, MU14. USO, U52. 1)31. U74.
VMP4G,
U76, X41,
MS48. MSPA,

KTZ4I,

LONDON,

TERMS

IID3,

2IOLF, 224PT, 4TSP, 4TSA,
202VPB,. 5130, 807, GDT4B.

STORES
STREET, LEWISHAM,
5.8.13

HIGH

408,

OFFER

Valves, etc.
BRAMAR. R2, 5Y3, 5U4, 5Z3, 5Z4.
6X5, 5V4, IDS, 25Z4, 1D6, 25Z6
OZ4, 3514, 15D2, 902, 8D2, IODI,

209

MODERN ELEC T áIEPS LTD.
164

Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
Tel.: Tîslli'le Bur

7387.
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Moving
Coil
First-Grade
Instruments, 0 to 2D volts, 101- each, or
3 for 251- ; 0 to 40 volts, 1216 each ; 0 to
10 amps.. ISI- each ; all tin. scale. 0 to 20
volts A.C. calibrated 50 cys., 251 - each ;
0 to 4 amps., Thermo Coupled, 251- each ;
0 to 3,500 volts, Electastaric, 351- each, all
21in. scale.

EX -NAVAL CATHODE RAY RECTIThese units are new and
FIER UNITS.
weigh 901ós. Consisting of high voltage
condensers, 15 volume controls, chokes,
approx. 100 resistances and condensers
all coloured, coded or marked, valve and
tube holders (no valves); transformers are
included but are for 500 cys.; price to clear,
42!6 each, carriage paid.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS,
GOVT. All

EX-

50 cys. input 230 volts input
500101500 volt. at 250 Mlamps. L.T. 5 v.
Another, 50 volts
3 a., 3716, carriage 316.
at 30 amps. output, 751- each. carriage 61 -.

Another two L.T. windings, 6!. volts at
IO amps. 2716 each. Another, 230 volts

input 700 volts at 150 Mlamps., 4 v. 2 a.,
a. output, 2716 each, carriage 316.
Another, 700!01700 volts 80 Mlamps., 12 v.
a., 4 v. 2 a. output, 301- each.
EX- R.A.F. IFF UNITS. As new, these
units contain 10 valves, S.P. 41s, Ef 50v,
EA 50s, etc., also approx. 100 res' :.lances
and condensers; also complete with motor
generator, 12 or '24 volts input 450 volts
at 50 Mlamps. output. To clear, 24 -volt
type, 351- 12 -volt type, 4216, carriage 316.
4 v.

I

I

;

i
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INTERCOMMUNICATORS
RECEIVERS
Typ R208
and DATA -Communications Receiver Typ

7foü {e SURE to

het et a.5

is a very

fine set built with

precision : the
frequency coverage is from 10 -60
me s. cg., 5 -30
metres. The receiverwithpower
supply for working off mains or
0v. battery. and
Gin. loud- speaker
is built on a steel
and
chassis
IMused in a steel
The
cabinet.
slides
chassis
into the front of
the cabinet and
has handles for
withdrawal. The
SI I
circuit is Stage
R.F., cone
bfiped frequency
A.V.C. and first
changer and mixer, two stages of I.F. detector.
three A.F. and OVO output. The range 10 -60 me s is covered by aMutina.
switch. Other controls inchuib
position wave- rhangemains
on off switch, A.F. pain. R.F. gain and
Phone jacks Battery
The sets.
B.F.O. The set will work with open aerial or dipole.
23 in.
which are in tip -top condition, weigh 80 lbs. and measure
Also £i should be sent for
by 12;in. by 171in.
Carriage
ust, astsoon, l the
is received hack.
extra
15' -. Or if you want
INTER('O4. A1134 complete withwevalves
eon supply a complete kit
to build a loud -speaker intercom.
amplifier
comprising two loudspeakers in veneered cabinets, thepaid.
post
1134 and dlagra.m with full instructions £4/0/0
which is doing good
111155. We can supply this famous receiver,valves
and in tip -top
ten
service the world over, complete with
Price £12 100 plus £1 carriage.
condition. tested before despatch. return
the transit case.
10 - of which we will refund if you
publications. giving circuit
DATA ROOKS. Copied from official
useful notes BC.342-BC.1348diagrams, component values andR.107M.C.R.1- R.1155- W:S22BC.321 -BC. 221- R208- R.103ATalkie 58,
R.T.13 -W S10- R.1116A-all at 23 each. also Walkieapplica3.6. -" Demobbed " Valves, 2 0. WINTER LIST free on
tion with stamp.
Dept.)
Government
Bull's
ExW. D. SALES (Formerly
42 -46, Windmill Hill, Ruislip, Middlesex
'

:

r4ñ
..ase

a['2/I0,0

:

'

Chic lrol tie.,. Dubilier,
8 mfd. 500 v. 4 - (Canned,
4'6). 8 -6 mfd. 500 v..6/6 :
16 mfd. 500 v.. 6'6 t 8 -16
mfd. 500 v.. 8'6 -; T.M.C.
v

.

.

-

7

32

mfd. 450 v., 5 9 16-16
mfd. 450 v., 7'9 4 lnfd.
450 v., 3.'6 23 mfd.. 25
;

:

;

I.E. 'l'II ANSE. 465 kcls

Wearite Midget Ironcore. 21 - pair. Weymouth Perm. Tuned,
189 pr. Service Cap.
Tuned. 12 6 pr. (110 kc's., 15 - pr.), Mfrs. Surplus New 465 Sr-e.
Irma Core. 138 pr.
('0í1.S. T.R.F. Matched pair M. & L.. 69 pr. Weymouth T.R.F.
Matched pair. M. & L.. 9 6 S Het. Matched pair, S.M. H: L.. 11'6
and 8 9 pr. Wearite " P " Coils -complete range A., H.F..
A.F. and B.F.O., 3 - each.
11..E. CHOKES. 20 Hy., 320 ohms, 60 m'a.. 6 6 : 20 Hy., 350 ohms,
100m a.. 15 9 ' 50 Hy., 000 ohm, GO m'a.. 13 8.
TUNING COND. (Twin Gang). .0005 ntfd., 96 (with Trim.. 1216).
.(1f10ä5 mfd. with Tr.), 106. Midget .0001 mfd.. 5. -. Midget .00035
mfd.. size 1' n. x Olin. s 2in.. 129.
RESISTANCES. Most values available in 5, 4, I. 3, 5, 10 and 20
watt. from 4d. each.
CONDENSERS. Tubular. .1, .01, .5 05 mfd.. etc., at 9(1. each. POTISNTIO111;1'E1tS. Centralab. 5k, 10k. 25k. 50k. 100k. 1. E. 1.
and2 mea., less Switch, 4'3, with Switch, E -, Midget with Switch,
and 1 meg.. 6 -.
Ill ('OIL SPEAKERS.
Page tin. P.M. , 15'-. Rola lin. P.M..
216. (Energ. 1.000 ohm with Tfr., 2981. Bola Sin. P.M.. 24' -,
with Tfr. 30 -. (Energ. 1.300 ohm, 31'6 or 2,000 ohm, with Tfr.,
Goodmans
10in.
P.M.,
36 6).
35 -. Rola loin. P.M.. 32'6 or Energ.
1,500 ohm, with Tfr., 36 6.
OUTPUT TRANSE. Franklin Midget Power 'Pentode. 5'9.
Multi 12 Ratio 4'5 watts C.T.. 9' -. Multi Ratio Heavy Duty Types
C.T., 10 watt 21; -. 20 watt 30 -.
FIL.111EN-r 'l'R ANSE. Input 200- 230 -250 v. Output 5 v. 4 a. and
tapped 4 v.), 27 0. Inclut 200'250 v., out. 6.3 v. (C.T.)
4
18'6.
CLASS A V; 1'I'í.í. INPUT TRANSF. 20 Hy., 5 m'a., 2.5 -1 each
half. C.T. Pri. and Sec.. 14 -.
SE LEN I l' 31 RECT. 6 v. 1' amp. 7 8. 12 v. 1 a., 12 6, 12 V. 3 a. 24/ 12 v. G a. 37 6, also 180 v. 100 m a. 5 9, 240 v. 60 in a. 5'9, 240 v. 100
nilo, 7'8.
lIa141ER ItECT. 0 -5 m -a. and 0 -110 m'a., 59. Westinghouse 0 -1
m'a.. 106.
hen ordering please cover
21d. stamp for Stock Lid st.
*Send
)e
par king an postageW.
STERN RADIO LTD.. 115. FLEET STREET. E.('.4.'
Telphono : CENtral 5814 and 22'51.
i

-

--- CLYDESDA
The Radioman's Shop
For Bargains in ex-Services Electronic Equipment
EX 1'.S.:1.A.F.
R,('. 348 ItE('EIYI1It
A Communications Receiver, covering 200-500 Ec's, and1.516.0 mes., in 6 switched bands. 8 Valves plus voltage stabilizer,
Vernier tuning control, Crystal Filter, Noise limiter, A.V.C..
M.V.C.. and 13.F.61. controls, metal case. 18in. x Sin. x
finish blue °íG.[í5 h¢-ircuit. Tested in operation before despatc h.
5'10 -250 V. operation.
For A.C. ''-I
(TAD! 41n \11 s £27/10/0 each. Carriage Paid.
u \ L\
Pitta
operation.
For D.C.
\ I.1 'S
VI.YDI:,, I 0\1,1.
Carriage Fab).
N.
1010 each.
Plt li
'Wle at 113d. post free.
Cif
CO- '. \ \ I. ('Al1LE
first -class co -axial cable, approx. 80 ohm -.. st
C -:.
7/8d. per coil. Post free.
-

.

l

1

-

1

THIS NEW

RINK

SEMI-AUTOMATIC KEY
IS AROUSING GREAT INTEIIEST
is a most outstanding production. It
totally enclosed in a streamlined diecast housing finished in
relief. This key has a really
chrome
fine ripple black with
beautiful movement (try it at your Dealers) and is fully adjustfull use of the wide range
to
make
operator
able to enable the

And small wonder, for it
is

of speeds provided. The handle has been designed to give
equal facility to right- or left- handed operators. A short circuiting switch is fitted to the base which is a heavy diecasting, provided with rubber feet and holes for screwing down.

NOTE

i

No. 689 5311716.
EDDYSTONE ' 640' RECEIVER IS NOW
EXEMPT FROM PURCHASE T A X

I

.

p

.

Ills

v

V

!.

O') Af:1Y
S'.11 n r

\DPIIONII ASSEMBLY IN MAKER'S ROX
)Tannoy. in diecast hand 111ece with press
'ail H'phones (40 ohm. coil sealed and mois-

0nher earpieces all wired to a 5 point moulded

rie

('4.1'.)1 -L

\l.i .'S 15/0
Ir \LY

per set. Post Paid.
\1:1Y
MAL
5011'ULf:.*A.:
Half-v.-axe Dipole Aerial, with reflector and rrossarm, for
approx. 6 metres either vertical or horizontal mounting to
,
or mast. Robust construction Dipole
existing wall bracket
Oft. 3in. Crossarm 41t. í1!ín. Reflector Oft. 7in. with 39ft. of
co-axial cable and co -axial plug.

!1t7í

'Pat \

\it

t

.

CLYDESDALE'S 21/- each.
Carriage Paid.
PRICE ONLY.
Or packed in a stout wood case (non -returnable) 286.1. each.
Carriage Paid.
Send now for new illustrated lists ; please print name and address.

See it, and other new Eddystone introductions, at your Dealers.

CLYDESDALE SUPPLY CO., LTD.

STRATTON & CO. LTD., WEST HEATH, BIRMINGHAM

2,

`,

31

..,era_

BRIDGE STREET, (:LASGONS ('5. 'Phone South 2706 -0
Visit our branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland

1110
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?rogrcimme Pointers
This

Month MAURICE

Goes Into the Question

REEVE

TO the unmusical there is no more

terrifying
threat than the one which portends the
compulsory submission to " classical " music.
The very names " Brahms " or " Bach," " Quartet "
or " Fugue " -all synonymous -convey to the
unfortunate victim a period of unutterable bore dom, containing nothing that is in the slightest
degree comprehensible to him, whilst frequently
it reaches degrees of sound unpleasantloss which
are positively unbearable. Coupled with even the
thoughts of a journey, the expenditure of some
money, an uncomfortable seat, compulsory nonsmoking, scowls from one's neighbours if you so
much as turn over the leaves of your programme,
and many other cramping restrictions on freedom
and unpleasant restraints which " listening -in "
has abolished, and all " classical " music can go to
the devil.
Yet what is " classical music " ? Not that,
surely Nor can it be as a lady summed it up when
asked if she liked classical music : "No thanks.
I prefer something with a tune in it." In heaven's
name where do all the great tunes come from if
not from the great classic masterpieces of Handel,
Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, etc. etc. ? I'm
afraid Bach and Brahms are the villains of the
piece, the former with his contrapuntal mathematical approach to music, and the latter who is
probably the most austere and uncompromising
of all the great composers. They are admittedly
terrors to listen to if the ascetic of music passes
you by. It was certainly Bach who gave origin
to the definition of a fugue as being a piece where
the parts come in one by one whilst the people go
out one by one.
The word, in music, is probably used in more
senses than are given it in most of the other arts.
Strictly speaking, it refers to works written, (a)
to a definite plan, i.e., symphony, sonata, opera,
etc., forms which were established by the end of the
eighteenth century, (b) written as what we now
term " absolute " music ; that is to say, for its own
sake and, apart from such trifles as Haydn's clock
or Beethoven's coucou, to no programme, story or
major outside influence. And, (c) the most important
point of all, the term is used to distinguish and
separate it from the entire romantic movement
which, beginning with Berlioz-1803 -1869 -had
as its avowed object the deriving of inspiration from
those very sources which the " classicists," apart
from in opera, so abhored. It divides music into
the two great worlds of " absolute " and " programme,' " classical " and " romantic."
Chopin and Schumann
Where it falls down is in its failure sufficiently to
recognise the " classical.romantic " or the " romantic classic." Chopin, for example, was the very soul
and incarnation of the romantic movement, yet
never wrote one single work to a programme.
It was the spirit and essence of his music that was
romantic, together Nvith his invention of new and
masterly forms to encase his thoughts. Schumann,
too, the creator of the " Carnaval " and innmmer`

!

`

of What

is

" Classic "?

a

able beautiful pieces, of pure fantasy and programme, must obviously belong to both schools
as he also wrote excellent symphonies, sonatas,
chamber music and one of the finest of all piano
concertos.
Another definition, good up to a point, is
Riemann's, " a tern applied to a work of art
against which the destroying hand of time has
proved powerless. Since only in the course of time
a work can be shown to possess the power of
resistance, there can be no living classics." This
line of reasoning at least tries to label as classical
only what is good, whereas the more orthodox
interpretation rather scorns its quality and thinks
more of its pattern, type and content. It is similar
to yet another definition
forget whose coinage
which says it is " a work that has stood the test of
time." Here, clearly, the old classical -Bachis lumped together with the new romantic
Berlioz -and is used synonymously with " good,"
inferring that all art which gets constantly repeated
throughout the years is classical.
suppose this is right, but we are still left with
the problem of whether we poor mortals are to be
allowed to pass this judgement, or whether it is
something of a crime to be alive and that we must
leave the verdict to our fathers or even grandfathers to decide.

-

-I

E

Modern Writers
What is " good " music, and, therefore, likely to
become a classic and stand the test of time ? It
seems obvious that to fulfill these requirements it
must first of all pass the test of those who know.
Debussy, Strauss and Sibelius did this, to name
only three fairly modern masters. In addition,
they won the plaudits of the concert -going public
almost from the word go. Therefore, that surely
leaves us, their contemporaries, with full right to
pronounce them to be classics and to feel reasonably
certain that our descendants unto the third and
fourth generation will bestow on them no less
admiration and applause than we ourselves do.
Works like these contain qualities of both orthodox
and original thought of such outstanding merit
that there can be no question of our competence to
pronounce them classics. If, in some quite unforeseeable way, our descendents should not agree
with us, and the concert programmes of 2048
should be without these names, will it prove us
wrong ? Surely not After all, it was the people
who accepted Beethoven and Wagner for what they
have proved to be who were right, not those who
booed them. Whether that will apply to -those
contemporary ç-omposers who are booed to -day,
I wouldn't like to say
It will probably depend
on who is doing the booing.
!

-

!

Another Angle
There is the question of the " minor " classic.
the music which is excellent " of its type." and
which is not like that of Schubert or Mozart for the
best of reasons
never set out to be. If a classic
he a piece which a certain public demands to hear

-it
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continuously throughout the ages, then Grieg
and Sullivan must be stamped with this insignia.
True that concert audiences accept about 20
per cent, of Grieg's 'output and absolutely none of
Sullivan's, but their music has enormous sales and
a very wide public. Much of it deserves its fame,
and that it is not suitable for the conventional
symphony concert layout is probably as much the
symphony concerts' fault as theirs.
To conclude by returning to the remark of the no
doubt attractive lady who didn't think 'classical
music had enough " tune " in it. What she mistook
for " tune " was, of course, the sort of tiring that
writers like (lrieg and Sullivan abound in ; page
after page of melody, very often beautiful, but
making every other ingredient in the work sub-

ordinate to it, an accompaniment, in fact. Tschaikowsky often errs this way but to nothing like
the same extent, whilst his many other qualities
assure him of a secure place in the symphonic
hierarchy. .
It is the body of the work that will always determine whether it shall become a classic. By body I
mean the amalgam of all the materials or components of music harmony, counterpoint, rhythm,
architecture, character and tune. It is the combining
of all these where a composer proves whether he has
genius or not, and whether he is worthy of becoming a classic. Naturally,. a great work must have
great tunes. It is on the latter point that our little
friend went so hopelessly astray. I am touching
on this again next month.
:

News from the Clubs
SUTTON AND CHEAM RADIO SOCIETY

were ,b noted tua filin -strip lecture
theory, alai diso --ion on the Radio Society or
Great Britain National Field le to be held in ,lune.
cup
lu this event local societies .compete for a national radio
-way
awarded to the station obtaining the most Iwo
tent,
and
only
t
be
operated
front
must
at
loll
Each
st
routacis.
dry batteries can be used for power. The contest is lut 24 hours'
cont inmate operation.
By fostering such a competition the radio eoeictie- as-ure
the country of sui immediately available emergency tummnuica'iou net Work. lu America such it network is invariably- put
iu tory Creel ale when it hurricane or flood occurs.
Iasi year the society was placed 2tith out of acore than
loo competitors.
Meetings are held at Ye Olde Red lion, C'lteam Village.

two meet

THEon last
calve

n

BURNHAM AND HIGHBRIDGE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
l'. N. Carter, e:o l'ori Office Radio Station. HigloHon. Sec.
bridge. ,,,n, -raet.
A I tloe ii.:,i_ural meeting of the above society ou February
1-d11.1:, members attended ami the following_ officer, Tete
elected: President, Mr. P. H. Green. I; I3,. l.s'ai : secreiurr,
31r. T. N. C'ra'ter, c::3IiPV: treasnrr. 11r.. \. I) T.tylor, usl'G.
" :ius o' Rcll -" Hotel,
Fut are meetings are to be het.l at t
Burnham -on -Sea, on the first :mal third Jiuo,lsoy, ut c:u-tttumouth,
coyer
deshmett
lectures
anti
classes
urorse
will
inrlude
attui
the Amateur Radio examination. slow work trattsmissiotts in
the :3.5 \lcs band are to be commenced -hurt ly.
Anyone interested in the society is invited to contact the
:

1

secretary.

NIEDERSACHSEN BRITISH RADIO CLUB
Acting Sec. : E. tl. styles, 1)'(lU, 1'. & T. Branch (TZA), 120
CCG. B.A.O.R., 11.

meeting of the Niedersachsen British Radio
at Wesley lions, ( -unces Saul' ('entre),
Hanover, oit Saturday, January 24111 and Sunday, Jtuuaty
104x. 'Those present at this meeting weir: F_t. Shat,. 112(17
R.A.C. Training
31r. liramntcr, 1)21:11: tIr. Styles, 1)20 I\Vin, Radio Club, 1]211.: DLr. Oxley, 11211 \\. Signalman Hill.
Apologies for absence were received from 1)GJu, ll3( :V, iucN,
le2(:T and 1)21,J owing to duite'.
Several other British amateurs bave intimated their desire
iu_.
to join, but were i teveuted from attending the ivaulm'al meet=std:
:11110 1g those preset the following points were lista
(a) That the club should be formed for British radio amateurs
in the British Zone and should I based on Hanover, covering
all points of the Brit kb Zone within travelling distance- of
Hanover; (L) it sh-tnld be called "'lite Niedersachsen Itritish
(c) meetings should be held monthly over the
Radio
third neck-crud (i.e., the third Saturday and Sunday of each
month): (d) the following suggestion for pro_rammes was lint
should
titrwart and discussed: "Thot the Saturday meeting
hein the form of a short business discussion followed by it general
and
that
the.
interest,
mutual
of
on
items
' get together' and talks
Sunday moaning meeting should be short lectures un items
of
and
demonstrations:
licence
G.P.O.
required for a British
grtilrnietttZ,
inaugural
THE('tub
Was held

:

:

;

(lit'

It is stressed that this club is open to membership of any
British amateur in the Zone, and it is hoped that all who are
interest' t will contact the acting secretary.
THE BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRICT SHORT -WAVE SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : 1. ahirley, 14. Dbwnr Road, Stechford, Binning-

ham,

t).

.

the last meeting ntemhrrs heard the first part of a- talk
will be concluded at the next. meeting.
The chairman gave a few-.hints ou the hest way to compile a
lug-look for the benefit of new ti icriere. Later, -there will be a
talk on the principles of o,dioUOpes, to be followed by a
description of some suitable tirttiis.

AT on radar titis talk
:

.

THE WEST BROMWICH AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. See.: It. G. consens, ar, Collier _toad, \Vedttesbury, Sta1M1,
mitt: society now meet at Uhai-leutmtt Schools, West
Bromwich. at 1.30 p.m., each -Herniae Motalay.
Morse classes are held at each meeting, and the technical
library is available to all.
New members are weleont, anti there are no conditions of
membership. Further particulars may be had ou request from
th..?

hon.sec.

READING AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Se::.: A. Mercer. 23, Oakley Road, (avershant, Reading.
n recent meeting a discussion was held on the rotree of
act ion to be taken, in preparation for the Ii.S.G.It. Reid
Day Contest in ,lune.
The discussion was followed by a talk and demonstration by
Mr. huddle, on modificatiotra, additions and general utelhnd<
of increase of circuit efficiency, to the two roust eminent
es- Service ('ouuunuicatiots receivers-the 1t1155 and B('344.

'l'

RETFORD AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO CLUE;
Hon. Sec. : H. White (031I'IU), 30, ].'rent Street, ltetfbrd, Notts.
inaugural meet iug of the above club was held recent t".
THEMembership
to dale includes three full
LTU, COO. Meetings are to be held at 7. :30 p.m. on Illundaye
l'lacc, Chape hate,
at the Community Centre, St. Sui
1:etlord. New members will be welcome.
BASINGSTOKE -DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : I,. S. Adams (BSVVL.i(ib), "Ruston," Hi, Bramldvs

])rite. Basingstoke, Hants.

Small

Room, 'town
i;N'f tell: at the
AIttWillis,
Ass:oe.1.1t.Eng. and: Marconi lne)
h

Halt, by II. R.
dealt with

transformer mama meter, audio tregneucy meter, measure ment of modulation depth suitable lia' Ham u:se, also measuremet t of velocity of bullet. etc. local awat cure who are interested
should communicate with the hon. sec.
THE WORCESTER AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
following change of address slit m6! h -- noted by tilt
THEinterested
in the above chott.
Th. secretary is now : J. Morris- Casey (I lIt'), ojo Erookhal
Farm, Lad,-wéod, 1)roitWich, Worcester.

I
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ALEC DAVIS Supplies Ltd.

RADIO

COULPHONE

" THE RETURN OF POST MAIL
ORDER SERVICE"
58,

213

-

18,

Tottenham

Derby Street Ormsk irk,

LONDON,

Lancs.

catalogue and valve list.
Valves. -All B.V.A. and Tungsram,
including American.
Eddystone short wave gear. S.W.
Manual. 2/6. Bernards Radio Books.
Mains Transformers. Interleaved
and Impregnated. For 200/250 v. mains,
with 4 v. or 6.3 v. and 5 v. L.T.s, 250 v.
50 mA., 19/8:
300 v. 60 mA., 2318;
350 v. 100 mA.. 28/8; 450 v. 200 mA..
45/ -.
Smoothing Chokes, 40 mA.. 5/ -;

-

-

mA,, 6/8; 90 mA., 71-;
13 /6: 200 mA.. 22/6.

Speaker
Power /Pen.

Transformers.

40

mA

5/6.

100

mA.,

-Std.Midget
size

Push -Pull Universal. 60 mA., 718:
Heavy Duty P. -P., 22/6. Extra H.D.
100 mA., 37/8.
Mains Dropper Resistors, with feet
and two sliders, .2 amp., 46: .3 amp.,
5/ -. Resistors iw., 6d.: lw,, 9d.
Loud Speakers P.M., 21ín.. 271.: 31in..
29/6: 5 n. 20/8: Bin. 23/6: 10tn.. 35, -.
With Trans., Bin 29/8: 10in.. 42,8.
Weymouth Tuning Coil Pack.-Completely wired. Short, Medium and
Long Wave Superhet type for 465 ku's.
I.F., 36/8. Midget I.FF.T.s, 1819.
Line Cord, 60/70 ohms per foot. .3 amp.
2 -way, 2/3: 3 -way, 216. 14/36 flex. 6d.;
23/36. 9d. Sleeving, 3d. yd.
Tuning Condensers.- Midget 2-gang
0005with 2-speed drive, 16/6. L/Dr.. 11 /6.
Gndrilled Polished Aluminium
Chtassis, 3ín. 'deep, 10in, a 6ín loin x
Bin., 8 /8; 12in. x 9in., 9 6: 14tH, x 9in,
and 16in, x 8ín 10/6; 20in, x 8in., 12,6,
EXCLUSIVELY MAIL ORDER.

more selections from our wide rarge
of ex -Govt, surplus equipment
CONDENSERS :
Bakelite cased high voltage condensers
(postage 3d. extra)
2 mfd. 200 v. d.c. wkg., size 1fin. diam,
x aUn, long...
.1 mfd. 2,500 v. d.c. wkv., size llin. diam.
x 31ín. long
Sd.
.1 mfd . 1,500 v. d.c. wkg., size lin. diam.
6d.
.1 mfd. 600 v. d.c. wkg., size lin. diam.
21in. long
6d.
.03 mfd. 2,500 v. d.c. wkg., size lin, diam.
a 21in. long
8&1.
.01 mfd. 5,000 v. d.c. wkg., size lin. diam.
s 211n. long
6d.
.01 mfd. 3.000 v. d.c. wkg.. size lin. diam.
x 21in, long
...
...
...
... 6d.
!

The
"Our

" Flaxite

Quinn " at

Work

Lad's a long time at the store,
He should have been back long before.
We need that FLUXITE
To fix this wire tight.
He's held up somewhere, that I'm sure."

See

that FLUXITE

-

workshop

by you

is

always

-in the house -garage
wherever

speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 40 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and
manufacturers.
Of
all

ironmongers -in
IOd.,

116

and

tins,

31..

MISCELLANEOUS :
Exide new and unused accumulators in
moulded case. Size 2ün, square by 6;in.
high -2 -volt type, 7/6 (Postage 1, -).
Inert cells 15 -volt type. Size 9in. x lin. a
3in., 1 8 each (postage 6d.).
Set of four 15 -volt cells in sealed can.
5'- (postage 1l -).
Moving coil headphones and microphones,
new and unused, boxed, 12/6 per set
(postage 9d.).
Paxollne tubes. 2lin., diam., 611n. long,
46 .postage 9d.). RF .5 amp thermo
couple meters, 2in, type, new and
boxed, 7,6 (postage 6d.),
Ceramic mounted 2 -gang double -spaced
variable condenser, 34 +34 PF. Size.
lain. x 2in, x 41in. depth, 7/8.

Surplus Equipment at Surplus Prices,
Stockists of Valves, Batteries, Components and Test Equipment. Business
Hours : 9 a.m. -5.30 p.m. Mon.IFri.
9 a.m.-1 p.m. Sat.
Telephone

BULGIN
A Name

A. F. BULGIN &

For

stronger

that will remain round
and true, there's a time tested
tip. Tie the spokes where they
cross with fine wire and-SOLDER.
It's simple
with FLUXITE
but IMPORTANT.

A FREE BOOK

on Morse Code Training
There are Candler Morse

-

Code Courses for

Beginners and
Operators.
for

this

Free

(5 lines).

The
FLUXITE
GUN
puts
FLUXITE where you want it
by a simple
pressure. Price
116,

or filled,

It gives full details concerning all Courses.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.0.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Candler 51)..ter2 Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S..4.

a

216.

All
BARGAIN PARCELS

MECHANICS W/l

HAV1

" Monster " parcel advertised last
ninth still available at 30/ post free.

The

CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, containing new components for the radioman.
10/= post free (worth double).
HANDY BAKELITE PARCEL. Just
SI- post

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Tree.
This item will interest readers who are
cyclists. A KEYLESS COMBINATION
PADLOCK. Built like a safe ! Secure
your cycle, tools, or " radio den."
Apprcved by insurance companies. 516

Write for Book on the ART OF " SOFT "
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on " WIPED
JOINTS." Price Id. EACH.

M O R T O N S,

FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.),
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I

post free. Trade supplied.

Camden Road,
Walthamstow, London, E.17.
13,

MUSeum 4539

" BOOK OF FACTS"

CO., LTD.

what the experimenter wants.

:

Send

Barking, Essex

Tel: RlPpleway 3474

CYCLISTS :

To

wheels

-

.famous
in Radio
Bye Pass Road,

Road,

W.I.

A few

New Geods Only- C.O.D. or cash with
order. All orders over 5/- post free.
A few of our lines are listed below.
send 21d. stamp for latest 24 -page

60

Court
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MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
1155 RECEISTR. twin-knob 210 -1 slowmotion drives, 5 / -, post 9d.
MOTOR GENERATORS, can be converted
to powerful 200/250 v. AC/DC motors in a
few minutes. fitted shaft, with instruct ions,
30'- post paid.
GENERATORS (DC dynamos), 12 v, 500
watts, 30,' -. carriage 5 / -.
ELIMINATORS, input 200 /250 v. AC,
output 120 v. 30 m /A, DC, fitted neon stabilizer, brand new, 40 -- carriage paid.
ELECTRIC PUMPS, 12/24 v. AC/DC,
centrifugal type for liquids Only, brand
new. 35/- post paid.
EX-GOVT. UNITS; fitted 11 valves, VR65A
(4), CV6 (2), VR67 (2). VR92 (2), VR54, also
relays. var, condo., chokes, 50 resistor..
40 conds., etc., on metal chassis with cover,
35!- carriage paid.
Also hundreds of other interesting Radio
and Electronic items, send for our current
lists. 2d. with s.a.e.
Orders over 30/- post paid. No C.O.D. under
2(I/ -,
Moorpool Circle, Birmingham, 17.
Tel, HAREorne 1308 or 2664.
:
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BASIC RADIO

Order, please.
DRY BATTERY VALVES.

We can supply by return.
DK32 (IA7, 13111 ; DL35 (105), 121- : DF33 (IN5), 121- ;
DAC32 (IH5), 101 -. All prices inclusive of Purchase Tax.

fend stamp for current Component List.

-

PACdinttoo
1008,'9.

RADIO

OFFERED

BY

PEARSON

373, EGLINTON STREET

GLASGOW C.5.

micro-amp, 21in. flush mounting, grade 1. Ferranti.
M coil instruments. 16/6. inc. post.
0 -100 micro -amp, 21in. flush mounting, m,'coil type, calibrated in yards, 20- each.
0 -25 amp. 31ín. flush mounting.
A.C. ammeters, 251- ea.
0 -300 volts, A.C. m'iron, 8.6 ea.
Neut units. 713 ea.
These instruments are all new and boxed, and prices include
0 -500

postage.

Tenn

DA910 SERVICE
Kingston 8353
Street, Kingston -on- Thames
Surrey.

DATA

SHEETS

SPARKS

:

C.W.O. please.

Short-Wave Egetipmeatt
Noted for over 15 years for
Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of quality
One Valve Kit, Model " C"
..
Price 20'.

"E"
..
43iThese kits are complete with all components,
accessories. and full instructions.
Before ordering send stamped, addressed envelope
for descriptive catalogue.
Two

-

Note new sole address

" H.A.C." SHORT -WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. TH) 66 New Bond Street, London, W.1

TUNING UNIT.

METERS
VALUE

;

H.A.C.

SPECIALISTS

HARROW ROAD,
LONDON . . W. 2.

el- doz.

NEW "DESIGNS :
THE 01,D FOLK'S TWO."
An A.C. D.C. 2- Valver Plus Feet. for those who cannot be bothered
with tuning,. 3 Station Selection by Switch. L M Waves. 31
Watts 0-Put. Pre -Set Tuning and Reaction
...
..
29
...
THE " ('CB." A Fine little A.C./D.C. 2- Valver, Plus Rect. M L
Wave receiver. Powerful. Inexpensive and Simple to Build. 31
...
... X2'6
Watts. Good response
...
...
..
...
l'HE" CADET " A.('.'D.('. 111PLIFIER. The youngest addition
to my famous range of Amplifiers. A full 31 Watts Output. Vol.
and Tone Controls. Good Quality.- Ideal for P.U.
...
2'6
THE " CHALLENGER " PORTABLE. An Amazing A.C.,D.C.
Portable, 3 -Valve plus Rect. M -L Waves. Fine Power and Quality.
No. A. or E. needed
...
... 2'9
...
...
...
...
...
MANI' OTHER- DESIGNS for Sets and Amplifiers available.
Send S.A.E. for latest List and please include stamp with order.
Prompt Service. Components supplied.
L. ORMOND SPARKS (P) 9 Phoebelh Road, Brcekley, S.E.4
(Nearest Station
Ladyweil, S.R.). ('Phone
Lee Green 0 i0)

-

ELECTRIC GRAM MOTORS. Collaro, A.C. 2001250
volts, 50 cycles, 10in. turntable, complete with magnetic
Automatic stop and start, speed regulator.
pick -up.
£9, including Tax. Plus 5s. post and packing. Cash with

M. & J.

purr

4'9.
Postage Extra.
LARGEST ASSORTMENT OP VALVES
ALWAYS IN STOCK.
LET US HAVE
YOUR ENQUIRIES. 29, Cacle

:

COMPONENTS.

EXCEPTIONAL

2 6 doz. .0006. 3 -- doz. .1, .01,

v. wkg.. 2'- each.

-

Parker Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

5,

mfd.

L. ORMOND

L- Pttl tilitt

-

0305 Standard. 5 6.
CONDENSERS.-.002.

Provide detailed descriptive matter and Full-size Construction
Print of Designs Tested and Guaranteed by

practical
and
will be of great
This volume
basic principles
have mastered
servicing. It
who
and
students
receivers
radio
course.
are studying
first -class refresher 6d. net.
a
10s.
also provides

HENRY'S

;

SPARKS'-

JUST PUBLISHED

Receivers
{ul. 11: Midi°
help to

RADIO

IIEADPIIONES. -W Lead and Jack Plug, 5- pair (boxed
pairsi, 54 -doz. pairs.
LINE CORD.'-.3 amp. 60 ohms, per ft., 2 -way, 1 8 Yd. 3 -way,
2 - yd.
TUNING CONDENSERS.-.0005 POLAR MIDGET, 11 6.
2

48. 8 --0 canned. 88. 16 -6 canned, 8 -. 75 mfd.
4 +4 block. 3 -.
SPEAKERS.-P.M. (less trans.), Sin. 14 -; 6in.. 24 -: 6in..
2713. Trans. to match. 5 6. Multi Ratio Do.. 7 e.
VOL. CONTROLS.-All values (Centralab). L S. 3.6 W'S,

The questions in this volume cover trie preliminary
part of radio training. They are suitably chosen to give
the student ccnñdence throughout the pre -examination
period.
5s. net.

r---

assved.

SPECIAL. OFFERS

8
12

By E. M. Squire

VOL.

:nfidence.
öaUSfac'.ion

Super unit for 1_,.. M. and
S. W. bands, completely'
wired to the anode of the IF stage, includes IFT'e, very modern
dial, all components. All best quality materials. Dust cored
Coils. Less valve:, £5. T.R.F. pairs, with circuit, 8' -. IFT's, pair.
151- (465 kc si. Dust cored L. and M. W. coils, 3 3. All standard
coils, from 30-2,000 m.. 2 9 each. H.F. chokes, A.W.. 3,3. S. W., 2 3.
Wound on polystyrene. Luxury amplifiers, 10 -IS watts, from 3
ens. All very competitive prices. Modern style 3 -band dial and
drum drive. with pointer, 7 8. Heavy woven L.S. material, 12in. x
14ín., 246. or 16- per yd., 42in. wide. Indicator lights (Red) with
bulb, 1'3. Coil packs. 10 -100 m...18016 tuning. 33' -. L.M.S..f005
tuning, 33'.. Lists available, 3d. stamp only.

MIDLAND

RADIO

NEWCOMEN
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Review of the Latest Gramophone Records
AFTER the Lucerne Festival last year His
Master's Voice made the first post -war
records of Dr. Wilhelm Furtwangler, with
Menuhin and the Lucerne Festival Orchestra. It is
a recording of Beethoven's violin concerto,
Concerto in D, Op. 61-11 parts on six 12ín.
records (one single sided), H.M.V. DB6574 -79.
Highlights in this new recording are the first entry
of the soloist at the close of the initial tutti ; the
meditative passages in the development of the
first movement ; the soloist's embroidery to the
solemn theme of the larghetto ; Menuhin's tone
in the second main theme of the same movement ;
and the buoyant, dancing rondo at the end of it
all.
Hitherto Dr. Furtwangler has made few
records. This new recording is the beginning of a
series which will include the major 19th century
classics-Beethoven, Brahms, Schubert and
Wagner.
For pianoforte lovers there is Jose Iturbi's
Granados- Spanish Dante No. 5 and No. 10.
recorded on H.M.V. DB6573. Jose Iturbi's personal
appearances in this country have endorsed the
very real affection which British audiences have
felt for. his fine work in a number, of films in which
he -has been featured.
His tours have been
.- phenomenally, successful, and before he goes abroad.
to fulan.reest-strentieue dist of. cemn3itments.:be -is
completing a number of engagements in Great
Britain.
The overture to Zampa is the surviving relic of
an opera once popular, produced in Paris in 1831.
Its libretto is based on the old tale of the " State
Bride," a marble statue of a young girl which comes
to life to seek revenge on her former lover. The
Zampa Overture needs vigour, and this it gets in
its latestrecording by Sir Malcolm Sargent conducting the Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra on
Columbia DX1467.
The Loewenguth Quartet make their debut for
His Master's Voice this month with a recording
-of Beethoven's Quartet in F, Op. 135, No. 16, on
_H.M.V. 03712 -,5. The Loewenguth Quartet have
for some years been established in Paris, and gave
their first recital in London at the Wigmore Hall,
in 1946, the. opening concert of a series embracing
the complete cycle of Beethoven quartets. The
Quartet in F was the last complete work from
Beethoven's pen, for after having finished it at the
end of October, 1826, he wrote no more save a
new finale to the B Flat Quartet, Op. 130.
-

_

.

.

Vocal
Among settings of the " Ave Maria " there are, as
we know, two which stand out from the others
in popular esteem: Gounod's melody (which is
something of a red rag to lovers of Bach) and
Schubert's lovely song which has now been recorded
by Beniamino Gigli on H.M.V. DB6619. Gigli is

Chorus" and "Spanish Romance," from "Casanova," sung by Anni Frind on H.M.V. C3711.
This remarkable record is re-issued entirely owing
to public demand.
The B.B.C. broadcast the
record a few weeks ago and they were inundated
with requests to repeat the broadcast.
Robert Wilson continues his delightful recordings
of Scotch songs with another example from Marjory
Kennedy -Fraser's " Songs of the Hebrides." Wilson
sings the one he has chosen, " Land of Heart's
Desire," with great charm and authority, as he does
its companion, " If I Can Help Somebody," which
reveals the singer's feelings for different styles.
Light Music
This month André Kostelanetz provides two
numbers for Sigmund Romberg enthusiasts. This
eminent composer of light operetta and musical
comedy was born in Austria, and he and the late
Jerome Kern were the wealthiest composers in
America. At one time no less than three shows
of his were playing simultaneously : " Blossom
Time," " The Student Prince " and " Desert. Song."
The recordings are " Deep In My Heart, Dear,"
from the " Student Prince," and " Desert Song," on
Golu nbia `33-82382.
Sans Aa rsen's -fairy --tale " The Tinder Box"
has-recently been -made the sírbject-of -a fitrn which
is shortly to come to us from Denmark, The music
is delightful, and Albert Sandler's selection on

Columbia DB2379 gives an exhilarating foretaste
of what we may expect when the Danish picture
reaches Britain.
As Richard Addinsell has said, the " Warsaw
Concerto " was written as just " a job to be done "
for the film " Dangerous Moonlight." It was
written in the country, in a cottage near Oxford
after Addinsell's London flat had been bombed.
Perhaps the bitterness of having his home wrecked
added fuel to the tragic fire in the piece. Many
film scores die when their picture is taken off, but
Addinsell's work -has -endured. -It responds magnificently to the strong,- dramatic treatment given
to it by the Melachrino Orchestra on H.M.V.
C3710.
Dance Music
Following the phenomenal success of their first
records, " Laura " and ' When Your Lover Has
Gone," released last month, Vic Lewis and His
Orchestra have now recorded " Come Back to
Sorrento " and " Artistry in Percussion " on
Parlophone R3097.
Whatever the tune Geraldo will give it appropriate treatment. Couple this point to a polished
`

performance and you have the reason why the
Geraldo Orchestra is firmly entrenched in public
favour as Britain's No. 1 broadcasting and recording
band: This month he has recorded " Golden
accompanied by Herbert Dawson at the organ, with Earrings," arranged by Denny Vaughan, and
strings and harp, a background Which makes an " South America, Take It Away," scored by
admirable foil for the tenor's golden tone.
Geraldo's alto saxophonist, Wally Stott, óá ParloOf interest is the reappearance of the
Nun's phone F2279.
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EX- R.A.F. COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER, 11.1224.A.,
?. 5 -valve battery superhet covering .1.0 -10.0 nic's in three
-.ri tchable bands. Has Muirhead slow -motion dial aerial
ntmer, sensitivity control, etc., etc, Circuit employs
V. stage. Power supply, 2 v. LT, 9 v. GB. 120 v. H.T. Corn.' e with valves, as follows
2 type VP 23 and 1 each FC2A,
and PM2A. Circuit diagram supplied. Cabinet size.
-.u. x Olin. a 8Iin. ALL BRAND NEW IN ORIGINAL PACKING. ONLY 99 8 (carriage. etc., 716).
SI(ORT-WAVE CONVERTERS. Es- R.A,F. R.F. Units.
Contain 3 -6 volt SP 91's. 11F. Miter. and Oscillator. 7 me s II'
output, 5 pee-set frequencies. Easily eonvertibie to tunable
converters by replacing ceramic switch with 3 ganging type
15 pf condensers. Type 24 for 15 -30 me s, Type 25 for 30 -45 me s.
Slightly used, but in excellent order. ONLY 25- u :arriage,
etc.. 26).
2 VOL'! BATTERY SUPERSEDERS. A Vibrator Power
Unit operating from an Input of 2 volts and giving 90 v. and
180 v. at 35 mills., 1.4 v. LT. and CB. Fully smoothed, read:for use, and easily adaptable for any purpose. Consumption
approx. amp. Complete in steel case with 2 volt accumulator;
and instruction book giving full circuit details. ONLY 90 (carriage. 5 -1. or we have a few of the VIBRATOR UNITS
ONLY without accumulators and case, but with instruction
book, at 60 (carriage. 2 -). Spare vibrator, 15 -. A superb
job originally made for the Canadian Army.
C.R. TUBE UNITS. An increased selection of ex-R.A.P.
C.R. gear, all In first -class condition. TYPE 48 A contains two
4in. tubes, and two valves, SP 41. ONLY 50' -- TYPE 162 B contains one 6in. VCR 517, one 2:in. VCR 139, one 12 v. cooling
blower. three valves -VR 65. one VR 17, one CV 67. and four
diodes, ONLY 100: -. TYPE 182 contains one 6in. VCR 517, three
valves VR 91, four CV 118, one U 12, ONLY 85:' -. TYPE 184 A
contains one 6in. VCR 517, one 3in., four valves -EF 50. three
EB 31. three SP 41, five diodes. ONLY 95 -. TYPE 187 contains
one 6in. VCR 517, 12 valves -VR 91, eight VR 54, three diodes.
ONLY 100' -. In addition each unit contains a shoal of condensers, resistors: etc. Owing to risk of damage In -transit.
customers are advised to call, but if this is not possible, please
add 20'- for packing and carriage on all units, except 48 A.
which is 10.- only.
EX- R.A.F. 1155 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER. A
special offer of these famous receivers Which are in ever increasing demand. We have a limited number only available.
and Intending purchasers are advised to order promptly. All
are slightly used. but condition is excellent. ONLY £1210 (packing and carriage. 15. -).
C.W.O. Please.
S:A.E for lists.
U.E.I. CORP, The Radio Corner, 138. Grays Inn Road.
London, 11',('.1. ['Phone
Terminus 7937)
Open until p.m. Saturdays. We are 2 mins. from High Holborn,
5 miss. from Kings X.

COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

:

but eminently suitable for
short wave listening. Frequency range 300 -500 lods and
1.5-18 mes. Ample band spread. Vernier tuning2 stages R.F. 3 stages I.F. Crystal filter. Voltage stabi lising. Aut. noise compensation. Constant sensitivity on
Fitted with dynamotor for 21 volts
all bands.
operation, but easily convertible
for mains. Brand new perfect receiver.
complete with instruction book.
£28. 10. 0.
Macle for U.S. Signal Corps

Carr. etc.,

10 ¡ -.

Parking case

10 ¡-

extra

-

returnable

1

How are your spares?
No. 18 MARK
SUPERHET(less

III

4 -VALVE

valves, but otherwise complete)

Including LF.s 465 k es, 2 gang Tuning Condenser, Slow
motion drive, output phone transformer, tuning coil
(8-9 mies). variable pot meter, toggle
switch, trimmers and all the basic
components fully wired to chassis Cl ear
and front panel. In good condition.

8,6

Packing and Postage l'bd.

Write for full list to Dept. "

R

"

INSTRUMENT CO., I

I

LONDON

244, HARROW ROAD,

W: 2.

:

1.

Cunningham 0503

Telephone

May, 1948

1

SOUTHERN RADIOS WIRELESS

BARGAINS

RADIO

PUBLICATIONS: -RADIO

VALVE MANUAL. British and American
alternatives and equivalents, 3'6. Post 3d.
PREVIOUSLY
PUBLICATIONS
ALL
ADVERTISED STILL AVAILABLE. SEND
Sid. FOR. FULL LIST.
-200
280
(one eighth)
volts
MOTIIIIS.
A.C.
H.P., 5 (one half) amp. Suitable for
Brand
light work, sewing machines, etc.
new, 5&- packing and carriage. o
INPUT T'RANSFORMLRS. -Ratio 1 : 50
1
7 mu
Ratio
Post
1
-.
mu metal, 4.8,
metal, 4/6. post 1 -.
GI:NERATOItS,- 127480 volts D.C.. boxed,
10 -. post l'2.
LUFBRA ADJUSTABLE IIOLi' C'UTT'ERS. -For use on wood metal or plastic,
5, -. post Gd.
MIDGET' I'1VIN (TANG CONDENSERS.
-75 pf.. 5 -. post 6d. GANG CONDENSERS
MIDGET SINGLE6d.
-75 pe, 2.6, post
THROAT M It'ROPIIONES. Brand New,
with 3 /t. lead and plug, 46 Post 6d. 218.
TANN!)Y CARBON 311- 1' INSERTS.
past id.
SPECIAL OFNEI(.- I(eeerding Discs.
Double sided. Five and three- eighth
inoilos. '
PERMANENT CRYSTAL DETECTORS.
6. vol=t 4d.
-2
M,(.R.I. BATTERIES. -7) volts L.T.. CO
volts H.T., 6,6. post 9d.
WESTECTORS 11.X.6. & W.112. i:each, post 21d.
METERS.-0-5 ta,a moving coil, tin.
diameter, 7.6. 0.5 amp. moving coil, Sin.
diameter. 7.8.
HEADSETS.- -Brand new,
f:X ARMY
with Carbon mikes and moving coi: 'phones,
12i8.
TELEPHONE LINE UNITS,-Rectifier,
relay, two tack sockets and indicator
8 -.
lamp in wooden box. BRAND NEW.
post 45.
R.A.F. MORSE KEYS. 2B.
COMPUTERS.R.A.F. BOMBSIGHT Serre
gyroscope,
With
BRAND NEW.
two l2 v. motors, gearing and counters,barometric bellows. Bargain for the model
maker and experimenter. £3 cary. paid.
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY. LTD.
:

/

`t

46, L1.ó1

Street, London

el.

G6. W,C

2

THESE ARE IN STOCK
THE MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS,
by ltalpli Stranger. 7s. 6d., postage
4d.

DATA POCKET
RADIO VALVE
BOOK, by 1'. J. tanuo, 5s., postage
3d.

ELEMENTS OF RADIO SERVICING,
by Marcus it Levy, 27s., postage 9d.
RECEIVER
RADIO
CLASSIFIED
DIAGRAMS, by E. M. Squire.,
10s. 6i-, postage 4d.
FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS, by
M. It. Scrugglo. 71. 6d., po,tal 4d.
TELEVISION RECEIVING EQUIP MENT, by W. T. cocking. 12s. 6d.,
postage 4d.

FUNDAMENTALS OF RADAR, by
St epheu A. IC niuhl 10s., postale 4d:
RADIO UPKEEP AND REPAIRS,
by A. T. \Vitt::, 7$. 6d., pc=tage 5d.
RADIO RECEIVER SERVICING AND
MAINTENANCE, by E..1. Ci. Lewd -,
8s. 6d., postage 4d.
A MODERN HOME BUILT TELEVISOR, 2s, 6d., posta;lp 2d.
RADIO HANDBOOK SUPPLEMENT,
2e. 6d., post ago 4d.
THE WIRELESS WORLD VALVE
DATA, 2s., posta,Cc 2d.
RADIO AND CAR BATTERY HANDBOOK, by C. l'!^iuind, 5s., post age
,

3d.

ELECTRIC CLOCKS, by S.

J. Wi-c.

103.6d., postage 6d.

\Ve have the finest stock of Brit isl,
and American radio looks. Complete list on application.

THE MODERN BOOK C').,
(Dept. P.3 19 -23, PRAED STREET,
LONDON, W.2.
,
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HICHSTONE
Crystal Sets.-Our

UTILITIES
Model is a

Is /.

real radio receiver. whi, f.
fitted with a
permanent crystal detecto: Why not have
a set in your own room -9.6. post 6d,
De Luxe Receiver in polished oak cabinet.
18G post 1 -.
Spare Permanent Detectors. 2 - each.
When ordered separately, 2 G. Post 3d..
Headphones, brand new, S. G. Brown, C.E.O.
etc.. 15-, 23' -, and super- sensitive, 2Gpair, postage 6d.
Headphones, reconditioned and in good
order. 5 6 a pair. post 6d. (better quality.
7 6 pair).
Neto headphones. 10 - a pair. post 64.
Balanced armature type (very sensitive,
and very suitable for use with crystal sets),
12,6a pair. post 6d. NOW Single Earpiece..
3'6. Bal. armature type. 5 -, posy 4d. headphones with moving coil mike. 15'-. Similar phones With threat mikes, 12 6. Post
8d. headphone cords, 1 3 a pair. post 3d.
(£5 per 100.) Replacement baud.: for head Phones. 1 3, post. 4d. 1E5 per 100.) {Vire
band,, 6d. per pair (£2 per 150.1
Hand Microphones, with switch in handle,
end lead, 4, -. Similar instrument moving
coil, 7.6. post 6d.
Sparking Plug Neon Tester, with vest
pocket clip, 3.-. or with gauge 376. post 3d.:
Field Intercommunication Sets, ready
for use, complete with ringing hand generator. bell. signai lamp, morse key. relay p.nd
all necessary lacks and switches. Contained in a strong metal case with circuit
diagram. 25- each. carr. 2 6 476 pair,
cary. 2'6. New handcomb sets, for use with
above. 7 6. post Od. Ex- G.Y.O. Telephone
Twin Belle. with box, complete with indueDen coil. ,'6. post 9d. Telephone hand
generator. with handle, 9:6, Post 1 6. Bell,
4 6, post 6d.
Meters. 600 m.a., 3in:. ce e.. 15 - Double
reading 40 120 tn.a.. 2in.. in c.. 8;- 20 amp..
2lin.. mi.. 96: 15 volt 211 ,,.. mc., 96:
39 amp.. ein.. m'i. Switchboard mounting,
v. 3iin., mm.. 57.6. Pest Extra.
35 - i
Money refunded if not completely satisfied.
Letters only. Please include postage.
.

:

1

:

6,

HIGHSTONE

UTILITIES

58, New Wanstead. London, E.11
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Open to Discussion
The Editor- does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents.
All letters must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

denser across it for Third (514 m.). A double
pre -set of 250 x 750 pF. was used for Light and
Third, economising in space.
The R.F. valve was a Mazda SP61 (same as
into contact with readers who have had experience VR65), as this gives a very high gain. Some trouble
f the M.C.R.1 receiver. I have had three of these was experienced due to instability on 261 m., but
marts pass through my. hands and I have experienced this was
not troublesome, and on 514 m. the circuit
the.ssame trouble with all three, this being asecond is- sufficiently- stable for the Mein of the -valve to be
channel whistle on stations whilst the receiver is fully" utilised ; the Third comes in at good volume
being used on Range 1. Despite accurate alignment although the signal is rather weak in London.
and the checking of all circuits, the whistles cannot
The detector was a Westector WX1, and this
he suppressed on this band.
has
very satisfactory ; the amplifier is of the
I also understand that the recommended aerial usualbeen
type. Also in the control box is a
length is 30ft., but from experience find that this impedance volume control, and a mains constant
switch.
is not practical on Range 1 owing to B.B.C. swamp- The set has been in operation for
some -weeks and
ing. I know this should not happen in this location has proved very satisfactory and simple to operate.
with a receiver of this type. On ranges 2 -3 -4 the -P. D SEILSTON (Staines).
set is quite normal. If there is any reader who
can supply me with the answer to this trouble,
Ex- R.A.F. Equipment
and also the makers of these sets, I should be very
note from the March issue Of PRACTICAL.
thankful. -F. H. LADD (46, Sandford Road, SIR,\\TIRELESS that in a reply by Mr. A. W. Mann
Chelmsford).
to a letter published the previous month by
Mr. K. A. Roosenburk, Mr. Mann has confused
our two names and appears to think that I wrote
Remote Circuit Switching
letter. The confusion probably arose as a result
recently constructed a receiver with the
SIR,switched pm -set tuning, operated at a control of a letter by myself being printed directly underbox about 5ft. away. Only the Home, Light and neath the one to which Mr. Mann is referring.
Third were wanted. It would be possible to arrange B. E. HARRIS (Harpenden).
this by means of a relay, but for this a D.C. supply
Time Base and Amplifier
would be needed for energising the relay, which is
SIR,
was very interested in the description
rather a nuisance.
of a time base and amplifier in the issue of
PRACTICAL WIRELESS of December last, and since
Coaxial cab /e
then I have tried out this design with good results.
I have in recent months tried out quite a number
of different time bases with varying success, but
this one of yours has so far proved the most
satisfactory.
I have been thinking of building a frequency
modulated oscillator to provide visual results of
the aligning of intermediate frequency transformers and the like.
If you could see your way to publish a short
3Ó0 750 250 `300
article giving the advantages and disadvantages
pF
pF pF
pF
of the various forms of this type of oscillator, I.
The scheme described in Mr. Shilston's letter.
for one, and probably many other readers, would
be very much interested. -GEo. E. S. WERSTER
I devised a method for controlling the circuits (Carlisle).
by having pre -set condensers in the control, box,
German Valve Details
and a fixed inductance in the set itself. The pre -sets
were connected to the set by co -axial cable, which SIR,-Occasionally my relatives in England have
effectively screened the tuned circuits from each
sent me a copy- of your paper, as I am an
other. In my set, one R.F. stage was used, hence enthusiast' of wireless and specialise on shortwaves and valve technique.
two tuned circuits were used.
I estimated that the capacity of each 5ft. length
Several times I have found on the page " Open
of co -axial was about 80 pF. With ordinary to Discussion " inquiries about German valves or
medium -wave coils I found that the set would not receivers. As I have or can easily get details of
tune down to 261 m., so I cut out one of the four practically every German valve or civil broadcastsections öf the secondary winding of each coil, ing receiver, I am willing to help any reader who
giving an inductance of about 120 µH. Wearite has troubles in this line. In exchange details of
PA2 and PHF2 coils were used.
British valves (especially commercial and obsolete)
The pre-sets used were 250 pF. for Light, 300 pF. are highly welcome.- WERNER Mass (24a
for Home, and 750 .pF. with a 300 pF. fixed eon- Hamburg 13, Hochallee 43, British Zone, Germany )
M.C.R.1

Receiver

-I should appreciate it if through the
medium of your excellent paper I could get

S1R,

.

-I

-I

-

-I
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Generous.- Offer

Army No. 18Rx

have noted the recent correspondence
S`Ilt, -As an overseas reader, -I wish to thank you
concerning the ex -W.D. No: 18 receiver. and
for the eier interesting matters printed in
your magazine, and for the useful items so lavishly would like to point out that the perferucance of this
provided. I never regret the subscription, and do little set may be tremendously increased with the
suitable
my best for lending the review to as many friends addition of a tuned R.F. stage and
A.F. stage. Thus equipped. the set nakee
Makes, an
1 know. .
1'd appreciate to make the acquaintance with a excellent standby receiver for the 40 -metre bared.
I would like to report ,a curious fault which
British -`-harn," directly or through the channel of
your magazine, in order to exchange mail, literature developed in such a receiver. During the inititd
and records. Incidentally, I'd be glad to welcome testing the set performed very well as long as the
home any English visitor passing by Paris and chassis remained in its normal attitude. bat upon
interested in radio. I regret the high rate of tilting it forward signals immediately ceased.
exchange makes nearly impossible the trip to It was not until the set was tilted backwards off:
London, which I liked so much. I'm 27 and a its normal position that signals were restored and
these persisted until the set was again tilted forward.
licensed "ham
since the beginning of 1948.
A loose connection was immediately suspected.
BERNARD MALANDAIN, (11 avenue du Maine, Paris
but none could be found and all components were
15ème, France).
firmly anchored and appeared to be above suspicion.
The possibility of a sagging filament was ruled out
after replacing time valves in turn. After much
Receiver 1147B
scratching the blame was finally laid at the
SIR, -With reference to 1147 B. receiver circuit, headof an I.F. transformer. It was found that the
I have duplicated 50. copies. I will gladly door
iron core had become detached from its
supply to readers on receipt of a stamped, addressed powdered
plastie plug (by which it couldbe screwed
envelope.
E. BERRY, (School House, Grange - threaded
in or out for adjustment) and when the receiver
over- Sands, Lanes).
was tilted forwards this core slid to the end of the
coil in which it was contained, thus throwing the
transformer off -tune, and causing a break in recepD.X. Televisión Results
tion. On tilting the set backwards the core slid
SIR,
have to report that I am getting good back against the threaded plug into its normal:
television " (sound and pictures) reception position and reception was restored.
at my address. I have been getting television
A drop of glue soon laid the bogy
foe.-eight months 410w'. I have found the summer
I am very anxious to contact someone who has
is the best time for reception. I would be very constructed the Shoulder -strap Five in atcci'mhmnée
pleased to know of any more readers who get long - with the recent article appearing in these pages.
distance television. P am 'Using a H.M.V. model since after making the conversion my N U It. t
1804 with one stage -pre-amp and dipole. I am steadfastly refuses to work despite all my efforts..
getting good results with a 5011. mast. but I am now and I am now at my wits' end to know how to get
putting up a 100ft.. mast, so I can get arm even better it going again. Any advice on this subject will
signal. I think you would like to know of what be very warmly welcomed.-M. N. Plant Ns.
we are doing in Lincoln. Thanks for PRACTICAL (12, Covington Grove, Harborne, Birmingham, 17):

-

-J.

.

-I

I

\ViRELrss -Very helpful indeed. -11. L. WALTERS
(Lincoln). ,
QSL for "Ken of Nottingham"

-I am a keen short -wave listener. My receiver
SIR, a 8107, and I am a listener only, having no
is

transmitter.

However, this evening (I''ehruary 22rcl), approximately 7.30 p.m., I picked up an amateur on 40
metre band. He was congratulating his pal,
" Ken " by name, on his excellent modulation,
also a fairly strong signal from a " Walkie Talkie."
Much to my surprise. when No.. 1 transmitter closed
down I got No. 2. Thin Was the Walkie Talkie
fairly strong and clear, but I'm sorry to say that
before be signed off there was a strong signal which
almost blotted him out-, and I failed to get his
But what I do know is his name was
call signs.
Ken, be referred to his Walkie Talkie having
approximately 2.5 watt output and he lived in the
outskirts of Nottingham.
Now, I live in the north -east of Scotland, and I
am sure he would like to know this.
I trust you will publish this as 1 cannot get in
touch with trim having failed to get his call.. MASSIE (Fraserburgh).

Control -box Connection
" Open to Discussion " page of the
January, 1948, issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS
there is a query by Mr. T. Coats, of 4, Kirkliston
Gardens, Belfast, regarding diagram or control hoX connections for American Service Receiver.
type C.R:V.46151 unit of model A.R.B.
As I possess a similar receiver, Tarn also in doubt.
about the eönnections. I shall be glad if some
reader would kindly forward to me the necessary
A. KRARAS (" Electric House, Ormistou
details.

-In the
5"4;.

-J.

Road, 'Post Fort, Bombay).

Correspondent Wanted
Inc pleased to correspond with any
i:i.s purchased an Army 109 receiver.
,
and who could help me on the following
(1) Details of mains power pack and /or details
of more efficient accumulator power pack.
(2) Details of fitting " S " meter.
(3) Details of fitting plug -in coils.
I would also like to correspond with any reader
who could give me details of a test meter using ,a,.
" magic eye " valve (Y63 available). --0. W. Kant',
(2, Upper East Street, Sudbury, Suffolk.)

-I would
reader who

SIR;

l
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ADVERTISEMENTS

per line
thereof, average five wordsorto part
line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. Bd. extra.
Advertisements
t be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, " Praetteal Wireless,"
Tower house, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, R'.t'.2.

t

Amplifier designed
principally for use with Model 70
S'het. feeder unit, but suitable for
any 6 -volt R.F. unit.
Output 8 watts (Peak 12w.)
Complete Kit of parts, £7.5.0.
Blueprints only,

412.

OTHER AMPLIFIERS,

V011 E ERS
Avominor D.C. ... £4 4
Avominor A.C,1D.C. £8 10
Model

R.S.G,B. TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
The following are of special interest to
transmitting amateurs and short -wave
enthusiasts.
MICROWAVE TECHNIQUE
An up -to -date treatise on a subject of vital
interest 68 pages. 2/3, post free.
SERVICE VALVE EQUIVALENTS
Lists commercial equivalents of many
hundreds of Service and CV types. 28 pages,
1/- post free.
THE TRANSMITTING LICENCE
How to obtain an amateur licence. 32 pages,
l'- post free.
RADIO HANDBOOK SUPPLEMENT,
4th Edition.
Radio Mathematics, D /F, C.R. Tubes, etc.
168 pages. 2/9, post free.
R.S.G.R. BULLETIN
Monthly publication of the R.S.G.B., 1 6
post free. (Free to Members.)
RADIO SOCIETY OF (:RFAT BR IT ,A IN,
28, Little Russell Street, London, W.(.1

Model 45a
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS
Model 88
RADIO Constructor's Catalogue. 20 -page
(15w. FIDELITY), 'prints, 418.
Catalogue, packed with hundreds of items
of interest to the constructor, service
engineer and experimenter, plus details
of our Technical Query
Price 4d.,
Send 2d. stamp for full illustrated post free.- Cuesins andService.
Light, Ltd., The
North's Leading Radio Engineers, King's
lists to :
Square. York.
KITS of Radio Receivers from £7/8 0.
4 and 5 valve. All new materials. Table
157, FORE ST. EDMONTON, Models, Semi -Midget.
Our latest Kit
Wylwyn Star 1948 -has connections for
N.18
Gramophone Pick -up and extensions to
Loudspeaker. A.V.C. 6 hours average time
for constructing. Full details and diagrams
with each kit. C.W.O. or C.O.D.-Isherwouds
House, 81. Plungington Road, Preston,
"DORSET"
CIRCUITS Reme
Lancs. Tel.: 3348. Estd. 1936.
BD2/6ET
A.C. FIVE. Three wave.
SPECIAL THIS MONTH
" Europa "
A.C. D.C. FIVE. Three wave.
radio chassis, 5- valve, A.C./D.C,
BATTERY FOUR. 1.4v. Three wave. Superhet
Medium and Long or Medium and Short
BATTERY PORTABLE.
(two models). fully wired, aligned and
['car \` lls-r medium and long.
tested, ready to switch on, overall Din. x
61n. x 5in., P.M. speaker, dial, slow -motion
'ix Valcc 1.t'.7).C. AMPLIFIER
drive and dial 'on chassis, ready to slide
into cabinet, inductances iron-cored.
BUILD A "SUPER" SET
splendid performance, brand new, guaran£8/5' -, carr. 2/6 set of valves, 53/7/ -.
Theoretical circuit, under chassis layout, teed,
Also complete Kit, incl. valves, speaker
above chassis ayout, heater wiring, group and cabinet
" Victory 4," T.R.F.,
board assembly and point to point wiring A.C. -D.C., 58/4/- ; A.C. model, £819/-, or
instructions, also parts list. Can be with de luxe veneered walnut cabinet,
extra.
Also
Overseas 5 " superhet,
15'made without previous radio experience.
and S. wave Radio Assembly of Parts,
Chassis, coil packs, group boards, I.F.s, L.M.
A.C.,D.C., £6 : A.C. model, 56/17/8:
lin. speakers, in stock.
speaker and cabinets available. Postage
Theoretical circuit and price list only -_,l_ for specifications and Bumper Bargain
List (P.W.). Selenium
compact,
WELDONA RADIO ACCESSORIES, LTD. 250v., 45 m 'a.. 5/- ; 300v.,rectifiers,
70 m /a., 8/6. 6.3v.
38, GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRIGHTON 1.5 a. Heater Transformers, 12,'8. Shrouded
Mains Transformers. 110-250v. input
-0 -250. 6.3v. and 5v. output ; highest
FIVI: PIN PIA: Gs & SOCKETS (Belling- 250
27;8.
Quality iron -cored I.F.
Lee type). Ex -A.M., 2;'4 each complete, quality,
transformers, 465 kc /s, 12/6 pair ; ditto,
post free.
midget, 12/6 pair. Speakers, It. and A.,
11mm. PERMANOID SLEEVING. 100 ft. Rola, etc.
: 5in.. 17/8
19/- : 8in.,
bundles of green., blue, red or yellow, only 21'- : with transformer, 611n.,
8/6 extra. Gov.
2/9 each, post free.
Surplus Valves, guaranteed : 6J5, L63,
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS. Input 230 EBC33, and EF5O. 5/6 EF36, EL32. 8/volts, 50 c.p.s. Output : 5,000 volts, 20 m /a. MU14. 6J7, 6F6, 6K8, 6K7, 6Q7, 6V6, 5Z4,
35'- each, post free.
10/- 5U4. 61.6, 11/6. Revolutionary new
" Q " coil pack, L.M. and S. or M. and
Send stamp for bargain list.
2 Short, iron -cored, 33/ -. Jackson's 2 -gangs
A.McMillan, 5, Oakfield Road, with trimmers, .0005, 10."8. Gramophone
Pick-ups : B.T.H. magnetic, with. v. /c
Bristol, 8.
New Rothermel 0548 crystal type.
36,111
Rothermel Senior crystal, 61'3 :
Ou t. tatidi(tg Bargni no in It at1iocian, 42;7
Amplion
crystal, 57/2 S.H.E.F.I. Moving
Enuipmen t.
Coil Pick -up requires no pre -amplifier,
A.C. mains, 3 -wave push -pull chassis, 10 with transformer, 50/4. Latest " Crystal tone
"
A.C.
Record Player, unbreakable
watts, £14 15s. Universal Mains ditto. 6 crystal pick-up.
110 -250v. motor, attractive
watts. 13 ans. Four wave chassis. 4 watts. cabinet.
14 ans. We specialise in InstruA.C. or Universal, 13 ans. A.C. /D.C. 5 -valve
by Mail Order
immediate, safe
superhet semi -midget chassis, with speaker, ments
despatch
AVO
minor. 4 gas. Universal
E9 17s. 6d. A.C. gram motor unit, £5 10s.
Minor, £6;10 /- : Model 7, £19/101 -, etc.
Quality Radiogram cabinet, £25. 15 watt Pullin
ten thousand o.p.v. multimeters
A.C. amplifier, with 12in. speaker, £15 10e.
A.C.,D.C, and ohms, 10 ans. Advice free.
S.A.E. for full detailed list.
Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D., postage extra
Radio Unlimited, 16, Carnarvon Road, under £5.- N.R.S., 66 and 102, Parkhill
Leyton, E.10,
Road. London. N.W.3. Gulliver 1453.
(4
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Oscillator, Mains... £13
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Valve Tester, complete
Post

116
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extra.

Morphy Richards Cyldon
Door Chimes.
Far more
pleasant than the ordinary doorbell or buzzer.

MORPHY RICHARDS
AUTO-ELECTRIC IRONS,

superb

quality, 351 -, postage
extra.
A few only 475 SHAVEMASTER comb and cutter
sets, C.O.D. 24/8.
(Please
do not send cash.)
STUART ELECTRIC PUMPS
Small and highly efficient centrifugal pumps for all pumping
11-

purposes.

Any Item can be supplied
on Easy Terms if required.
Leaflet of any item on request.

THE LONDON RADIO
SUPPLY Co., BALCOMBE
(Est. 1925)

SUSSEX.

LYONS RADIO
3, Goldhawk Road,
Shepherds Bush, W.I2

Telephone Shepherds Bush 1729
R'AVEMF.TER T5'PE W1191.
A very high grade frequency meter in brand
new condition. 100kc. to 20mcs. (continuous in 8 bands). Accuracy 0.1°,,. Fitted
with attenuator enabling them to be used
as a first-class signal generator. Complete
with crystal, valves. calibration chart and
instructions. Supplied in strong wooden
transit eases with full set of 4 spare valves.
Operates from battery supply of 2v. and
60v.
:

pl7

VIBROPACKS (Vibrator
brao(c Supply Unit
Input 6v, Output 238v. at 100 me. New and
unused. Includes standard Mallory vibrator and OZ4 rectifier. Fitted with on/off
switch, pilot light and Slydock fuse. Firstclass
No. 2)

jobs.

42/- each (postage
CONVERTER UNIT (Power unit type1/9d.)
195).
Input 24v. D.C. Output 230v. A.C. (50 ope.).
watts.
100
Consists of rotary converter
in metal case with on /off switch and input
and output sockets (connecting leads with
plugs are Included). Practically new.
Overall size approx. 12 x 12 x 8in.
£3 -15-0 (carriage 0'4.
WAVE FORM GENERATORS, Type 26.
A very useful unit fitted with 13 valves
(6 VR65, 1 VR116, 2 VR51, 4 VR56). Corn ponents include over 80 resistances, 35
condensers, relays, transformers, etc. In
metal cases approx. 111 x 71 x loin.
36/- each (carriage 4/ -).
MORSE OSCILLATOR SETS (R.A.F. type.
2- valve buzzers)
Battery operated. Incorporates switch to
select five different modulation notes with
interference facility. Ideal set for morse
practice. Size 9 x 81 x 81n. Condition as
new, in transit cases. Includes 2 valves
(types VR21 and VR22).
27.- each or less valves 15/- (carriage
Suitable 'phones for use with aboya, fittted
with lead anti plug, 5 /9d.

PRACTICAL
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SPECIAL EX- GOVERNMENT OFFERS.
-18 -valve Sets for salvage only, complete
with valves (6 v. mains types), 50f- en.
Power Units, type 392. 230 v. A.C., 50 cgs,
600 v., 120 ma., smoothed output, £3 5s.;
as new. 20 watt Admiralty patt. P.A.
units, less horn, 3 ohm coil. 25' -. VCR97
C.R. tubes, 6M. elec., guaranteed short
delay and unused, £5 ea. Vibrator Packs,
12 v.. 230 v. 70 m.a., new, 35 -: also used
types, 6 and 12 v., 200 v. 100 tn.a., 30'- each.
Rotary Transformers, 12 v., 275 v. 110 m.a.,
500 v. 50 m.a., 126 ea.. or in case with
smoothing. £1. Rola 6in. Speakers, 21'Standard Speaker Transformers. 5 6:
45 m.a. type. 4'6. Miniature type to math

ohm M.C. earphone, 3. -: 120 m.a. L.F.
chokes, 6 -; 40 ma. midget. 3, -: 6 v.
vibrator transformers, 150 v. 40 mss.. 5 -:
12 v. 250 v. 80 m.a.. 9'6. Mallory G and 12 V.
Vibrators, N.S., 8 6. Radio Compasses.
new, 10 -. Aerial C.O. relays. complete " ith
CO -AX :rockets, 7.6. Magnetic mikes, 26.
11.C. lily,. ß 6. M.C. earphone. 4 6. Reed
type 'phones, complete wuh plug. 6 6.
L.R. 'phones, 4. -; 2 in. flush, 100 m.a.
meters, M.C., 12 6: 2m., centre zero, 50 a.,
5' -: 40 v., 7 6. Meter Rectiuer:. 5 m.a., 5 -.
12 v. 1 a. for charging. 10 6: transformer
1.0 suit for 230 v.. 9.6.
Set of 5 S.W. coils,
small, dust-tuned type with miniature
ceramic airspaced trimmers, range approx.
3 -80 metres. 7 8 per set or 2 - ea. IFTe,
32 eves, screened with trimmers. 5- ca.;
200 lees midgets, dust- tuned, 5'- ea. Tubular, .1 lord.. 330 v.. 3.- doz.; ditto, Midget
150 v.. 2 6 doz.; assorted lots up to .5 mfd.,
750
72 for 18 -. D.C. to A.C. converters,
12 v.. 230 V. 50 c s. 100 w.. £3 10-..: or in case
with control gear. £5. Trade term,:
for quantities. S.A.E. for complete Lisle.
1:SGLISII,
THE
MAI :I'1.N(1S,
D.
R ATLIi1G II 12D., H("ITI/.N. l.ss, :X
each.
llhrA I. RECTIFIERS, 9 sizes. 5-lead
-in
MES adaptors. 3d. Clix (Pyrex'
insulators (Bell). 2,6. Standard Jackplugs.
9d. Shaded indicators (panel), with bulb,
2 6. Bakelite aerial pulleys. 13. Potentiometers 12 or 200 ohm, high wattage. 6 -.
Kly'stron units, 57 6. 13 valves UHF
receivers, 47.6. 21 valve I.F.F. units, 57'6.
EHT modulator units, 576. 19 set supply
units, 15 -. Oscilloscopes, 110 -250 A.C..
50 cycle input. Multi-vibrator circuit. All
controls. £8 10s. Large variety dyna?notors
convertible to mains motors. No lists.
S.A.E. with enquiries. -C.W.O.. W. A. Benson. 308, Rathbone Road. Liverpool, 13.
s1(i'I'i:olt ELECTRONICS proudly preThis coil pack
sent Meteor type C.3.
only l''in. x lain. x 1fin., is fitted with 6
type M.D. coils. Wound on Midget
Extremely high
Polystyrene formers.
With every pack are two
Q " value.
clear and complete circuit diagrams 5
valve A.C. U.C. superhet and 4 valve all
dry superhet (valve type 1R5, etc.):
Price complete, 36; -. S.A.E. details. Meteor Electronics, Gloucester Row,
Weymouth.
RADIOGRAPHI(', L'I'11. -3 -Piece Valve
Screens, 1 6 1'1154 Oscillator Panels.
Rack -mounted Mains Poser
new. 19,6
Units. £3,196: Amplifier Mixer Units,
£2'196. Ex -Govt. Valves. from 4- each
100kc s Crystals, two types, 15 6 and 191i.
Igranic Jack Sockets. 1 6 each. S.A.E. for
Latest List, 'transmitting and Special
Purpose Valves from Stock.- Radiographic, Ltd.. Mail Order Specialists. 65,
Osborne St., Glasgow, C.1. Tel. Bell. 3776.
REPAIRS to loud-speakers. Cones, coils
fitted. Fields altered, rewound. Output
transformers, clock coils. No mains trans.
accepted. Prices quoted. Satisfaction
guaranteed.-L. S. Repair Service, 49.
Trinity Rd., Upper Tooting. S.R.17. Close9
Saturdays. Phone Balham 2355.
IL Et%1ND SERVIt I' :.- Armatures, Gram.
motors, Vacuum Cleaner. Drill and all small
motor Transformers- Fields Pick -ups.
Sneakers -New Cones and Speech Coils
fitted -New Vac. Cleaners sueplied. All
work guaranteed and promptly executed.
Special Terms to the Trade. Send S.A.E.
for Price List and Radio Spares. -A. D. S.
261 -3 -5,
Lichfield Road, Aston,
Co.,
Birmingham. 6.
PR.VI'TS RADIO 1070, Hamm Road.
London, N,W'.10 Nr. Scrubs Lane)
Phone: LADbroke 1734
AMPLIFIERS. College 10 watt, A.C.,
4-valve, mike stage, twin input and faders;
5 -valve
£818'6. Similar, only A.C,(D,C.A.C.(D,C.
P.P. output, 10 watt, £919 6.
6- valve, P.P. output, 10 .Watts, with heavy
duty case. £12'12.0. 8 -watt A.C. 12.record,
GVe0player amplifier. push-pull output
5 valve, £10.10.0. AI,I, above amplifiers
match 3. 8 and 15 ohm speakers.
45
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WIRELESS
20 TEARS'

EXPERIENCE.-The Quality
Amplifier built to Mr. Williamson's design
and backed by G.E.C. is undoubtedly the
finest amplifier so far produced. We are
Hunts., etc., 8 mfds.. 3'6. 16 +8 mfds., 8'6. pioneers in the manufacture of this ampli16 mids., 5.'6.
0.25 mid. fier and at the price quoted it is the finest
8 +8 mtds.. 613.
25 volt, 2 2. T.R.F. Chassis, 4'6. T.R.F. Product on the market to -day. Special cirCoils, M. ,C L., 8.6 pair. Condensers, 0.1, cuit, special output transformer. hand

HARRY JAMES PRODUCTIONS. -270.
Leith Walk, Edinburgh 6.-Mail order
Specialists. C.O.D. or Cash with order.
Electrolytic,, new not W.D. surplus. B.I.,

0.01. 0.05..500 v.. Sd. each. Variable 2 gang
0.0005, 12 -. with Trimmers. 13/6. Loudspeakers, Sin. P.M., 19'6. Chin. Energised
1,000 ohms. 29'6. Bin. P.M., 25' -. Volume
Controls, W; S. Long Spindle, 5'6. Less
switch, 3 6. Mains transformers. 350-0-350
6,3 v. and 3 v. or 4 v. Heaters, 30: -. Output
Multi -ratio, 9:! -. Valve holders, 5 -pin. 7 and

Oetals, 7d. each. Amphenol type. 9d. each.
Voltage Droppers, 0.2 amp. 1.000 ohms, 3'9.
0,3 amp., 4%9. 1,000 ohms. Line Cord, best
quality, 0.3 amp. 3 Core, 9d. per foot.
Special Offer, 0.1 Milliamp meters, suitable
for' Multi meters, etc. Price, 12 6.
Valves C.O.D. Large stocks of British and
American types. Enquire for anything in
Radio. S.A.E. for lists.
51101(1' WAVE Coils, Chokes and Comm.
denser, Slow-motion Dials and Dines,
Chassis, Panels, Cabinets, Aluminium
Sheet, nuts and bolts. resistance wile.
etc., etc. Large stocks of component.
American and British valves. Vitaeox
Speakers and Microphones, Feeder Units
Eddystone
and Amplifiers, eta., el'.
stockists. 21d. stamp far lice t. Receivers
and Transmitters built to specification.
and Rural Ridie, Con t notional
Engineers. 101. High Street Swansea 4677.
('II Alt1.1 S RRITAIN It 4Di(I, 1:11).
R.E. UNITS. Type; 24 and 25, contains 3
S1'61. 5 wav 3 Lank sera Mir: s..iteli, etc.,
easily adapted for use as SW converter.
16 6 past free. II.F. I nuf. 'l')pe 16. This
is a racier up to dale version with Vernier
slow motion drive complete. with :1 RL7.
RI.16 valves. First class condition. Price
276 mist.. free.
INDI('A'l'Olt UNIT with bin. tube. Complete with 6in. non persistent Cathode Ray
Tube. 7 valves as follows 4 EF50, 3 EB34,
contains many useful components, including
12 pot -meters. Tube is suitable for television
or scope, Price £2'19 6. This item to callers
only.
('EST SET 74. Consists of a special purpose
scope, with Sin. CR tube with built -in
receiver or sander (IFF) and will wont
directly oft A.C. Mains 230 v. 50 cps. This
unit is in a case size 18in. x 12ín. x 9in. with
carrying strap. This unit can be easily
converted to a scope. Price £5 19.6 plus 15,earn'. and packing.
Incorporates
MORSE OSCILLATORS.
note selector control, volume control,
Tacks for phone. key, and interference.
Power supply required H.T. 60 v. G.B. 41,
L.T. 2n'. Provision for these inside cabinet.
Size 9in. x 8in. x i7ín. Valves required
Pall LE, LP2. Price 10:= plus 1;6 carr. and
Packing.
11Rrri511 I,FF. Complete with 10 valves,
motor generator. Many useful components,
25'- each, 7.6 carr. and packing.
It would payyou to give us a call, we have
just purchased a huge quantity of exG overnm en t radio gear, which we are selling
at bargain prices.-Charles Britain (Radio),
l.id., Radio (louse, 2. Wilson Street,
London, E.C.E. Tel. BIS 2966.
INDICATOR UN11 :S. Type 96, one 6in tube. 6 SP61's, 3 VR54's. 15 assorted potentiometers, 3 .01 kv. WKG con., 4 Bank Yaxley switch. Aprox. 100 assorted resistors
and condensers. As new, 62.6. Carriage
Paid. I.F.F. transmitter -receiver, 12 volt.
Complete with 10 valves, motor generator,
relays. etc... 251 -. Carriage Paid. Standard
steel racks, 6ft. high, drilled and tapped for
19in. navels. List, £10. 55 -. Carriage Paid.
Dural tube lin. diameter (up to lilt. lengths,
70. aft. Carriage Paid. Send S.A.E. for
Component and Aluminium List. -Fanthorpe, 6.e. Hepworth_ 's Arcade. Bull.
ew and Unused Surplus
RF :NsIO'l'ORS. NewBargains. at fraction original cost.
85 -, TELESCOPES. powerful, 2ft. long,
adjustable 2l in. lens, ex -Naval sighting,
beautifully made. in fitted case, or send
..
90. - carriage paid.
75 -, DYNAMOS. 21 volts, 1,000 watts,
9in. by 7in., in. spindle, or send 80 - carriage
paid.
75 -, 230v..1.50, 15 h.p. ELECTRIC MOTORS.
incorporating 1.260 cycle converter, or send
80 - carriage paid.
38 -. RADIO WAVE METERS, adjustment
dhil, beautiful instrument in case, or send
Host other valuable
40 - carriage paid.
equipment. Lists tree. -Benmotors, Sum merly Street, Earlsheld, E.W.1S. Wim. 3833.
(100 yds. S. Sly. Electric Line 10 minutes
Waterloo.)
I
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built by experts. Tested and guaranteed.
valves. The real lob for quality. Price
£25.- R.T.M.C., Ltd.. Laurel House, 141,
Little Ealing Lane. W.5
BARGAINS.-Visual Indicators. 2 -350
micro -amp. meter movements. W2 Mini.
neon bulbs. 6'- new. Yankee MieSpkr, for
intercom., eta., in 37ín, circular metal case.
69. Canadian headsets, 10.600 ohms. pr.

7

phones and mie., w'headbands, 9 6. CHR
high res. phones, w,h.band end lead, a'9 pr.
Rio.. 1811Speakers, P.M., 6''in.. 1711
Energ. 2.000 ohms. 24 6. W '1'. Valves, many
new and boxed at pre -budget price (6K7,
3Q5, 25'7,6', E1.33. TI'2620, etc. i, also ex -W.D.
types-.53J5, DDT2, 5130 (t Stab.). 4 9. 807.
Pill 1. 4 -.
10 -. 12A6, 6)5. 5E4. 125C7, S
255147, 12 -. Condensergang or -mall
392-gang-.0005, 9 -. 2 molds. 1,000 v;
Add 6d. for postage, free over Cl, C.W.O.
or caller.. -Tiny for Radio, 360, Delston
Lane, London, E.B.
Inu1ED PC sOU12SI51.I'.-lack Prince
Sunerliet 5- valve. 3 waveband. A.C. model.
£1010s., A.C. D.C.. £910,. Bin. Speaker and
Trans.. £1 2s. 60. extra., or Radio Heart
supplied only, consisting of complete plans,
AIy. Chassis, Valve Ho der,. 3 wate)and
coil pack, W'CleSwitelm, Dial Drum. Pointer.
Scale, etc., 2- ,.an.. fort,. 46: he s. I.F. rails
all mounted in position. 75- lot.- Fred's
Radio Cabin, 77, Nee,inetnn Batts, S.E.1I.
Rodney 2180.
OL1' SI E CONTROLS. 16. Acvnmlaters
'15 AH, 10 -.
Ass. Nut=, Bolts. etc.. C0Boxes, 2 - lb. 2 -valve Batt. Amplifiers.
w valves, 126. Midget b1 C Speaker:;, 5 -.
M C Hind Mikes, 6 6. 9'og: ales. 1 -. Vtüvcs,
etc. list, 2!d. stains.- Carirr'e. 67, Bell
Lane. Marston Green. 13i' min °hen.
('ANAIII.-1N. -58 sets " Wilkie Talkie."
Brand new and complete. 8 valves, mica
and head set, battery box. leads circuit and
working. insu unions. All lot £8 and he.Read,
Priory
carriage.
Simpson.
Abergavenny.
1.Ad1PS11ADES.-Ali materials and Et-.
tines for the homecrattsman, Frames,
Parchment. etc. Send 40. for instruction
sheet and price list. 'l'echnicrafts (D.1).
Road, Bourne182, Malmesbury Park
mouth. Hants.
GOVT. SURPI,Uti Radio and Electrical
Equipment.
Send for Bargain Li_t,W. James, 6. Rose Hill, Brighton.
170 COPIES " Practical Wireless." 11,36Offers,- Barnard. 114, Gloucester
1919.
Grove. S.E.15,
GENERATE free electricity from the wind.
Build your own Wind Charger, Simplified
instructions and drawings for Mast Head,.
Propeller, 2,6. post 2 d.- Pearse, P,W..
Midtaphouee, I.iskeard, Cornwall.
BF1. :Wobbulator, perfect. Taylor model 40
valve tester. Sin. Oscilloscope, Offcrs,Bedw.3ll, 10, Winchcombe Street, Cheltenham._
150 ('OFIES " Practical Wireless," 1939
to date 15 S.W. mags. offers enquiries
to BM. N.1G, London. w'.C.1.
('OSIMUNII'ATIONS Receiver BCR1146,
Complete, 620. -99. Hartington Road,
:
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5,10.8.

SERVI('F. sheets required, all makes and
types. -Beam, 890$, Newhey Road, Outlane,
Huddersfield.
2,000 New Mainsbridge Condensers. cheap.
-13, New Road, B'dale. Southport.

TUITION
Till': INST1l'(" l'E of Practical Radio Engineers have available Home Study Courses
covering elementary. theoretical, mathematical, practical and laboratory tuition
in radio and television engineering
the
text is suitable coaching matter for I.P.R.E.,
Service entry and progressive exams. ;
tuitionary fees at pre -war rates are
moderate. The Syllabus of Instructional
Text may be obtained, post free, from the
ecretary, 20, Fairfield Road, Crouch End,
Marine'A Bereft
e.AUA11. Television,
w ireless, Broadcasting
offer tremendous
pportunities. Students. both sexes, aged
14 upwards, trained for appointments in
;

-

-

all branches of Radio. Low Fees.
Boarders accepted. 2d. stamp for Pros.
Wireless College, Colwyn Bay.
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2e.

N\

Wet*

W

M;1t;4

WM

/U4

:

Super'gaetity Five
Tenn)

e

'lase

B

tlnadradyee

in 111', U, BC,
(2 St), D, 1.P,

WW2()

Cicero B

Claus B)

Fire (d SG, D, LF,

..

..

..

..

M344

WM340

PWIS

2

16,.,,

acme,,)

Two -valve

:

-,racer

..
Blueprints. Pr. reek,

ritri,licrt Barely

'Tune I' :';,

-

k I., Ihr. 1^e:'3 At.', lt:eliug'ant
P5\ -1)
(HI', r, l'eu)
Peti 7'7' Four -valve: Blu "p!iat :. 3,. each
.nr
So-, D, Pert)
All -Mel ne Pint
t'\V4:3
Hari, .I,eI - Ita-li.'yraw (UP,
PW4"
l`en, 11, LP, 1')..
..
-.
.

TU. U, l'"n)
Three-valve : Blueprints. 2. each.
E.vt,r^hnentrr'r .-n'cttc ,.ct
'l'rarr, Soroo, rrreW
The l'r'r::ar
rt-et ill rr 0.i r4,

,

T

Fonr -valve

,

:

.

-

Superbei : Blueprint, 3e.
Simplified Shorter-ale Sups
Two -veive

:

,,,iv.

c

1

nrt
449

4W'438

..

A

W436

WM397

AW483

MISCELLANEOUS
-val re c"n,-rrre'r eri,-,:: le)
Enthn.+ìxst'e Pee er Amp/thee tIll
J

e

\5'ntts) 13i-)
ldret!:cr'a ü-aatt A.('. .Au.nlfter
lop

la-)

RaB, Unit

12,.1

15,r 1111:;1!2

2'-)

Harriu lilectruqrum battery aere
rliper (2'-)
..

1.'u'

Cc'ucerl A.C. ElecUe-

qrs.
New

`,1/!le!Sh,rl,racr Adapter
..
t2.)
B.I,. 1'1.7,.('. Sh,,t,u av'e Converter

W'M3SI'
A\V329

W'M387'
WMf9^.a
55'M:II)8
W M3U9

N11403.
W'21:_54

WM 4100
W'M4U8

WM408

te...,...-...-..

111 V1'S C'O[JPON
This coupon

r

is

available

May

3rd, 1943, and must accompany al)
Practica! Hints.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS. MAY 148.

i

! ^.__.s,......-_.9
r

\t11:;tii

1
A W

Meins Operated
Rleieprinte, pe, each,
51aiu, .Short, a,cr U1,

Four-valve : Blueprints, Ss.
Sar3t,!.1 Fnur-cai,'c 5!'. Shertna,cr Ott, D, Bc, T ,ms) ..

W"M292

5t11329

555'452

Blueprints, 3e, sorb.

A.G. Sheet ,tale 'toril- healer
H1' ven, D, RC, Tt5.11a
dl,,ndarel Fv,er-vrri e'er dh''ri ecore

15M:371'

,

AW'42:1

W"M300'

A5V403

W'M 101'

cirn

dot

The W'.V.AA. Shud',vacc CenMains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints. 2e, eaeb.
('nn «lelc:te). 'I',,a tD, l'en), t.r,
E.er,n -'ny C e'. 'r,e ;It. Trail.,, A. r'
Three -va;re e Blueprints. Ti', each.
Meut, .ea A.0 Threw 1111I, Pen,

a\t'',n;1e

T'.,,,_'

SHORT -WAVE SETS, Pall,r
One-valve : Blueprints, 2. each.
sat'. t,,.'c-eh','r e'r America ..

De
SS

New

Poets Portable lac), le,

\5'M3.51

I1,

Four -valve : Blueprints, 3e. rash.
ria,. four cull, D, IRC, Trans)
deft- ventained Four (IG, D, Li,

PORTABLES
Blnepreele, 3-. each.

c,-

:55cä,5

" 1V.11."

:

liIcy Pcri,Lle (SG, D. LP,
('la,s HI ..
Fan'il,v Portable (HF, le, TIC,

Hv c.eett de Coil

AW,I974

PW'34D

PW47
SUPERHETS
II,.:,' re Sets : Blueprints, 2e. each.
qer het Three- valve)
..
anlvc duperbet..
iI, : Sett - Blueprints 2s. each.

131;ír e,e,tc. 24

r'rl"lb:re

I'W54
a

PW'48A

P55" IG

PW_
PW'_0

Pen,

Blueprints. 2s. each.
let, Peu,..

:

PSt';;IIJ

121E

I,. Pen)

Four -valve

Battery Operated.

STRATOHT SETS.
One -valve Bineprint, 25.

B.11'' Sp., Jul Te,,-, at, er

P\y31I3

Mails Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints. 2s. each.
Selee cne A.C. Its- llegraro Two
(I), Pen)
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.

PW'ò2

-

g

PIT 17.
I!, Peu)
`I11 P, Pen,

Mains Srla : Bh'rpeiely, 2s. each.
F1epbdc Super rHee A
..

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS _
Blueprints, Ia, each.
r.'ee',tatiun Crystal net ..
,1W427
Ln. rue Tim¡rv: Voit ter Á5\V27
la.
1954 ' 'ry-tel S...l
15e-:pile l'ry"Iel Set
..
:5 A5' Ft)
..

PW-72

P15'a9

PW77

Jf

2s.
PW00 Blueprint,
l'W21 S.W. t,'uuvvreer- .ldeepter (t calve)

PW84
l'Wn7

PW20

SUPERHET9
Battery tels : Bluepnnte, 3s. each.
'\ ani:y Fnur
..
Th.. lìegnr.t 1.11-D .1,, r ..
..

MISCELLANEOUS

Titrer-)..1,

:

..

Four-valve : $Ineprinl, 2s.
into "l'urt.el,le I (D, LP, Lp',

PW'S1

PWp2

i'

I:

Blueprint),

)

Three

PW28

l'ental.lc

51.1,Iya

0$1:, I,, t'en)

(V,

,,e

Twee

:

PN GP'

11,,,, rh,.,

t

PW'13'J

PORTARLES
Three-valve Bluepl'inn, 25 each.
F. .1 1'aur', ELF -'I'iire.--,;'le'e
Pn table (GP Pen, D. re,o

'PW110

'fhre.e (D, 2 LN

Mau

1'en!,

t

'.N

e

. W.

It:n4.).rpa,i

The

aeh.

!.\

P55 91

:i'.

:

En i,r rin.ui r''a ..,"rt
,. 'three
I', l',erl
The Pe.5...t, ): 111, _ 1.:' Jlt,' and

I!

en the 7th of each month btu GEORGE NEWNES, f.lSlt'rED, To,'err Ih use, S,lntha."' "J'i"iO St:''rt, Strand, Lndou, 'e) C2, armed
pra:rnad in England by W. SPEAIGHT Sr SONS, LTD., Exmoor Street, Leib", e W.10, Sole Agents for Australia and New 7oa:'tnd :
GORDON do GOTCH IA'sia), LTD. South Africa
CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Subscription rateo niclluting hostage
Trland 100. 'Id, per annum : Abroad Ids. per annum. Registered at inn. General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Pest.
1;r á Ids AND SUPPLY : TIIs periodical is sold subject to the following conditions. namely, that it shalt not, without
11rr
+T the publishers first Seven, be lent re -sold. hired otlt or otherwise diseased of by way of Trade purrpt at the fall
';1. : and that it shall not he lent, re gold, hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any
lu3acthOI tic d cu'; er by way of Trade ; or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertiein , literary or pictorial matter, whatsoever.
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-with

any set!

Throughout Luc house, if necessary- certainly
for the kitchen and by the bedside for hearing all
your favourite programmes when it is not
convenient to be where you keep your receiver.
something you should have in this modern
can be obtained easily
by simply plugging a superlative
Stentorian Speaker into the
receiver. In handsome wooden
cabinets of acoustic design.
This
age

is

-it

---the/1
.searuMOs

Idd

finest

W'f-Ii

ï ELEY

e>

PRICES
Type SC'. L5
' SENIOR' Model
Model Type JC' E5
' JUNIOR
' CADET
Model Type CC' E4
Type BC' -E2
' BABY' Model Model Type MC' E2
' MINOR'
'

IS 6
O 0
10 0
19 6
S
6

SX
1X

£5 2
£4 10
0
BX L2 13
MX El !9

CX'£4

With universal. transformer.

tra SPEAKER for any set
NOTT

ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD. MANSFIELD

HAVE YOU HAD

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

ME

.,
COPY Of

DIGIREERIHG

OPPORTIRRES"?
.,

\4hatcvcr your age or experience- whether you are one of the old school or a newcomer
to Engineering anxious to hold your position under post -war conditions -you must read
this highly informative guide to the best paid Engineering posts.
The Handbook contains among other intensely interesting matter, particulars of B.Sc.,

A.M.I.P.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
i A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
important Engineering Examinations, out& GUILDS, CIVIL SERVICE, and other
lines home -study courses in all branches of CIVIL,

CITY

MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,
AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION, AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT,
ENGINEERING, DRAUGHTSMANSHIP,
BUILDING and PLASTICS, MATRICUL4.TION, etc., and explains the unique
advantages of our Employment Department.

WE

DEFINITELY GUARANTEE

'NO PASS-NO FEE

If you are earning less than £10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES" ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your future secure
and describes many chapcés you are now missing. In Your own interest we advise you to
write for your copy of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts NOW FREE and without
obligation.

-

BRITISH INST TUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
t
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2 %4ÿy

P
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4iví4r:t

HOUSE,
..

in,Ck

17,

18

#.i3sia"' ,
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19,

STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I.
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